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WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS: THEIR SUCCESS AND
PROBLEMS

WEDNESDAY, MAY 30, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS,

Eugene, OR.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:10 a.m., in Studio

One, Hult Center, Eugene, OR, Hon. .Bob Packwood (on behalf, of
_the chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Packwood.

STATEMENT OF HON. BOB PACKWOOD, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF OREGON

Senator PACKWOOD. The committee will come to order, please. I
was waiting just a bit to give some of-the media a chance to get set
up, but I don't want to delay:all of you any longer,

I .have called this hearing today under the auspices of the Small
Business Committee, on which I serve, in order to get testimony
and get information about women in business, or unusual problems
you find. Getting into business is risky enough, male or female' and
getting credit is tough enough, male or female; but the evidence
seems to be generic and overwhelming all over the country: If you
are a woman and getting into business, credit, is tougher and the
standards are tougher. And if you're married, you have to have
your spouse sign. If your spouse was borrowing, they wouldn't ask
you to sign. We run into situations like this all over. I'm really
asking for testimony from you as to what experience you've had,
what suggestions you can make as to change; because if you look at
growth of small business in this country in the last few years, it is
small business owned by women that is growing at a much more
rapid rate proportionately than those owned by men. And to the
extent that small business employs most of the new hires in this
countrynot big business, not General Motors, but sell busi-
nessand if many of those small businesses are being founded by
women or would be founded 12), women if they had access to credit
and firiancing, if we don't make it adequate and available and if we
don't mak the opportunities equal, we are missing an opportunity
not just for'women; we're missing an okportunity for reducing un-
em loymerit in this country.

So I'm delighted that so many of you'are willing Co take time
today to come. I've. looked at the testimony that has been turned in
ahead of time; it is right on point as to what I'ni looking for. And
so, we'll start off now, and I'll give you a time schedule, roughly

(1)
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we have to be done about 11 o'clock. To the extent that those of
you who have turned in testimony in writing, it will be in the
record in' its entirety. If you choose to abbreviate it, speak orally,
leave some time for questions, that is fine.

So let's start out with our first panel of Maxine nays, Jean Tate,
and Pam Muscato. I know these three witnesses well and have
kinnim them for some period of time. Do you have any objection to
going to the order that you're on the witness list, .Maxine first?

Go right ahead, Maxine.

STATEMENT OF MAXINE liAyS2PAST PRESIDENT, INTERNATION:
AL FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL. WOMEN'S
CLUBS

Ms. Hays. Good morning.
Senator PAcxwoon. I know you've never testified before, and

you're very nervous. ..

Ms. HAYS. My name is Maxine Hays and I'm the immediate past
president of the International Federation of Business and Profes-
sional Women. I'm also past president of the United States BPW,
now known as BPW/USA, and I'm here today representing. BPW/
USA.

I have a deep concern for the issue of women and small business.
I'm a small business owner myself, and I also serve on the Small
Business-Administration's National Advisory Council.

Women have a unique stake in small business, both as owners
and "employees. Over the past decade the number of women in the
paid labor force had increased dramatically. Along with this in-
crease we are seeing a tremendous increase in- the number of
women going into business for themselves. Today, women are be-
coming/entrepreneurs at a rate five times greater than men; be-
tween 1977 and 1980, ,women -owned businesses increased: 33 per-
cent. Current estimates are that one employed woman in '12 earns
part or all of her livelihood as a small business owner.

The .American dream of owning and operating a business is
shhred by both women and Men; knit while the dream is shared,
certain problems are not. As in virtually every area of this Na-
tion's ecorioniic life, we find that women, face additional barriers.
ex discrimination, both overt and subtle, is still commonplace..
he woman entrepreneur faces problems that her male counter-

part does not. She has more difficulty in buildin up capital; she is
discriminated against when applying f or loans; s e is less likely to
have the educational and occupational experien e.needed for suc-
cess; she is penalized for her sex in certain types of insurance; she
is excluded fr.im important business networks, and she receives no-
where near her fair share of Government .cql...)it -acts.

In fact, sex dikrirnination has an impact on every aspect of the
woman business owner's life. Ironically, sex discrimination in the
workplace may be one of the driving reasons that so many women
are starting their own businesses. Many women Who find career'
paths.blocked because of subtle discrimination realize that the only
way they can achieve economic security is to be their own boss.
Unfortunately, the effects of sex discrimination and sex stereotyp-
ing follow women, whatever path they choose.
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Employed women are less likely to get on-the-job training they

need for starting business. Seventy percent of all women are clus-
tered in the), lowest-paying occupations with little chance of ad-
vancement. Despite legal.protections against employment discrimi-
Mation, women are still not fully represented in mid- and uppe
level management ositions which are often a training ground for
entrepreneurs.

Not only is a potential woman entrepreneur unlikely to have the
best opportunities for workplace training, she often lacks the ap-
propriate form'al education. Since the passage of title IX of the
Educational Amendments of: 1972 we have seen great progress in
the number of women- pursuing education in traditionally male
fields. But e'n with title IX, many women have continued to ILK
subtly channeled into traditionally female educational programs.'

It is essential to remember how recently discriminatory practices
were commonplace. For example, only 12 years ago women were
turned away in much greater numbers than men from most busi-
ness schools, and were required to have better grades and test
scores for admission. This recent memory of sex discrimination in
education makes the Su)preme Court decision restricting the scope
and effect of title IX even more distressing.

There are two areas where overt sex discrimination continues.
The first is insurance. Women who are self-employed must pay
more for their health and disability insurance than similarly situ-
ated men, and this is especially devastating for new business where
capital is almost always in short supply.

Second, women- are excluded from community and business
groups, such as the Rotary and Jaycees, where important business
contacts are made. The old boy network works for men but creates
additional barriers for Women trying to compete.

Women also have special problems in raising sufficient capital to
start ot expand a business, and in getting business credit. First, be-
cause of occupational segregation and wage discrimination, em-
ployed women are much less likely to be in a posit.ion to build up
adequate capital of Weir own. Despite the Equal Pay Act and title
VII of the Civil Rights Act, women still earn 59 cents for every_ $1

"Cearned by men.
There are a number of factors, combined to make women look

like poor credit risks to financial institutions. Because of long-es-
tablished and continuing social patterns, many women interrupt
their careers to tend to traditional family matters, such as rearing
children or caring for disabled adults.

Also, women are less likely to have the hands-6n business experi-
ence which many lenders look for before granting a business loan,
While all small businesses face some problem getting credit, the
problem is greater for women because of sex discrimination. Many
financial institutions and individual lenders still hold a biased atti-
tude toward women.

A number of women have reported that they were denied credit
because of their sex or marital status; yet, if a woman believes she
has been discriminated against in commercial lending, she has no
practical recourse. The Equal Credit Opportunity Act of. 1974 pro-
hibits creditors from discriminating against applicants on the basis
of race, color, religion, 'sex, national origin, marital status, or age.

Se,
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But business credit is exempt from many of the act's prekisions.
Creditors are allowed to request information concerning the busi-
ness applicant's marital status. Creditors are not required to pro-
vide written reasons for denying commercial credit, or to automati-
cally disclose an applicant's right to request this information.
Creditors are not required to retain records relating to the com-
mercial credit application unless the applicant. requests such reten-
tion.

Without these procedural safeguards, the substanyive provisions
of nondiscrimination in the Equal Credit Opportunity Act are un-
enforceable in business transactions.

Finally, another hinderance to the survival and success of
women-owned businesses is their virtual exclusion from Federal
Government procurement opportunities. The Federal Government,
is probably the most stable customer in America today, buying
more than $100 billion worth of nearly every kind of good and serv-
ice each year. Yet, female-operated firms accounted for only four-
tenths of 1 percent of the total award of fiscal year 1982 Federal
prime contracts over $10,000.

This gap has been blamed on women themselves. We are told
that women lack adequate knowledge and experience in bidding
and are not involved in the sectors of the .industry in which the
Government does contracting. However, consider this: 'Roughly 30
percent,' of the Defense Department's multibillion dollar procure-
ment budget goes for such items as uniforms, food, laundry, and
liquor. Clearly, the low level of Government contracting to women
reflects both discrimination and the absence of a strong Federal

.4 initiative to support women-owned businesses.
The current barriers to women business owners will not be elimi-

nated overnight. However, as Secretary Margaret Heckler testified
in 1980, and I quote, "The burden falls equally on both the public
and private sectors, but nothing will happen i5 the private sector
unless the Government takes the lead."

Much needs to be done; if women are to participate fully in entre-
preneurhip. The following are specific recommendations for

_ action.
One, reliable data on women-owned businesses must be collected

and made available.
Two, sex discrimination in education must be totally elimiYiated.

Every effort Congress can make in this .area would be helpful. We
strongly urge the restoration and vigorous enforcement of title IX,
as well as the.reauthorization of the Women's Educational Equity
Act.

Three, eqtkil access to capital and credit must be strengthened.
The Equal Credit Opportunity Act has done a great deal to elimi-
nate sex discrimination in consumed credit. Why is this protection
missing in business credit? The provisions of this act that protect
women from discrimination should be extended to business credit.

Four, opportunities for women in nontraditional fields must be
expanded so that women can open businesses in all fields, includ-
ing the most lucrative ones. Implementation of equal pay for work
of comparable value is imperative if women are to be able to start
and expand businesses in all fields:-

s
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Five, Federal procurement opportunities for women must be en-
hanced. The development of mechanisms and incentives is impera-
tive if women are to partake of their fair share of the lucrative
Governmpnt procurement business. Four-tenths of 1 percent is a
pitiful lefel of participation when we know that women own at
least one quarter of all small businesses.

Numerical goals to dramatically increase the number of women-
owned firms qualifying for Federal contracts must be established
and strictly enforced.

We applaud Elizabeth Dole, Secretary of Transportation, for her
strong commitment to women entrepreneurs; however, .women des-
perately need such leadership and followthrough from more than
one policyholder. Women have for too long been excluded from the
full fruits of the entrepreneurship because of legal and social bar-
riers. We must vigorously support all efforts to ensure that more
wommi can fulfill the American dream of owning their, own busi-
nesses. As Representative Geraldine Ferraro recently stated, "The
solution to problems faced by women in business is to watchdog
what is happening in Washington and to recognize that one
woman's problem is every woman's problem.-

We would further state that what is every woman's problem is
America's problem. Thank you.

Senator, PACKWO(ID. Maxine, thank yAt.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hays follows:)

I
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, Executive Summary
Testimony of Maxine Hays

National Federation of Business and Profgssional Women's Clubs
BPW/USA

Today, women are opening their own businesses at a rate five Limes greater
than men. Estimates show that there are three million women business owners in
this country and their growing presence is a relatively recent occurrence.
Between 1977 and 1980, women-owned businesses increased 33 percent. However,
while women harbor the ago-old dream of becoming their own boss, they encounter
specific obstacles in their business ventures because they are female.

The woman business owner emerges from a social context that rarely prepares
her to best manage her own enterprise. Not only does the subtle discrimindtion
she has faced in every aspect of her youth, education and employment hinder her,
the policies of financial and governmental institutions limit her opportunities
for success. The prospective woman business owner does not usually have the
educational and occupational experience to bolster her business venture. She is
likely to be discriminated against when nhe applies for loans. She will be
penalized because of her sex when she buys insurance. Very likely, the will not
'have the opportunity to serve the largest consumer in the country, the
government. Sex discrimination is a primary barrier to women's success as
business owners.

Briefly, lot us examine the background that the average'woman brings to
bear on a new career as a business owner. The employment experience of
prospective women business owners are often not good paths to entrepreneurship.
We know for example, that mid- and upper-level management positions are the
trainlYg grounds for business ownership. However, Women are still not full
repr anted in these positions. With nearly 70 perdent of working women
clustered into the lowest paying occupationsclerical, service, sales and
unskilled factory jobswomen tend to lea the skills, the management track
Atecord and the capital tilt would bent equip them to successfully run their on
business.

Too often, women also lack the formal education needed for success as an
entrepreneur. Frier to the passage of Title IX of the Education Amendments of
1972, women were routinely excluded crop some courses of study, including
graduate business training. SinCe Titleb IX, some progress has been made with
more women entering "traditionally-male". fields. But, even with Title IX
protection, many women are still channelled into raditionally-female" areas
and away from vital fields such as science and engineering. The recent Supreme
Court decision limiting the scope and effectiveness of Title II means 'that even
the limited progress women have made could be 'wiped out.

Given women's education a,ed employment patterns, women-owned businesses
remain in the retail and service areas, the least profitable areas for small
business.

While the handicaps imposed by tr Clonal education and work experience
limit the success and range.of women-owned businesses, we can also point to
specific forms of discrimination in our nation's.enstitutions. For example, the
Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA), which protects women from discrimination in
consumer credit, does little to make sure that they are treated fairly in
business credit. ...In general, these business loans are disbursed to large,
Well-established firms before they go to the mall, new enterprises. Al i small
business people face this obstacle, but, women are disproportionately affected
because they are almost exclusively owners of small businesses. Further,
because such loans are often granted based on "gut-feeling," women suffer from

1.0



3ex-role ereotyping and discrimination. The ECOA does not require the

retention f the record; that document the reasons for denial of a loan. Unless
a woman k W3 to request this documentation, she will have not evidence to base

a charge sex discrimination.

The lack of oommitmeht" to making wome;i7i'businesses a viable sector of the

d business oommunity can also be found in the policies andidprocedurfts governing

federal contracts. Women do not get their fair share, of these contracts. The
federal government 13 probably the most stable customer in America today--buying
more than 3100 billion worth of nearly every kind of goods and services each
year. Yet, female-operated firms accounted for only jour tenths of one
Darcegt of the federal prime contracts over $10,000 awarded in FY 82. This 13
an apballingly low figure when one-fourth of all small businesses are
women-owned. Many blame women and the typo of servioe or roduct they are

likely to offer. However, oonsider for a minute, that rot fly thirty percent of

the Defense Department's multi-billion dollar Irocurement udget goes for items
such as-uniforms, food, laundry and dry-cleaning equipment, liquor, draperies,
etc. Women business-owners suffer from exclusion from the 3o-called "old-boy
information networks" when they bid for government contracts.

The barriers which now exist for women business owners and potentI1
entrepreneurs will not be eliminaated overnight. And yet, as Margaret 'Heckler,

Secretary of Health and Human Services, said at a Congressional hearing in 1980
on the status of women-owned businesses, "The burden falls equally on both the
public and private sector, but...nothing will happen in the private sector
unless the government takes the lead."

Women business owners are looking for evidence of a commitmentmto
eliminating 3ex-role stereotyping and sex discrimination. Prospective women

business owners need equal educational and employment opportnnities, and access
to credit and government contracts. Women have for too long been exluded from
the fruits of entrepreneurship because of legal and social barriers. We must
vigorously support all effort to.ensure 11M. capable women can fulfill the

American dream of owning their own businesses.
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The National Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs, Inc.

(BPW/119A) was founded in 1919 to improve the status of women in the workforce.

Today, BPW/USA has a membership of over 150,000 women and men, living in all

fifty states and the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.

There are over 3,500 BPW/USA organizations with at least one organization in

every Congressional District in the United States. Since its establishment over

64 years ago, the objectives of the Federation have remained the same: to

S

promote full participation, equity and 'economic self-sufficiency for working

women. f

We appear before you today to testify on women and small business. Women

have a unique and very important stake in small business, both as owners and as

employes. Over the past decade, the number of women in the paid labor force

has increased dramatically. Between 1970 and 1983, the female labor force

'participation rate increased almost 85 percent, so that women now comprise

nearly half (43 percent) of the workforce.. Projections indicate that the number

of women in the workforce will continue to grow. Girls graduating from high

school today can expect to spend at least 30 years in the workforce--whether or

not they marry or have children. Small business is a very important avenue into

the workforce for 'women because small businesses tend to employ more women than

men. As reported in The State_gf Small Business: A Report` of the President

(March 1984), "In 1979, small businesses with fewer than 500 workers were more

likely to hire young workers (16- to 24-yeArs-old), women, and elderly workers

(65 + years-old). "Small businesses," the report concludes, "therefore, are

making it easier for women; older, and younger workers to enter or re-enter the

work force. . . "

3
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Paralleling the tremendous increase of women in the workforce has been

their influx into the entrepreneurial arena. Women are going into business for

themselves at a rate five times greater than men. It is estimated that there

are three million women business owners in the country today. Between 1977 and

1980, women-owned businesses increased an astounding 33 percent- -three times the

increase in male- owned businesses '11 percent). Women's share of all nonfarm

sole proprietorships increased from 22.6 to 26.1 percent, while men's share

'declined from 74.3 to 71.2 perCent. In addition, the number of jointly-operated

businesses declined from 3.1 to 2.7 percent. By 1980 one employed woman in

twelve earned part or all of her livelihood as a sole pro'rietor, contrasted

with one man in six.

These women are just now bCginning to be identified. Virtually no data was

available on women entrepreneurs prior to 1972. And, many experts contend Oat

the data which currently exists does not reflect the entire piture of female

entrepreneurship. However, additional data indicates that the number of

women-owned businesses has Continued to grow by leaps and bounds since 1980.

The number of self-employed women (who usually hire no employees and constitute

. a large portion of sole proprietorships) increased 10 percent between 1980 and

1982. The number of self-employed men, on the other hand, increased only one

percent during the same period. These women entrepreneurs have lieen coined "the

new immigrants." "Just immigrants have looked to business ownership as n way

to increase their economi base and power in our society," says Juanita H.

8\4)Kreps, Former Secretary of mmerce, "women, too, are beginning to use this

track."

It is clear that the American dream of owning and operating ones own

14
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business is shared by women as well as men. Women ale beginning to realize that

one of the most important roads to achieving economic parity is via

entrepreneurship. Charlotte Taylor, prominent consultant on small business

issues and former director of President Carter's Task Force on Women Business

Owners:writes in her book, Women And the Business Game:

What is causing this revival of the entrepreneurial spirit? Part of it is

being fired by the smoldering embers of the women's liberation movement. Haiti

women feel that this movement has reached tiney stagers stage where economic
power is becoming an important aspect of personal libthation. Honey is power
and independence and is necessary to achieve spiritual liberation as well.

If the consciousness raising of the 19608 made us realize that archaic sex
stereotyping kept us from attaining our fullest potential, the consciousness
raising of the 1970s is making us realize that economic freedom and power are
fundamental to achieving equality.

While progress has been made--as is evident by the tremendous increase in
the number of women-owned businesses--many problems still exist. Women business
owners face some of the same P142,blems that all small business owners face. But
as in'every area of American life, women face additional barriers that men do
not

Sex Discriminatiog_And Female EutigPrenenrOhtP

_IN Overt as well as subtle sex discrimination is still commonplace in every

aspect of American life. As Taylor writes: "The subtle skocietal condit oning

that started the moment the pink blanket was put on us and ended when we were

pushed into typing and marriage, rather than business courses, creates a

double-edged sword. We doubt our own ability td operate in this environment,

and others doubt our ability, to be competent in it." Initially sex

role-stereotyping, 3 subtle form of sex discrimination, inhibits many women from

choosing the option of business ownership or from choosing the education

required for such ownership.

When a woman does overcome the initial bias and chooses entrepreneurship,

sex discrimination affects every aspect of her business life: she has

difficulty building up capital; she is discriminated against when applying for

15
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loans; she has difficulty obtaining adequate educational and occupational

experiance; she Is penalized because oi,her sex in health and disability

OP
insurance, and she does not receive her share, proportionate to her numbers, of

the lucrative business of government procurement.

The myth that women start businesses for pin money because they are bored.

',housewives is still'wrdespread. However, women are struggling to destroy this

myth. "We are tired of the myths that have hampered us for generations. . ."

says Taylor, "myths that we can't or shouldnt manage money, that wesf'An't

balance checkbooks, that we are poor cred,i.tr\bstr.k.s..and that we are 'hobbiests"

rather than serious businesswomen. All these myths continue to hamper u'; ;in tEe

business environment."

Continuing discrimination against women in the workforce, and sex

stereotning affect women business owners. For example, we'know that mid- and

upper-level management positions are the training grounds for entrepreneurship.

However, large numbers of capable women are kept out of these positions. A

recent article in FOrtune (March 1984), "Why Women Aren't Getting to the Top

of the Corporate Ladder," revealed that in the ten years since H.S. corporations

began hiring more than "token numbers" of women, women have not climbed as far

as their male counterparts. One studysfound that of 300. women executives,

nearly half felt that being a woman was "the greatest olfstacl to their

success." "Why?" the article asked. "At one extreme is the c arge of blatant

sexasm, and at the other is the belief that women are unsuita e for the highest

managerial jobs: they lack the necessary assertiveness, thel don't know how to

get along in top management, or they have children and lose interest in--Or time

for -their careers. Somewhere in between is a surprisingly large group of men
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and wnmen who see 'discrimination' as the major problem,-but who often can't

define precisely what they mean."

Thus, we find that attitudes which stereotype profeasonal wren and inhibit

their success in business are still widespread. For example, a Seattle

conference on Women and Business, to take place-in June 1984, included many

impressive workshops and speakers. llowever:\to our profound dismay, a workshop

on "Mehttruation, Menopause, Pregnancy and the Professional Woman" was also

included. Reflected in this workshop is the erroneous idea that women"n normal

biological states are somehow a "problem"--that women are hormonally unbalanced,

and therefore have difficulty functioning in a professional environment.

Sex discrimination and stereotypes of women also affect their ability to

obtain adequate and affordable insurance -an extremely important requirement for

any small business owner. In health ins11ra,7, coverage is based on male health

standards and needs. Female health needs are viewed as nonstandard and

coverage for them is either excluded or costs more. For example, maternity

coverage may be excluded from a policy while coverage for vasectomies is

included. When maternity coverage is available costs more. Small businesses

in general are penalized because they employ more women. One woman business

owner'related this story; After talking to her employees,fnearly all women) and

finding out what coverage they wanted,. she had an agent finll her the best

insurance for the beat price.' What she foutid out, to her dismay, was that she

would have to pay more for less coverage
because she employed a mostly female

workforce.
a

a

Disability insurance is another area where women are penalized solely on
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the basis of their sex, Women who work out of their homes are often denied

disability coverage, Uile s_milarly situated men are insured. And, even when

women can get disability coverage, it costs more and the benefits are lower. An

informal survey of four companies in the Washington, D.C. area conducted in

February, 1983 by BPW/USA found that for a husband and wife (both in their early

thirties) starting a business, the rates for the woman were from 17 tof41

percent higher. The dollar differences ranged from $75 per year more for very

limited coverage to over -b00 per year for lifetime coverage. Therefore, women

businessowners find that their insurance, dollars buy much less solely because of

sex discrimination.

The minority woman, too, faces discrimination on the basis of sex, but she

also faces discrimination because of her color. As Dorothy E. Brunson,

President of Brunson Communications
Inc., said when testifying before the UOuse

Smell Business Committee,,"I.
. . am a rare breed. A successful black woman in

the business arena for over 25 years. My experiences have included offenses to

bbth my race and my sex." While we do not have room in this testimony to cover

the additional buters
the minority woman faces in entrepreneurship--we are

acetely aware of and sensitive to the double discrimination affecting minority

women business owners.

4

A:4

Ironically"; sex discrimination
often provides the iMpetus for many women to

start their own businesses. In a study examining the backgrbunda of nearly 500

women business owners throughout
the nation, researchers Robert Hisrich, and

Candida Brush found that men start businesses to achieve independence and make a
fortune, while women start businesses out of frustration in their jobs. "These

women frequently were stifled knowing
they probably couldn't make it 'up the

1
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corporate ladder," Itilsrich said. In another interview with women business

owners, Taylor found, "Although the reasons why (women) started their businesses

varied greatly, many indicated that they., elt ownership was the only way that

they could find an outlet for their creative intelligence, ambition, and drive.

The) felt that their sex wade them outsiders in the traditional nosiness

structures and limited their opportunities for achievement."

Taylor cites the example of a former employee in a hrokerage firm,

Charlotte Cohen, who kept getting passed over for promotion. "They finally

admitted that I'd probably never make partner aune I was a woman. I was

angry. So I decided that if they wouldn't make me a partner, I'd start my ova

brokerage busiras," she said. Another woman told Taylor, "you reach the point

where you get sick and tired of arguing with people about why they slinvidd treat

you equally. So, you decide to just go and show them that you are equal."

Taylor sums up the far-reaching effects of sex discrimination and

stereoty.0.ng thus':

In general, women enter the entrepreneurial game with a handicap. We have

been raised outside the mainstream of business and finance and have been steered
away from the entrepreneurial playing area. Our traditional position in society

has kept us both off the playing field and out of the spectator stands. . We

have been inhibited and sometimes prohibited from taking courses and jobs that
would have taught us the skills and enabled us to amass the money and the
management track record that are the equipment of an entrepreneurial player.

EducationThe Door to Enireorenettuhin

Equal educational opptirtunitiesLproviding women and girls with equal

access to and inforMation on career choices not based solely on sex, are

, essential for economic independence. Education has been called "the door to

entrepreneurship." Without the education and management training required to

1 9
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own and operate A busines*, the potential entrepreneur has little hope for

success.36Mathematics, science, and business courses in high school lend to

traditional business majors in college and college business courses pave the

path to entrepreneurship.' A study by Dun and Bradstreet, Inc. found that over

90 percent of business failures were due to management problems. Whether or not

MBAs help (And many experts claim they do), women should At least have equal

acess to tbem.

In the SBA's brochure, Women Alone Butilless Lines, one counselor, R. Paul

Sprague, chairman of the Warwick Group, Inc., said, "I was astonished at the

differi level of basic business knowledge between the male and female student.

. It was apparent that our education and social standards prepared males but

not remaleokor business ownership."

In the study cited earlier by Ifisrich And Brush, the authors found thlit

women entrepreneurs were much less scientifically and technically oriented than

male entrepreneurs. The reason, they said, "is that most women entrepreneurs

(nearly 70 percent of almost 500 surveyed) have liberalarts bAckgrdUnds, and

less than 9 pert have engineering and science backgrounds." As Wortitii

ki

licrom
k

(September 1,83), who reported the study, concluded, "On the negative

side. . women's weaknesses in technical and scientifiesreas, in innovation,

and in fin ancial expertise could prevent them from taking part in the most

promising new business Areas,"

Thus, subtle forms of educational discrimination continue to exist. Women

are discouraged from choosing business courses because they do not. lead to

"women's work." Business is for men and homemaking is for women.

r)0
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Discrimination of this nature obviously affects women's choices in careers. It

affects whether or not a woman will become' an entrepreneur and if she does, what

type of business she will ultimately own.

One study (American Institute of Research) reported that one fourth. of the

women and iyughly 15 percent ofthe men in courses unusual for their sex had

been advised sgainal enrolling in such fields. Another 14 percent of the

women and 8 percent of the men who entered traditional areas said they had

- thought about enrolling in nontraditional areas but had rejected the idea after

they were discouraged by counselors.

It is essential in this discussion to remember that Title IX of the

Education Amendment's of r472 is less than 15 years old, and more importantly,

was recently severely restricted by the- Supreme Court's Grove City v. Bell

decision. In the early seventies women were turned away in much greater numbers

than men from most business schools. Quotas were set so that only klimited

number of women could attend, while the majority of the seats in business

classwoms were reserved for men. In addition, many business schools admitted

women only if they had SAT ,s-PorlTs 30 or more points higher than entering men.

Since the passage of Title IX, such blatant discrimination is uncommon and

gains have been made. The National Advisory Council on Women's Educational

Program's Title IX: The Half Full, Hell Em_pt Glatt found that "The gains

made in degrees awarded to women in customarily male fields between 1972 and

1979 included agriculture: (6% to 27%), business and management (In- to 312),

and law (7% to 402)." And, "Between 1972 and 1980 there was a 22% increase in

the proportion of master's degrees awarded to women. Thegreatest gains by

0

I
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women in nontraditional areas from 1972 to 1979 weiPtTt agriculture (71 to 201),

architecture (151 to 291) and business and management (41 to 192)." On the

other hand, the report found that "women remained only a small proportion in the

important field of engineering (21 to 62)." In coiclusion, the report said,

"Although women made gains in agricullure, architecture, busliness and

P
management, and engineering, the.greatest number of women are still receivinga

degrees in fields that have traditionally attracted the largest numbers of

women, such as education and soclW sciences."4

Thus, attitudinal changes aie needed to help women seize the opportunities

opened to them by Title IX. But those clpinges ca ,hardly occur withouth this

legal foundation. Ironically, one of the original recommendations of President

Carter's Interagency Task Force on Women Business Owners (1978) was "to make

vigorous enforcement of Title IX a priority." The recent gutting of Title IX is

a tremendous setback for women entrepreneuFs as well ap all women.

Unequal edycntional opportunity is one cause of unequal opportunities.in

the liorkforce, which, in [urn, lead to segregation of womenowned businesses.

This is an important factor. As one expert stated, "The composition of the work

force is crucial to th* problem, because it is from the work force that

entrepreneurs are born."

OcCAPstional Segrertation Affects WomenOwned Businesses

Nearly 70 percent of working women are clustered into the lowestpaying

occuptions--clerical, service, sales, and unskilled factory jobs. "Of the 441

jobs classified by the Census Bureau in 1980," reported the National Advisory

22
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Council on Women's Educational Programs, "only 60 had significant numbers of

women; all others were predominantly male."

A recent study entitled "A. Woman's Place Is With Other Women: Sex

Segregation in Organizations," reported in Workik WQMAII (December 1983),

analyzed 20 years of data on 393 California companies. Gathered between 1959

and 1979, the statistics included companies with as few as two employees to

those with over 8,000. In addition, the companies in the study represented a

wide range of industries, services, and products. Tht authors, James Baron and

William Bielby, measured the amount of sex segregation--defincd as the extent to

, which womet and men perform different jobs--in n11 the companies. Using a scale

of zero to 100, with 100 being complete segregation (men and women did tot

44i\rform the same jobs at any level in the organization), the researchers

revealed that more than half of all the companies studied were completely

segregated. The median score among the remaining companies was an astounding

,84.1, and the 11 largest firms all rated a score 95 or higher. The authors

reported that levels of segregation are "so high and widespread" that it would

be virtually impossible to account for them solely on the basis of skill,

experience or choice."

In a followup study, the researcheri discovered that of the few jobs both

women and men held, 85 percent were at the bottom of the careeer ladders in the

companies. They also determined that "segregation at the bottom predetermines

segregation at the top." For example, they looked at two entry level positions

in a manufacturing company. On job category, "assemblers," consisted of 555

females and no men; the other, "production workers," consisted of 243 males And

no women. In the female "assembler" category, there were 10 supervisory
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positrons, while in the male "production worker" category the were 31

supervisory positions--for less workers. Thus, women had significan fewer

opportunities to move up.

Nearly every "how-to" book on business ownership advises the potential'

Aptrepreneur to first gain experience in the type of business s/he wishes to
own. Thus, segregation in the workforce translates

into segregation in business )
ownership. Women-owned bustinesses remain concentrated in the traditional retail
trade and services areas. While women have made modest gains in other types
of businessesusinesses vach as finance,

manufacturing and agriculture, roughly 75 percent
o women-owned businesses remain heavily concentrated in the miscellaneous

retail and personal service areas.

Women entrepreneurs
are still channeled into traditionally female business

areas like boutiques, second-hand
baby clothing businesses, and home catering

operations. Women have, historically,
been largely excluded from starting

businesses in the more lucrative fields such as automobile repair, landscaping,
or computer software.

One book, Small Business Ideas For Women--And Mow To Get
Started listed these options

for potential women entrepreneurs: "flea market

store, part-time florist,
specialized crafts shop, operating maid or cleaning

service, picture framing, Belling sweet-smelling things, operating a tourist
home, babvsitting

registry, home catering buisiness, home cpoking school, typing
service, paper flower making, and shopping guide publisher." The nly chapter .

outlining a business which appeared nontraditional for women was "Planning for a
Small Manufacturing Business." In turning to that chapter, we find that
msnufacturing'for women means, "candles,

dried flowers, sea-shelled mirrors."
While the book is almost ten years old, it is still found in many bibliographies
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directed toward women business owners. It is also a good example of how

business options for women have been limited historically -- affecting their

choices, today.

Further, job segregation also means less pay for women and women-owned

businesses. The traditional notions that "women's work"4s not worth as much as

"men's"--whether it is the same Pr comparable work--is devastating to women. An

Megatrend$ author John Naisbitt says, "Carpenters make more than nurses

because women have always been nurses and men'have always been carpenters--and

men decide." Women, in all occupational eategories,'make less than men. This

inequity is also found in the 'businesses women Own. While women-owned

businesses are segregated into traditional areas, partly because of the

experiences working women bring with them, even when their businesses), are

comparable to male-owned businesses, their return is less. The issue of the

80sequal pay for work of comparal4e value -is not confined to individuals, but

also surrounds women-owned businesses.

ohs president's Report on the State of Steil Business slated,

"approximartely 72 percent of both the male- operated and female-operated*

construction firms were special-trades contractors. However, 45 percent of the

female-operated firms were in painting, paper hanging and decorating, but only

.11 percent of the male operated businesses were engaged in these businesses.

Almost 23 percent of the male-operated businesses were in carpentering and

flooring, and only 5' percent of the female-operated businesses were in these

special trader."

"In the service industries," the report continued, "37 percent of the'
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female-operated businesses were classified as personal services,-while only 11

percent of male-operated busineisses fit that category. Less than 1 percent of

the female-operated businesses wore in automotive repair and services, but 8,

percent of the male-operated businesses were in that category. 1<p AL' of the

average" (emphasis added).

te,

In 1980, the percent of business receipts of female- operated nonfarm sole

proprietorships was a mere 8.9 percent, compared to 89.4 percent for

male-operated nonfarm sole proVi:ictorships, yet women-owned businesses

constitute roughly one-quarter of all small businesses. The average net income

Lor female-operated nonfarm busidcas in 1980 was $2,200, while male - operated

nonfarm businesses averaged $7,139.

"These differences in tkc average net incomes of male/ and female-operated

businesses raise the question of how and to what extent individual attetibUttl

of_femajee in educational attainment.and job skills affect thcieopPortUnities

for bustricss,P the Report'concludes (emphasis added). But given women's

disadvantages in education, employment and businelm competition, this statement

is naive at best. While educational attainment and job skills certainly affect

any entreprentur's opportunities for success in business, sex discrimination is

the major factor hampering businesswomen. Women's vork--vhether'iC be their own

or their work for someone else, whether it is identical or comparable to me "s

444slibrk--is simply not worth as much in the eyes of society. It is outrageous to

imply that women's "individual
attributes" account for the overwhelming

inequities in female- and male -owned businesses.

26
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Capital and' Credit

Women and their businesses, as we have seen, make less than men and their

businesses. This gap has remained constant for over a decade despite vigorous

attempts to narrow it. Such inequities seriously affect the woman

entrepreneur's ability to build adequate startup capital to open a business, as

well as obtain loans for expansion. A number of factors combine to make women

look like poor credit risks. Along with occupational segregation and the

accompanying wage discrimination discussed above, other factors negatively

affect women's attempts to obtain adequate business financing.

Because of long established and continuing social patterns, women more

often interrupt their careers to tend to
traditional family matters such as

raising children or caring for disabled adults. Also, as pointed out earlier,

women are less likely to have the "hands-on" business experience which many

lenders look for before granting a business loan. And, because women-owned

businesses are clustered in retail and service industries--industries which are

less profitable than manufacturing and high
tech--lenders are less likely to

grant credit.

Financial institutions are generally conservative. They tend to favor

large loans to well-established companies over
small loans to smaller, newer

enterprises. A bank would rather make one $100,000 loan to a secure, profitable

business than ten $10,000 loans ttrnArsmall, and less lucrative

enterprikes--exactly thc/se enterprise, which are usually women-owned. Moreover,

in a time of economic downturn, or tight money, financial institutions become,

even more wary of lending to small businesses--a situation which more negatively

27
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In Annvial Report to the jresident (June 1980), the Interagency

Committee on Women's Business Enterprise stated, "The most formidable barrier to

women-8 efforts to establish businesses of their own continues to be lack of

access to traditional sources of credit and capital. Banks have been slow to

perceive women as a profitable target market. Because of their low income

,status relative to men, credit worthiness is often difficult for women to

establish when standard measures such As collateral and
income form the basis

for judging. The very small size of
many women's enterprises both in receipts

as well as number of employees
hinders their ability to focus on expansion."

Realizing these problems, the Small Business Administration initiated a

mini-loan program exclusively for women entrepreneurs in late 1979. The SBA

program, designed to assist women whose capital needs for starting or expanding

a business were $20,000 or lees, received 150,000 requests for mini-loan

information almost immediately.
During the-first six months of FY 1980, the SBA

approved almost 900 loans for $13.9 million- -with roughly half granted to

existing women-owned businesses and half to new businesses.

Unfortunately, this successful program was discontinued in the early years
of the current a4inistration.

Women-owned businesies and women entrepreneurs
-11

must once again compete with larger, well-established
and usually male-owned

usinesses for credit from conservative lending institutions.

While all small
business owners face difficulty obtaining business loans,

sex discrimination and sex-role
stereotyping heighten the problem for women.
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Many financial institutions and individual lenders still hold diScriminatory

attitudes toward women seeking business credit--and many practice those

atitudes. Despite efforts on the part of women's organizations to educate

financial institutions and individual lenders, many continue to be insensitive

to the needs of women Itsiness owners.

Jo

A 1977 Census Bureau Study, Selected Cbaracte.riatics of Women-Owned

Businesses, reported that more than 60 percent of women-owned businesses were

financed from the owner's on savings, and over 80 percent were started with no

capital or less than 510,000. Another survey found that almost 70 percent of

women-owned firms were capitalized by relatives, friends or the owners

themselves; another study revealed that over 30 percent of women who had been

turned down for bank credit felt the denial was at least partially due to

discrimination.

Authors of Be Your Own Boss: A Woman's Guide to Planning and Running,Her

Own Business, Barbara S. McCaslin and Patricia P. McNamara interviewed over 300

California women busines-sONrs. Their research revealed that "Although almost

two-fifths of the women said they had spoken with a banker before starting their

businesses, only 33 women said they had received commercial loans from 11 bank"

(33 out of over 300; not 33 percent). ALL.of the women interviewed, according

to the authors, encountered discriminatory attitudes, "some more than others."

One woman reported, "Women are often discriminated against when they seek loans.

It subtle, applications are scrutinized and evaluated more carefuly and

conservatively, and they're held up. The whole process tends to take longer."

Bankers contend that the high rejection rate of female applicants is due to

"poorly prepared loan applications, insufficient business experience and
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A '
inadequate knowledge o,f market conditions," rather than sex discrimination.

For the minority woman, of course, racism worsens the situation. Research

conducted by the National Association of Bank Women (NABW) revealed that "Black

women entrepreneurs indicated they had experienced what was perceived to be

discrimination, or at least n significant lack of receptiveness, in their

attempts to seek financing. Several noted that the combination of being female

and black meant they had to push significantly longer and harder to achieve

their goals." One black woman, owner of a pharmaceuti\al manufacturing firm,

experienced 12 "nos" before she was granted an expansion loan. Based on their

research, N4BW concluded "'Minority women entrepreneurs may, and often do, face

series of challenges in seeking financing that are beyond those that their

non-minority counterparts face. Mose than adequate preparation of a business

plan, etc. will be required when minority women seek financing."

Women don't want special opportunities; they want equal opportunities.

Lenders must rid themselves of sex-bias and be sensitive to the needs of female

entrepreneurs. Commercial lending officer and author of 101 Tips For Women.

,EntrePrentrs,,Don Alexander says, "In the final analysis, possibly the

deCiding factor in many cases resulting in the granting of a loan is what is

generally called the banker's 'gut feeling' toward the borrower." If the banker

tends to view business as outside the realm "women's work," his/her "gut

feeling" will probably be to turn down the loan to the woman entrepreneur,

One banker told Alexander, "1 have to plead guilty of sometimes having a

biased feeling toward women loan applicants. On first impression, it is mainly

a feeling of apprehension that the lady sitting at my desk probably has not had
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prior experience operating a business, is not fully prepared with 0

well thought -out business plan, and has not done her homework and research. She

probably does not have the necessary capital to get the business off the ground

and may take.up an excessive amount of my time to present her request." With

this amount of pre-determined sex-bias, it is amazing that any women are granted

loans. Of course, not all bankers hold such negative attitudes, and even this

one relented with, "I am always delighted when I am proven wrong. Come to think

of it, this seems to be happening more and more lately."

Obviously a lot of women seeking business credit find that they have to

meet higher standards than men in equivalent situations. Many women,also feel,

that they are refused credit simply because of their sex or marital status.

Some women, for example, have reported that they have been denied credit because

of the credit rating of their former spouses. If a woman thinks she has been

discriminated against in commercial lending, however, she has no practical

recourse. The Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974 (ECOA) -- protection which

women worked so hard to obtain generally does not apply to commercial credit

transactions.

The ECOA prohibits creditors from discriminating against credit applicants

on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, marital status, age,

receipt of public assistance, or the exercise of rights under the Consumer

Credit Protection Act. While the ECOA does bar sex discrimination in credit

dealings, it exempts business credit from many of the law's requirements. For

one thing, creditors are allowed to request information concerning the

commercial credit applicants' marital status. Secondly, creditors are not

required to retain records relating to :the commercial credit application unless
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the applicant requests retention. And finny, creditors are not required to

provide written reasons for denying commeviecredit or to automntically

disclose an applicant'a right to request a statement outlining the reasons

credit was d tied unless the applicant requests such notice within 30 d s of

bein- turned d . It becomes clear upon examination that with the om sion of

the e "procedural. safeguards, the substantive provisions of nondiscrimination

in the ECOA are .unenforceable in business transactions.

The Federal Reserve Board reviewed and with6ew amendment* that would have

corrected these problems, citing cost, lack of evidence of discrimination, and a

belief that women already know that they must request information. Studies,

however, have shown that the costs of developing a notice informing applicants

of their right to request the reasons for credit denial would cost only

penniespennies which could be charged to the applicant. If women alrondy know

about their rights under ECOA, providing written notice of this right will not

increase the requests for information. But if this tts not the case--as many

authorities believe--failure to require notification keeps women and other

protected Persons at the ayFrcy of the lender's "gut feeling."

Government Procurement Oonortunitiee

k

Another hindrancb to the survival and success of women-owned businesses is

their virtual exclusion from federal procurement. The federal government is

.4100bably he most stable, lucratite customer in America today buying more than

$100 bi ion worth of nearly every kind of good and service available each year. f

Yet, fern perated firms accounted for only fetir-tellthe of one percent of

the total award value of Fiscal Year 1982 federal prime contracts over $10,000

.+4
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and merely 2.7 percent of the value awarded to all small businesses. It is

important to keep in mind that about
one-fourth of all small businesses are

women-owned.

Women have been nearly locked out of most opportunities in government

contracting. Much has been, again, blamed on women
themselves--their lack of

knowledge and experience, or the type of service or product they are most likely

to produce. Bidding for
iovernment contracts is a competitive, demanding

business which requires adequate working capital, marketing expertise and a

thorough knowledge of contracting
practices and opportunities. In addition, we

are told that women are not involved in the sectors of industry in which

government does contracting. An analysis of this situation, however, reveals

that disciimination and the absence of strong federal
initiatives establishing a

greatci commitment to
women-owned businesses are at the heart of the problem.

Consider the following example? A Washipgton Star article (September

1980) reported that Karen Ilastie 4lilliams, administratoi
of the Office of

Federal Proctirement Policy, was
'told by the head of procurement at the

Department of Defense that doing business with women-owned businesses was,

easentialry, a threat to thr nation's security. Robert Trimble, acting deputy

undersecretary for acquisition policy and author of the letter wrote, "Providing

for the country's defense is our primary mission. . . As indicated above, I have

reached the conclusion that the continued imposition of social programs on the

procurement piocess is adversely affecting our ability to fulfill this

objective." "Never mind,".the Star reported,
"that a good 30 percent of

Defense's multi-billion dollar
procurement budget goes for such things as

uniforms, food, laundry and dry-cleaning equipment, liquor, draperies, musical

VP
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Instruments, textiles, signs and
advertising displays, toiletry articles,

catering services and the like."

One study, reported in the SBA's
CLAeSted Abstracts Of COmPleted Research

St4,t1g1 reported that
procurement personnel resist set-asides to small

businesses because of a general belief that "social
objectives should not he

achieved through the procurement process." Yet, experts say that women who

operate businesses which are eligible for government
contracts are prevented

from obtaining the contracts by the genetal
attitude of agency personnel, and

that "arbitrariness" is often involved in the granting of government contracts.
'Several small businesses who were interviewed revealed that "the most important
factor' limiting bi dihg on contracts was some organizations have an inside
track'"--a track woven obviously do not have. As one woman said, "women are
usually net in these

old-boy information networks,"

The barriers that now exist for women business owners and potential

entrepreneurs will not be eliminated overnight. Probably the most important

statement that could be made is one that Margaret
Heckler, Secretary of Health

and Human Services, made when she testified in
hearings on the status of women's

business enterprise in 1980: "The burden falls equally on both the public and

private sector, but. . nothing will happen in the private sector unless the

government takes the lead."

As the Washing_t_on Star
article mentioned above, stated, "The bright glow

of promise which surrounded the Carter
administration's much-heralded

women-in-business program has long since faded." It is telling that most of the
problems outlined in that

administration's repork.;.41re Bottom Line: Uneaval
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Enterprioe in &merles, released in June, 1978 remain.

We are encouraged by recent federal, congressional and political party

interest in women entrepreneurs. As Virgins Littlejohn, President of Littlejohn

and Johnson, Inc. and Presiden't of the .Capital Area Chapter of the National

Association of Women Business Owners wrote, "This activity by the parties

indicates that Washington policymakers are finally becoming aware of the

enormous potential contribution of small business to long-term economic

recovery, port.'_cularly to job creation. The contributions women business owners

can make to this effort are substantial."

Recommendat_ions

However, before women have the opportunity to make these contributions,

much needs to be done.

First, reliable data on women-owned businesses must be available. As

Littlejohn reported in recent testimony before the Rouse Small Business

Committee, "the most recent report. . .draws on essentially the same stale and

pitifully inadequate statistics we have had in the last several years concerning

the nuffber and gross annual receipts of women-owned firms."

Equal educational opportunities are essential to women's ability to

successfully own and operate bufinesses. The elimination of sex bias in

4
education holds the key to ending discrimination against women. Every effort

Cougsess can make in this area would be helpful. Included is restoration and

vigorous enforcement of Title IX. Further, reauthorization of and increased
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funding for the Women's Educational Equity Act would be extremely beneficial.

This program has been very effective in eliminating educational inequities,

particularly for minority and disabled women. We also recommend reauthorization

of the \ ocational Education Act, legislation which has helped to implement sex

equity for women and girls in vocational education. Outreach programs providing

fmanagement and technical assistance for women have been extremely also

successfulthey must be continued and enhanced.

We strongly encourage that opportunities for women in "nontraditional

areas" be expanded so that women can open businesses in /all fields -- including

the most lucrative one Occupational segregation must be eliminated so that

women can open businesses of their choice and have equal opportunities for

higher returns on their investments. Implementation of equal pay for work of

comparable value is imperative if women are to be able to start and expand

businesses of their own in all.fields.

Equal Access to capital and credit is again, eSsential. The Equal

Credit Opportunity Act of 1974 has done much to eliminate sex discrimination in

consumer credi ithout adversely affecting lending institutions. Why is this

protectio missing in the very important area of business credit? We think the

ECOA provisions should be extended to business credit so that women

entrepreneurs have some tool with which to [iglu discrimination. We also

suggest the continuation and strengthening of outreach programs to assist women

in expanding their access to capital and credit. The National Association of

Bank Women are to be commended for their efforts in this area. In addition,

lender sensitivity,to the needs of womenowned-businesses would obviously be

helpful.
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Legislation to eliminate all forms of discrimination in insurance should

be enacted.

Federal procurement opportunities for women must be enhanced. The

development of mechanisms and incentives is imperative if women are to partake

of their fair sharp of the lucrative government procurement business.

Foul-tenths of one percent is a pitiful level of participation when we know that

women own at least one-quartet of all small businesses. Numerical goals to

dramatically increase the number of women-owned firms qualifying for federal

contracts must be established and strictly enforced. We applaud Elizabeth Dole,

Secretary of Transportation, for her strong commitment to womaiAntrepreneurs by

increasing their opportunities to qualify for contracts under the National

Surface Transportation Act. yowever, women desperately need such leadership and

follow-through from more than one policymaker.

Women have for too long been excluded from the full fruits of

entreptitntutip because of legal and social barriers. We must vigorously

support all efforts to ensure that more capable women can fulfill the American

dream of owning their own business. As Rep. Geraldine Ferraro (D-NY) recently

stated, "the solutitin to problems faced by women in busjness is to watchdog what

is happening in Washington and to recognize that one woman's problem is every

woman's problem." We would further state that what is every woman's problem is

America's problem.
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Senator PAexwoon. On title IX, I'm optimistic that we are goingto legislatively reverse the Supreme Court's decision in the Gro'veCity case. The bill has come out of the relevant. House committeeoverwhelmingly, and I expect the House to pass it. very shortlyafter we go back into session. "The Senate bill has 63 cosponsorsTed Kennedy and I are the lead cosponsorsbut the administra-tion is opposed. I don't know whether they will veto it or not. Myhunch is that we would even override the veto, because on this onewe are not talking about a money bill. We're going to spend thismoney, whether or not we spend it as it relates to education. Thequestion is, are you going to spend it fairly or unfairly, but we'renot talking
now

increasing the amount of money that is spent..Every now and then someone will make a comment that is muchmore revealing than any policy positions they take. I was talkingto one of the highest male advisers to the PresidentI won't saywho it was, but you would recognize the name right awayand Isaid to him, "Do you know that, on the average, half of all thoseentering classes in law school are women?" And he said, "Really?"And I said, "Yes," And he said, "What are they going to do?" AndI said, "Well, I think they're going to try cases and practice law."But you could almost seeI'm sure he was thinking, "Do you needthat much training to be a telephone operator?" That's what musthave been going through his mind. And then second, he was think-ing, "Practicing law? Well, gee, maybe you can let girls do wills forwidows. or something like thatbut trying cases, or doing a seriousantitrust merger or something like that, would just be beyond theirken."
I'll have some questions for all of you, but I think I will let theother two testify first.
Jean.

STATEMENT ()F' JEAN TATE, JEAN TATE REAL ESTATE
Ms. TATE. In your letter asking about testimony, you asked alittle bit about background and I thirik I would like to start therebecause I am very typical of women in my generation:I had the good experience as a teenager of working in my fa-ther's store. Ile owned the store, .and so it was quite easy for me toget a job at that time, and I got some good experience as 'a retailclerk and as a substitute bookkeeper to kind of learn a little bitabout money management which is something that's denied to a lotof women; they don't learn that.
Then I was off for 16 to 17 years, being a wife and mother to chil-dren. This is something that most women are expected to do, stilltoday, and I think the one area where Maxine has not touched thatI wish to touch on is the area of child care. I think that our systemof child-care in the United States really needs some overhauling,and.it would come into what Maxine talks about as far as moredata on womenfinding out how many women are working whohave small children, what kind of child care there is both for pre-school children and also what kind of after-school care there is.This is a real difficult area because a woman who works has thisdouble bind, this double pull. It's very difficult.
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Some men, I am. sure, would talk about women doing as I did,
taking off 10 or 17 years. My field is a little different than most
fields. I, as you know, am in real estate; and in real estate you can
start as an older woman, close to 40, and still do all right. Bu most
fields, particularly law----you were mentioning law-- -you can iot do
well if you start at the age of 40. You have to build up back-
ground,of experierice before you can be a really adequate p rson in
that fielfl.

So I I hinl«.hild care is an area that really needs to be addressed;
first, perhaps, with some in-depth study, and then addressed in
some way. And the Federal Government is better equipped to ad-
dress that problem, in my opinion, than we are at the State level.
It needs some massive study.

As I say, when I went into real estate- -when you start, you are
able to build up a business fairly quickly. It's a field that's different.
Nan others, so I think the fact that. I have been successful goes
back partly to that retail clerk experience that I did have as a
teenager and partly because women in real estate generally now do
well. Ilowevey, when I started 14 years ago, women were discrimi-
nated#Against. It was very much like Maxine said; you were
thought of as a dilletante, and you really had to prove yourself as a
serious person in the business before you were,accepted.

Bob, you mentioned a little earlier about banks and credit oppor-
tunities. I did have a very interesting experience; I was asked, as a
token woman--and I'm sure that Maxine has had this experience,
too -we who are successful get asked to do something because
were visible, and so we get a few more opportunities than the ma-
jority of women who are in an area that's mostly women, dress
stores and things like that. There are a lot of them, but women
who are in other fields like insurance, real estate, and banking get
asked to do things, and I was able to help form a bak here locally.

We had a correspondent bank relationship with albank who shall
remain nameless m the Seattle area and we were allowed to
borrow montty to buy stock, if we wanted to buy more stock than
we could afford out of' our pocket, So turned in a financial state-
ment to borrow money. When the note came back for my signature
it had a place for my husband to sign as well as for me. I was
angry and then decided, no, I won't get angry until I find out from
the other board members who are all males if their wives were
being asked to cosign these loans. I placed two or three calls, and
not a single wife was being asked to cosign, so I fired back a very
angry letter to that bank saying that the financial statement which
I had turned in was my financial statement and my assets, as sepa-
rate from my husband's, and if they would care to send the infor-
mation back with my signature I would b,e happy to sign it;' but my
husband was not going to sign it. I would sign on behalf 'of the
money that Lpersonally was borrowing.

The bank, of course, sent back the information right away. But
my guess is that 90 percent of the women out there would acqui-
esce and say", "I'd better have my husband sign," and I think it's
part of the major point that I wish to make this morning, is the
education of women, about how to operatein 4-ie"sector. And that's
something that I sensed would be all right-, and so I did it. But I
think a lot of people will not, and this is where women need to be
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educated. That's the thing that I would like to ask your committeeto consider.
In Seattle, the University of Was iington, in cooperation with theSmall Business Administration has for the past 4 years sponsored afantastic seminar called Women Plus Business. I have attended fortwo of the four stssions and found it to be very, very valuable, andit is underwritten in part by the Small Business Adt tt istration.They have sent ,someone to observe it, and I think thos ought tobe done--are you aware of it?
Senator PAcKwoon. I want to ask you a question. At your stagein your career, are these sessions still valuable to you, or are theyvaluable because of what you learn that's available that you canpass on to other women?
Ms. TATE. Your point iS well taken because the value I see inthat is primarily for the woman who is starting out which is whowe need, in my opinion, to encourage. I got a lot of things aboutpersonal financial problems and financial planning, some goodfeedback as to how to evaluate employees; but that particular semi-nar is set up in a track system so there is a track for women whoare starting business, and there are seminars in that area. There isa track for women who are in corporate life, to talk about how towork ahead, ,how to work in the power structure because this issomething women don't know. When you are in the corporation,how do you work in that corporation? What are the mes that youplay? How do you get ahead in the corporation? Ana that was ex-cellent.

They had a track for women who Were already in business whoneeded financial help, and things like that. So it's an excellent pro-gram, and I would hope to see it expanded.
Senator PAC.KWOOD. I'm curious. Is the advice that they give towomen on getting ahead in the corporation to act like the men,and get ahead the way men do in corporate life?
Ms. TATE. No, no. In fact, Alice Armstrong did a wonderful thingon power where she talked about a woman who happened to be alarge woman physically working for a smaller man, who was herimmediate manager. And they went into these'sessions, and theywould decide ahead of time how they would approach it. Whenthey would go in he would have her do the talking and let her beshot down if they were going to shoot anybody down. And then shewould get mad. She went to this guy finally and said, "OK, fella,you do that to me one more time and I'm going to knock youthrough that wall!"
Well, the women in the audience laughed, and Alice commented,."Don't laugh. You don't know how to play the game." He neversaid another word to her, but in 3 months she was gone from thatjob. You don't get ahead.
My advice to women in businessand I do s'peaking, at seminarsaround in this area a lotmy advice is, you don't want to act likea man. You want to use the fact that you're female, as well as thethings that you learn to do in business, to get ahead because t'msorry to tell you, as a male, that if women ever get their act togeth-er, they're going to wipe men off the face of the Earth as far asentrepreneurship because they have abilities that 1.1 lot of mendon't have as far as being able to be conciliatory, figuring out how0
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to operate in a world, and they'll do really well. But they need help
getting there. Capital formation is a major help, child care is a
major help, and this education thing is something that I would
really like to see the Small Business Administration do more of.
You're speaking` at one that's not sponsored by Small Business Ad-
ministration.

The cost is interesting. It costs $240 to go to that seminar, the
one in

Senator PACKWOOD. Medford?
Ms. TATE. The one in Medford, right. 'fhe one in Seattle that's

sponsored by the Small Business Administration in part costs $85.
I'd like to see more of that.

Thank you for your time.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
Pam.

STATEMENT OF PAM MUSCATO, CHEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
FOUR SEASONS ADVE TISING DESIGN

Ms. MuscATo. I am the chief executive officer of Four Seasons
Advertising Design in Corvallis.

A comment that always amuses me, and Bob said it to me when
I met him the first time, is "You mean you can support yourself in
an advertising agency in Corvallis, OR?' This is a comment that I
get an awful lot.

Senator PACKWOOD. It was not directed to you as a woman;
was directed to advertising in Corvallis. .1

Ms. MUSCATO. It certainly was, yes, but even being a women as
well, in our industry there are very few woman CEO's in the adver-
tising business. And my response to that is, you have to be very
inventive. Business is there, as long as you're looking for it.

I'd like to address the idea of loans, my experience of loans in
Corvallis. When I first started business I did not seek a loan. First
of all, I looked ,into the Small Business Administration and the
length of time in which it took to get a loan from SBA discouraged
me incredibly. So I just said OK, and at the timeI .started as a
graphic designer, and I rented a studio

1 Senator PACKWOOD. When was this?
Ms. MUSCATO. Seven years ago. I rented a studio for $50 a month

and I figured if I couldn't make $50 'a month, something was
wrong. And that's basically how I started; I capitalized myself
solely for almost 3 years.

When I first went to a bank for a loan they weren't too excited
about loaning me the money, particularly for the reasons I was
asking because I had gotten myself into debt. And when they did
give me the loan, they did ask my husband to sign. At that point,
unlike yourself, because I was borrowing it and because I was in
debt I wasn't going to argue with the banker. A year later I went
baCk to the bank for another loan and was not asked at all for my
husband's signature because the banker had seen my success ratio.
And just this last year it's more of a situation where I walk into
the -balk and they say, "Do you need money today?"

So it's taken time, and I would say that developing a relationship
with' 1156 banker,, keeping in touch with him all the time, letting
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him know what you're doing, how you're doing itand also, one
thing I learned with banke is they have a way that they need to
do business. They have a g me that they play, and you need to
learn how to play it. If the know that you re sincere about what
you're doing, they they're going to do everything they can to help
'you, particularly if you're succeeding.

Senator PACKWOOD. Do they think that women are not sincere?
To use Jean's words, that they're dilletantes, that they don't need
money, that they're in this to play and therefore-the banks regard
them differently?

Ms. MUSCATO. I think that initially that's what. I felt, when I
first went for my loan. But since then I think I've learned, it's the
way in which women approach it. You know, many women still
have not learned to be professional enough in their dealings with
business, both in the way they dress, the way they talk. Women
were not raised, a lot of times, to go out and be confident about it,
,"This is where I'm going and this is what I want." You know, they
go around saying, "Can I please have this loan?" This does not go
over well with the banker. You have to go in with the goal in
mind, what it is that you want, and then they will respond to that
kind of thing.

Senator PACKWOOD. They will respond,' man or woman coming in,
if you come in with a very professional attitude and say, "Here's
my finance sheet, and here's what I'm going to do, and here's what
I've done before," that will break through a barrier rather quickly?

Ms: MUSCATO. Yes. I feel very optimistic as a woman in business.
I think that women have so many advantages over men in the
business world, and I would agree with your comment that eventu-
ally we will wipe men off the face of the Earth.

The next issue I want to address is professional organizations.
I've belong to professional organizations such as the chamber of
commerce, and I have this last year been President of ZONTA
International, and the one thing that I would like to seeand also,
I belong to trade and professional organizations, as wellwhen it
comes to women's professional organizations, I think they're really
wonderful in terms of the networking that you can do, meeting
women that are doing things in your own community,"Veing what
they are doing. The thing I think is lacking in professional organi-
zations, small professional organizations such as Rotary and
ZONTA and things like that is that we should have more organiza-
tions that represent both sexes. I see a real trend; we have lots of
organizations for all women, lots of organizations for all men and
chambers of commerce and things like that are encompassing both.
But I think if we had some small organizations that include both
people---

Senator PACKWOOD. Like Rotary?
Ms. MUSCATO. Yes, yes. Because we have to work together. We're

not going to go out and work separately, all with women and all
with men; we have to work together.

Senator PACKWOOD. I'll come back to this because I see Jean
I'm not sure if she's nodding or shaking her head. How much of a
disadvantage is it if you are excluded from Rotary, Lions and
Kiwanis in a town of the'size of Corvallis?

Ms. MUSCATO. A disadvantage?
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Senator PAcKwoou. Yes. Is: it a disadvantage if you are excluded
from the principal male service organizations in a relatively small-
er town like Corvallis?

Ms. MUSCATO. Well, I don't say that. I would want to be included
in Rotary, necessarily. What I'm looking at is, say, an organization
that would be developed that would includenot necessarily that
women should be included in Rotary, or men should be included in
ZONTAbecause for instance, in ZONTA this last year, they had
an issue on the bill to let men join the club, -and it was voted down
on an international level.

Senator PACKWOOD. What do you do about it locally?
Ms. MUSCATO. Well, locally, based on the club and how they feel

about it, I don't think they'll change it.
Also, another program that I've used a lot is on-the-job training

programs. I have hired people through my business on kis; what it
does, it gives tax credits to me as a business f)erson. It gives a
young woman or a young man an opportunity to come into the
business and work with a program where they can go back and
crease their skills, and things like this.' We have recently hired a
young lady in our office that probably would not have been able to
go out and get a job if she hadn't gone through this program. It
feels real good to me, as a business person, to be able to hire young
women. This person happens to be between the ages of 16 and 21, I
believe; it's a new program.

Another program that they've just recently come up with, and I
don't remember the name of the man, but they've come up with a
program called a Mentor Program where they are asking for busi-
nesses to put high school students into the business for 7 months
ddring the summer, I believe, becausethe man who brought this
about stated that he hadn't had people arAnd in his business that
could look forward, look up to, and so it took him many more years
than necessary.

I think that this is another problem with women that's out there.
Once you've reached a certain level of success, there are very few
women, unless you go statewide, national, that there are to look up
to. Particular?), in a town the size of Corvallis. You get to the poi .nt
you feel like you need to move on because there's not the support
there' that you need.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you about professional organiza-
tions, because you're talking about two or three kinds. You're talk-
ing about Maxine's and the Business and Professional Woman
versus Rotary, which really is not, in essence, a professional busi-
ness organization well, it is and it isn't. It is both, but it is not a
trade association. Now, having said once that I'm amazed that you
can make an advertising or any kind of graphics business go, man
or woman, in Corvallis, I'll be careful how I phrase this. Is there an
advertising trade association chapter in Corvallis?

Ms. MUSCATO. No. Portland would be the closest.
Senator PACKWOOD. OK. So to that extent you can get no nurture

from any kind of trade association?
Ms. MUSCATO. That's right. I go to Portland or Eugene.
Senator PACKWOOD. OK.
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Maxine, what. does your group do in terms oKelping sponsor
conferences like the Small Business Administration conference or
others?

Ms. HAYS. Well, they actually work within the State, so each
State workssometimes in conjunction with the Small Business
Administration. Some of the other organizations that are more
issue-oriented, I guess, for women business owners are taking over
some of those to low, and I would like to comment to Jean that
the private ini conferences are spreading throughout the
States and the be one in Portland the last weekend in Octo-ber-- .

Senator PACK )on. The 25th and 27th, as I recall.
MS. HAYS. I don't know that any .men have attended. It's for

women business owners, and it is sponsored--
Senator PACKWOOD. By the Small Business Administration.
Ms. tIAYs [continuing]. By the Small Business Administration.
Senator PAcKwoon. I think they've got 26 around the Nation this

year, and they've had, what, 7 or 9? And the one in,Portland,
think, will be_yfeel-well attended based upon what I've seen of the
others.

Ms. HAYS. They've been drawing good, large attendance.
Senator PAcxwoon. Now, Jean, going back to your background,

before you went into the real estate business you clerked in your
father's store. What kind of a store was it?

Ms. TATE. Furniture.
Senator PACKWOOD. Furniture? All right. Then you raised chil-

dren for roughly 16 years. Did you know much about real estate
when you went into it?

Ms. TATE. No.
Senator PAcxwoon. Nothing?
Ms. TATE. Well, my husband and I built houses for us to live in,

so I knew-k---
Senator PACKWOOD. I remember that. You built them to sell

them as I recall, didn't you?
Ms. TATE. No, no, built them to live in ourselves.
I've got to interrupt, though. I've got to talk about Rotary. There

is a subtleness in men's organizations, and Rotary and Kiwanis and
Lions have been men's organizations for years and years and years.
Their international charter forbids them to allow women, so they
can successfully keep us out if they want to stay as an organiza-
tion. In the international conventions, the United States always
votes to include women; but the Third World countries and other
countries where the women are kept in the house, barefoot and
pregnant, they're never going to let women in, as an international
thing. Ttte,re is a fantastic amount of informal networking that we
are cut out of. When you see someone every week at a Rotary Club
meeting you get to know them. You trust them because they're in
your organization, and there's automatically an "in." We who are
women, who are not allowed that kind of contactit's subtle, but
it's cut out.

I don't think the Federal Government can do anything about it,
and I'm not going to recommend that you ban Rotary.

Senator PAcxwoon. Have you noticed the lawsuits that are
wending their way up to the Supreme Court involving the Jaycees
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or other organizations which are private'? The law and the Consti-
tution probably allow private organizations to discriminate ifs.,

they're purely private. That's beyond the reach of the Constitution.
But whether Or not an employer can take tax deductions for duev,
or things of that nature is another matter, because that is a Feder-
al matter; and those are the kinds of cases that are going to be
wending their way up, I think.

Ms. TATE. I don't thirik it will hurt. The tax deduction for Rotary
dues is not significtint enough to really cause anybody a problem.

Senator PACKWOOD. In Maryland they have a law, the Green
Space Law, that allows country clubs to get a reduction in their
property taxes if they keep it green; and it's nico, to look over a
green space instead of a development, although in your business
maybe you'd rather look over a development--

M . TATE. No, no, I like the green space.
Se ator PACKWOQD. There's one in particular, close to where we

.live, ning Tree Country Club that allows no women members.
In fact, t is absolutely iron-clad; no women members, no spouses
are allowe to play on the course. No women employeq.s, no New
Year's Ear parties, no nothing. They allege that the last time a
woman was there was when her plane landed on the green 16 or 17
years ago and they politely escorted her off and paid to remove her
plane at no expense to her, and' that's the last woman who has
been there. They are about to lose their tax exemption this year. In
Maryland, the legislature has passed a law to revoke tax benefits
for certain clubs that discriminate. Burning Tree is prepared to go
ahead and lose it. It's about $160,000-er $170,000 a year and they're
prepared to absorb the cost of it rather than change their rules.

Ms. HAYS. I think that's their prerogative, if they want to do
that.

Ms. TATE. The Eugene Country Club has men only members but
the first woman is being spepored. It will be interesting to see if
she is accepted.

Senator PACKWOOD. Is that you?
Ms. TATE. No. I'm not a golfer so I'm not willing to spend the

money to join.
Senator PACKWOOD. Pam, what was your background in terms of

management or any kind of business experience before you started
your business?

Ms. MUSCATO. I really didn't -have any formal training in man-
agement or running a business. I was trained as a teacher. I taught
art and home economics, and taught for probably 4 or 5 years I did
a lot of free-lance work; I was a secretary, a waitress, varioR dif:
ferent things like that.

I think that one of the things that made a big difference in my
life is that I have two parents who are very strongly goal-oriented,
and I think .that after I was through just knocking around, seeing
Nwhat I wanted to do, I really just made up my mind that I wanted
to go after something and do it. So I took no formal training.

Ms. TATE. I share your background as a teacher, and I think that
teachers have an advantage. We're trained to be assertive, and that
helps.

Senator PACKWOOD. This is interesting. You both said this, and
Maxine nodded when you were saying it. This assertiveness is 'ap-
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patently important. Is this a masculine trait, that when men go into borrow money from the bank we sit down and say, !,Joe, let jnetell you what I'm going-to do, and take my word for it, I can makeit go"? And that is not natural to women, normally'?
Ms.`MoscArro. Definitely.
Ms. 'TATE. We can be our own wWst enemies, and that's some-thing that we need to learn as women.
Ms MUSCATO. Women are too quick to apologize for themselves.
Senator PAcKwocin.*That is something that we cannot rectify.
Ms. TATE. No. We have to do that on our own. You help us inthese other areas.
Senator PAcKwoon. You know, one thing that has not changedI've been in politics long enough, and Jean was one of my early,early, early AupportersI've seen public opinions change on issuesfrom time to time. I've seen Oregon go pro and con on capital pun-ishment over 20 years. But the one thing that is not going tochange, I think, is women going into the marketplace. That is,we're not going to step backward from that. And this means thatuntil you have an extraordiriary*chhnge in the whole philosophy ofhow children are rnised in this country, day care is going to be avery, very major issue

Ms. TATE. And your party better recognize that. It's my partytoo; I should say, our party.
Senator PACKWOOD. I know, I know.
Ms. HAYS. I'd like, if I may, just to tag onto that. I had artticipat-ed not going into business until our children were in school; and anopportunity came along when our youngest one was only 2, and

handicapped somewhat, anct there were no child' care facilities,really, and I felt uncomfortable leaving him so I took him -to workwith me. That's not the usual thing to do, nor is it pparent thatmany women can do that, but we had the facilities.-But if I had tomake a choice, I'np not sure which I would have chosen at thattime. I might have stayed home for 2 or 3 more years, but I thinkthat's a very important factor as Jean said, that has to be ad-dressed. I think it would only be for the benefit of the employerthat his or her employees will be much better off if they have childcare facilities.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you all a last question. Are yourunning across more women in the financial industry or in a posi-tion to make major decisions on loans?
Ms. TATE. I'm on a bank board. Women loan officersand again,I think it's part of this whole assertiveness thingthey're trainedas tellers, so they go into operations rather than training in theloan side. They really need to do it. They need to push. Women-owned banks still won't make it in this State; they may in otherStates, but it's tough. I've seen them try to start one here.
Ms. MUSCAT°. I would agree. I don't see that many women.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you very much. It was a most illumi-nating panel.
Let's move on now to Catherine Mater and Karen Rolls. Cather-ine, why don't you go first.
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STATEMENT OF CATHERINE MATER, MATER-ENCINEER1NC,
LIMITED

Ms. MATER., Senator, I appreciate being invited to share some
thoughts with you this morning on women in business.

Just a little bit of background on myself. I am Catherine Mater,
and I'm vice-president of Mater-Engineering, Corvallis, OR. We are
the only women owned and operated consulting engineering firm
in.the State of Oregon. We have been in business for 35 continuous
years, and we provide consulting engineering services for clients all
over the world.

Senator PAcKwoop. I co cede from personal experience that both
your mother-in-law an ather-in-lawand of course, I know them
both wellin terms of assertiveness, your mother-in-law is not one
who needs any training.

Ms. MATER. No, no, no. But the interesting thing to note is that
while she is being assertive, nobody else would know it. She has a
very professional style about getting the job done and done well.

Senator PAcKwoon. She's a fine lady.
Ms. MATER. She really is.
I'm going to be perhaps sharing some thoughts on a little differ-

ent plane in terms of my experience in engineering, and it's prob-
ably going to be difThrent front any other comments that you're
going to hear because my comments are going to be much more
positive.

Engineering right now constitutes, as far as women being in the
field, we only share about 4 potent of the total work force. So we
are a very small percentage, and even less so in my particular field
of construction engineering management. Yet I am pleased to
report that the status of women in business, particularly in the sci-
ence andtechnical field, in my opinion, is outstanding. The oppor-
tunities simply are limitless for women who are-willing to take the
discipline to get the technical background in their academic envi-
ronments.

I see women all the time entering the technical fields that are
brilliant, czivableb and articulate women. They are assertive, and
they are certainty making significant inroadsnot only in the re-
search and development end, but quite frankly, in the management
end. In looking at the income levels, unlike, perhaps, in other pro-
fessions, you're looking it starting salaries for women engineers,
coming out with !lei experience or little experience at all with bach-
elor's degree, ranging anywhere from $24,000 to $30,00U a year.
And if you'd like to locate in Alaska, I think you can get up to
$36,000 a year. It depends on where you're going to be.

I had the opportunity of speaking, across the United States to
major engineering corporations as well as the major engineering
academic institutions, and I've met many, many women in the
fields of science rind technology and can feel very confident in tell-
ing you that in terms of their abilities to get into business and to
do well in business, they are doing tremendously well in their field.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me interrupt you, if you don't mind. Do
you feel confident that you could openyou, yourself, at your
ageyour own engineering consulting business; and if you needed
to borrow money you cOuld go to the bank, and with the record
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you've now got, let's say, you could open up and you'd have notrouble getting credit?
Ms. MATER. I absolutely believe thars'correct. But again, it's con-tingent upon a professional approach. In fact, I'm working with ayoung woman who's a mechanical engineer in the city of Seattleright now who has ?riled up her own mechanical engineering

firm, and she's going great guns. She has immediate access into alot of the projects that are going on up there. Again, it's because ofher professional style and professional mannerism. That may notbe true across the United States; but with the women whom I'mrunning into who are starting their businessesand it's a verysmall percentage in the science and technical fields who are start-ing their own businesses, versus those who go to work for majorcorporations, grantedbut nonetheless, those women who aretaking that extra effort are being very successful in their endeav-ors so far.
Senator PACKWOOD. Now, again, I'd like to interrupt you. Werethose you talked to across the country who are going to work formajor firms, rather than trying to find their ownthey are by andlarge encountering no discrimination in the businesses?
Ms. MATER. No more so than the males would experience, in my,opinion.
Senator PACKWOOD. What do you mean by that? No more thanthe males?
Ms. MATER. Yes. I think that in any profession that you go into,there are problems encountered by both male and female. And Ithinkat least it's been my experience in talking to these womenengineersthey feel themselves on an equivalent level with theirmale counterparts. I think that they see their efforts being thesame in terms of their workload, in terms of their salary computa-tion, in terms of their professional credibility with their executives,with the corporate levels, and the only place I se.? a discriminationwould be in the fields that we're in where we, as professional engi-neers, go out into a public environment. The public still has a verydifficult time, I think, accepting women engineers giving technicalinformation before city councils, before planning commissions, etcetera. That's the only area that I think is very difficult for wpmento still maintain an equal level of credibility in.

Senator PACKWOOD. Is there a possibility, in the field of engineer-ing, that women are letter prepared for this simply because theygo to engineering schools and they take the courses that men doand they are stuck with the same teachers, for better or worse, andthe same problems for better or worse, whereas many women maygo into business from a whole variety of disparate backgrounds?But if you go into engineering, you're going from a common back-ground oft least, education?
Ms. MAT I think that is very, very true. Combined with that,engineering teaches you a level of discipline and problem solvingby way of entering into an approach to problems that perhaps is alittle different. I can speak from both ends becausemy undegraduate degree happened to be in political science, and my master'sdegree happens to Joelin engineering. And I can tell you with abso-lute assurance, there is a different style and'a different approachto study habits, to discipline, to preparation for dealing with the
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problems that you're going to be encountering when you leave that
academic environment. So I think your assessment is quite correct.

I do want to focus in on the problem that Jean and Maxine and
Pam all referenced, particularly Jean Tate's comments -on child
care. I think, even though I see the assets and the abilities for
women in engineering very, very well in terms of how they do it,
that happens still to be the prevalent and overriding problem that
women in the engineering and science and technical fields encoun-
ter. And it certainly applies, as you can see, to all fields.

I think that when you look at adequate child care, you need to
view it in two postures. I think you need to view it in a corporate
level posture, and then in a community level posture. And both of
those postures apply to the field of women entering into engineer-
ing, science and technology. From a corporate level, Maxine refer-
enced in her talk,I think she sai she took her young son to work
with her, very similar to what e do at Mater-Engineering. My
husband and I have a 31/2-year- d son and a 9-month-old son, and
we bring our boys to the 'offic every day. in the morning and then
take them to sitters in the afternoon. Now, I can tell you from
doing that for almost 4 years now, it is not something that if I were
in charge of Hewlett-Packard, for example, that I would ever rec-
ommend on a corporate policy level. It's simply not practical, nor is
it profitable.

nator PACKWOOD. You mewn in a large corporation-
Ms. MATER. Oh, absolutely.
Senator PACKWOOD [continuing]. That has a massive day care fa-

cility?
Ms. MATER. No, to have it within the immediate working envi-

ronment. .

Senator PACKWOOD. That's what I mean.
Ms. MATER. Right.
Senator PACKWOOD. When you say immediate working environ-

ment, you mean in the office?
Ms. MATER. In the office.
Senator PACKWOOD. You don't mean the day care facility 100

yards away?
Ms. MATER. NO. '1
Senator PACKWOOD. You mean in the office?
Ms. MATER. I mean in the office, which is hat we have right

now. We have to make extra compensation for having our sons in
that environment, regardless of whether it mans working in the
evenings or working on weekend* or making that extra-special
effort and energy, which we are willing to do. But I only think that
can be applicable in terms of businesses that you own. It just
doesn't Make sense to be able to place that mandate on corpora-
tions and businesSes that aren't in the same criteria that we're at.
However, to go on with your level of thinking, I'm convincedabso-
lutely convincedthat corporate levels do need to look at situa-
tions whereby they look at day care facilities as part of their corpo-
rate endeavors. I think that in almost all cases the women that I
talked to who are engineers and mothers at the same time, they're
already paying significant amounts of money for day care and child
care throughout the year, and I think they would be willingand
have, frankly, the financial capability of making corporate day care
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facilities not only self-liquidating, but in many cases, profitable ifthey so chose.
I see that for two reasons. First, I think that women in engineer-

ing, as well as women in all fields, have a high belief that qualityday care encompasses basically four key factors. Adequate affectioncertainly is one. Developmental challenge would be a second area.Good nutrition is a third, and the fourth area would be parental
involvement. It's that fourth area that I see as being a real areathat's lacking right now in terms of people who are professionalsand working in the engineering and academic environments.

From a corporate level, I think you need to visit your children onlunch hours; having immediate access to your children in case of
problems can do nothing but help the corporation out in terms ofproviding better job satisfaction, which has to equal better loyalty
to the company and better productivity levels all the way around.

Certainly, from a reliability standpoint it's very, very difficult tohave reliability with child care that is outside of the corporate en-vironment. You would have heavy turnover rates with people whoare taking care of your children on the outside environment. In
some cases, you've got turnover rates between the academic yearand the summer time periods where you have to look for new childcare help, and I think it's interesting to note that corporate deci-
sionmakers feel very apprehensiveand I know this from talkingto a lot of corporate level peoplethey are very apprehensive
about looking at the problem of child care facilities, and even moreapprehensive about helping to provide solutions to the problem.What I really see, franl ly,. is a glaring lack of incentives for busi-nesses to deal with adequate child care problems. I really focus inon the word "incentives ' versus Government mandates. This maybe a different attitude than you have experienced from otherwomen who may be talking to you. From my position and thewomen that I've talked to, we are very apprehensive about Govern-
ment interfering on a mandate level rather than on an incentivelevel. It makes it very difficult for us to go into a corporate envi-ronment and have a mandate coming down from Government, andstill have our corporate bosses and corporate executives look at uson an equality level. In essence, it makes it a win-lose situation
which is not what we're looking for. What we're really looking forare incentives that Government can provide the corporate levelsthat will encourage them to look at problem-solving in this areathat provides a professional and profitable solution to the company.In doing so I may, if I would, suggest perhaps a four-step incen-tive activity plan that you might give consideration to.

First, and this certainly has been referenced in prior tpstimony, Ido think that we need to obtain updated information onitopics suchas corporate attitudes toward corporate babies, if you will. I thinkwe need to examine why corporations are real apprehensive aboutlooking at this problem. We need to find out what their levels ofconcern are; we need to find out what the levels of employee con-cerns are. I know, at least from my experience in working at re-search, it's that very little effort has been made in this area offinding out why there is such a lack in this area.
The second step would be to examine incentives for businessesthat encourage facility siting analysis, not only for the normal
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things that as an engineer you look forcost of utilities, adequate
transportation, geotechnical considerationsbut I think, also in-
clude an analysis for the potential for either corporate or privately
owned day care facilities in close proximity to the business environ-
ment, or incorporated within the total development scheme.

Third, I would suggest providing some funding assistance to orga-
nizations such as the Society of Women Engineers, or to Women in
Science and Mathemalitics, to help develop pro forma statements for
corporate day care facilities so that when you go into a situation
and these are statements that can be utilized on a nationwide
basis youbasisyou can take a look at the profit and loss statement to any
given facility and apply your own relevant cost factors for the spe-
cific ea. But take it to the corporate levels and be able to talk to
them on eir terms in terms of profit and loss, how this part of
the organiza is going to work and why it's going to be benefi-
cial to the community on a cost basis.

And then fourth, I think from the community level, I would sug-
gest that perhaps we give some consideration to establishing incen-
tive programs to assist local communities in establishing better day
care information and day care services. I think these programs can
provide a valuable partnershlito other existing Federal programs,
such as the programs that afe established through the Job Train-
ing Partnership Act.

Above all again, I have to stress that the key word in this case is
incentive, and not mandati. So while I think the overall state of
the art is excellent for the women in science and engineering
fields, adequate day cane continues to be really an urgent and
pressing problem, and we're all looking for some solutions that will
work for all of us.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you a couple of questions. I pref-
ace it by saying that most of the day care incentives that are in the
Tax Code now were my amendments, and I've been putting them
in gradually from about 1974 onward. We've had a fair amount of
testimony, and I was struck by a large corporationI can't remem-
ber if it was 3Mthat had large facilities where they had several
thousand employees. They had tried a day care center and given it
a good run. It was mostly women who were using it, because
women still get the burden of the children mostly, if there's separa-
tion. What they discovered is that the women preferred, if they had
an option, to leave the children with a neighborhood day care
center closer to where they lived than to bring their children to
work and take them home in the afternoon. Their arguments were
that, one, they would just as soon hal;e the children with kids
whom they are going to play with on weekends, or whom they're
going to be familiar with in their neighborhood; two, in one area
where they were located there was a strong religious involvement,
and the women preferred to leave their children at day care cen-
ters run by the church rather than bring them to -work.

That's from one company, a large company, that had the experi-
ence. They had continued to keep their dd care center; it just was
not overwhelmingly used.

Ms. MATER. I guess I would ask a cguple of questions in relation-
ship to that. Can you tell me what Rind of a day care facility it
was? Was it a top quality day tare center?
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Senator PACKWOOD. I can't remember. It was a top quality com-
pany, but I cannot remember the day care center.

But I'll tell you what happened as a result of that. One of the
provisiops that was put into the law several years ago has not been
overwhelmingly used yet because of the downturn in the economy;
fringe benefits are not a big item in terms of bargaining nowif
anything, unions are giving them up now rather than asking for
them. We changed the law to allow employers to pay for the cost of
day care and made it not taxable as income to the employee, identi-
cal to health benefits, on the theory that it makes no difference to
the employer whether the employer pays $100 in wages or $100 in
day care benefits. It's a tax deduction either way. But for the em-
ployee, $100 in wages is taxable and $100 in day care benefitsn't.

I had hoped to see, in the union areas especially, a lot of con-
tracts negotiated where the employer would say, "OK, Sally, Diane,
I'll pay $75 a month to B'nai B'rith or to the Catholic Youth Orga-
nization or to the Presbyterian Church and you leave your kids
there, and I'll pay." Although this has been in the law 6 years now,
this has not come to fruition. My hunch is it's going to once the
economy straightens itself out, and that day care will become a
major benefit when people realize it's not taxable.

Ms. MATER. I think that's very true, and certainly one of the as-
pects that I was considering in trying to prepare some comments
for today's remarks.

In answer to your question, in terms of accessibility and neigh-
borhood programs, I find that not to be the case with the women
engineers that I talk to. You're dealing with companiesand
again, this may be specific to women who are in the technical and
science fieldsbut you're looking at corporations that, by and
large, utilize a great deal of flextime. The women have to- have a
lot of ability to have immediate access to their company. I think
that, in a lot of casesand this is certainly true, even in a little
community like CorvallisI have a difficult time just getting back
and forth to pick my kids up from the baby sitting services in the
afternoon, if I'm running overtime with a client in the .afternoon.
So I think that immediate access, onsite, is something that they
really not only are looking for, but are willing to pay for.

Senator PACKWOOD. Karen.

STATEMENT (W KAREN ROLLS, PRESIDENT, RIVERSIDE
EQUIPMENT SERVICES

Ms. RODS. W,e11, there certainly have been an awful lot of inter-
esting comments this morning. I've learned a lot from just sitting
here and listening.

I am with Riverside Equipment Services. I'm the founder and the
president of Riverside Equipment Services. We are a container
service and off-dock CY.

Senator PACKWOOD. Off-dock what?
Ms. Rou.s. CY yard, container yard. We handle empty contain-

ers, we handle loads. We repair equipment.
A lot of people often ask me, what is a container? Their first

thoughts are that we are a cottage cheese container or a container
such as that, but these are oceangoing containers. I've been in the
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business 21/2 years. I started out in sales and proVessed to the
point where I was able to start up a yard for another person ap-
proximately a year and a half ago, and when I left there I decided
that I'd like to try it myself.

There have been a lot of hardships. The most direct thing that
I've been hit with is, can I do it? I ye had a lot to learn and it's
taken me the 3 years that I've put into it to learn all of it. It's hard
work because it is a very male-oriented type of business, Getting
over onto T-6, for instance, or going into another yard to bid, they--
automatically are expecting to see a man walk in versus seeing a
female walk in. It's '1ery interesting the way that they look'at you,
like, "Do you really think you should be here?" And I do think I
should be, because I've spent a lot of time making sure that I could
answer the citiestions thatiI was asked.

Senator PACKWOOD. Is ia lot of your work bid work?
Ms. Rou.s. No. Actually, now it's not. When I started out, yes,

that's actually how we /Started out was getting in and doing some A
bid work-- (

Senator PACKWOOD. /lilt your reputation is such now that they'll-
_accept you on that basis?

Ms. Row. Right. Well, when I opened the doors, I opened with
Showa Maritime, Flapag-Lloyd, in the refrigeration department,
and with Pad Lines, who is general steamships. So, I'm already es-
tablished. I'm just in a growth period now. I still do a lot of outsite
bidding, mainly so that I can bring new business in. That's the way
to get in the door.

Senator PACKWOOD. Who are bidding? Is there much sex discriin-
ination in bidding, or is a bid a bid? Will an intelligent male entye--
preneur, receiving a low bid from a woman sayassuming that
you're at all credible, that you can do the businesshe'll say,
`That's it, you can have it?"

Ms. ROLLS. To begin with, I would question whether .I could do it,
yes. Now, no, I'm not questioned. But, again, that goes back to
proving myself. I had to have theI had to want to do this, to say .

.0K, I am qualified, writing it, putting it in front of them, and bid-
ding competitively. And if I was competitive enoughto get a bid
to begin with, you have to be under what your competitor is bid-
ding, and then I got the work. But that's not the only thing that
goes with it. You have to deal with them for specifications for their
work and make sure that the work is done properly or you're not
going to oet the job again anyway.

So, basically, I think the main problem I ran into, again, is
money. It's the main problem that everybody has.

Senator PACKWOOD. Money? Credit?
Ms. ROLLS. Money, credit, yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. Now, is it because you are a woman, or is it

because you are in an association that is heavily male I assume,,in
this particular business?

Ms. ROLLS. I think a combination of both. New business, to begin
with. When I went to the bank and told them what I wanted to do,
the first thing I was asked, of course, was what kind of experience.
Well, I had had 21/2 years at that point, but that wasn't enough. I
got told virtually that I probably would be better off taking a per-
sonal loan versus a business loan because I had nothing, rgally, to
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back it up at the time. So we got creative, and I was able to start
the business out and it was on very little money-

Now, at this point I have applied for a line of credit. I am' wait-
ing to see what will become of that, but at that, I still had to go
through an awful lot of redtape and paperwork, and I still don't
know if I'll get it. But again, it goes back to how bad you want
something. I waged it bad enough to where I was able to put it
together on very little, and it will work. I have no doubt about it.
And, of course, I've had a lot of customer backing which has been
very supportive for me. Without that, I couldn't have made it
anyway.

Another problem that I ran into was insurance, being in the field
of business that I am in. Insurance companies don't know what it

'--. that we--
is. I have explained time and time again; we have certain things

Senator PACKWOOD. This is not just because of you being a
womAn, then?

Ms. ROLLS. No, this is just the type of business I am. It wouldn't
matter.

Senator PACKWOOD. Aren't there other l&nesses like yours
around?

Ms. ROLLS. Yes, there are. There are about three-& four others.
Senator PACKWOOD. And the insurance companies are not famil-

iar with them, either?
Ms. ROLLS. That's what I'm going back and telling them, is that I

am not unique in what I'm doing. I am the only female that has
opened one in Portland, but uniquewise, our business is still the
same.

Where I'm running into the most problem is with my refrigera-
tion units. Nobody wants to take that responsibility on, and at this
point I still do not have that. I am still fighting with them as to
wanting to give me that policy without charging me $10,000 a year
j st to be able to bring refrigeration into my yard.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, this really does surprise me because I
t ink there ought -to be some sharp insurance person out there qn
the other side thinkingthey meet, you and they think, "Nobody
knows this business; nobody is writing this," and then they discov-
er it's not being written for men, either. I would think it would be
a natural for somebody on the other side to make--

Ms. ROLLS. And you know, I went through a very large brokerage
company, too, and they were able to give me the insurance that
goes with the interchange agreement that I have to provide to the

.,. steamship companies, but not this particular aspect (At. And I'm t.,still waiting. I've been working on insurance for 21/2 months ,and I ,still do not-- .

8 Senator PACKWOOD. You can't go ahead without insurance, can
you? You can't run that risk? ,

Ms. ROLLS. No. No, I can't. And really, I guess, on the personal
aspect of what I've run into, more than anything is wheri, let' say,
a male comes into the office and it's something that I've called on,
like electricity-we're wiring for our refrigeration units- right now i
in our yardthey come in and the first question to me is, 'Who is
the manager? Who is the owner?" And I say, "I can help you," and
they look right through me, like, "You can; t, help. me; you're -not
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capable." And in one instance, an electrician was working with me
and my refrigeration mechanic and we went out and walked
thiough our whole yard and explained to him exactly what we
needed. He turnted to the mechanic and he said, "Well, I'll get back
with you." And I looked at him and I thought, well, I'll let this one
pass at this point, because he forgot who was going to pay his bill.
So a couple of days wen by and we got into a conflict with PG&E
as far as exactly what needed, and the guy called me back and
then he called the refrigeration mechanic back, and then he finally
called me up and he was really disgusted with me, and he said,
"Well, who am I actually supposed to talk to about this ?" And I
said, "Well, you're supposed to talk to me because I'm the one
making the decision." And he said, "Oh!" It was just like all of a
sudden a light opened, you know, and here it is, and he said, "Well,
theii, I guess I'd better deal with you, huh?" 'And I thought, "Yeah,
you'd better."

And, you know, men sometimes don't want to face the fact that
women are capable. We are capable. We, have a lot to learn, but
we're not any different than men. We have the ability: And there's ,
been an awfully lot of good points, like day cafe and the various
ike the shipping clubs, the clubs that you can be insand I'll tell
ou, this is where a lot of my information and a lot of my connec--
ons have come from, is through that. - .

Senator PACKWOOD. I'm curious about something. Let's get back
to this insurance which is obviously a problem for your entire asso-
ciation, male or female, in certain areas. Even the trade association
can do nothing or is unable to interest some insurance company in -
this kind of coverage. I'm thinking back to the doctors when they
had a problem with malpractice insurance, and boy, the medical
associations were up to their necks in trying to help all of their
members with that problem.

Ms. -ROLLS. Well, my next step was .to possibly call the commis-
. sioner, the insurance commissioner, and see if possibly they could

give me a lead as to where I should go, because I have called three
-or four different places and I get several things, likeone wanted
to :give me a revolving on how much equipment ran through file
yard monthly. Well, to begin with, he wanted $4,000 down and I
told hitii, "I'm not going to pay you that. That is ridiculous, that I
should have toput that down to even start the program."

Another one, which I am dealing with right now, they were will-
ingto give me the insurance without i e refrigeration coverage but
for a set- amount and then a Monthly pa' s ent, but they. still would
not cover an aspect of what I needed. .

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me make yog an o er. If you have any
further problems, I have a very close, lon:st. ,'s ing friend in the in-
surance business who, I think if I we o talk with him, might be
willing to help you. If nothing break thin a reasonable period of

'`time, if you would just get in touch yriit me and I will put you in
touch with him and I think we can work something out.

Ms. ROLLS. I would greatly appreciate that because that has a
very definite priority in what I'm doing. We have to show proof of
insurance to these people because-

Senator PACKWOOD. I see your headquarters is in Portland,
..anyway. .
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Ms. ROLLS. Right.
Senator PACKWOOD. If you would call Elaine Franklin, who man-

ages my office in Portland and have her just get in touch with me
right away, it will even save you the cost of a long-distance call,
and I will checks into it.

Ms. ROLLS. OK.
My other thought, in the type of industry that I've gotten into,

as far as the shipping industry, really, I'm willing to put out the
time and whatever it takes to make my business succeed in what
I'm doing. If I had either a question or a thought that I would ask
of you, it would be this. For my industry to survive, I need more
international trade in Portland, and that is where I feel our weak
point is. Off-dock CY's are becoming real prevalent in Portland.
They're growing, mainly because of the cost of going into the ports.
They can't afford to stay there. I'm going to be around 5 years
from now, but you could certainly help me. if you could bring more
trade and more traffic into Portland.

Senator PACKWOOD. I'm trying to, and what I'm facing on the
other side is growing protectionism. We had hearings on the Do-
mestic Content all yesterday in Portland, and what I'm running
across is union after union and industry after industry that is
"Aw, we can't compete in this world. Let's put up the barriers and
we'll keep our market here and they can keep their markel there
and we'll all be healthier."

Ms. ROLLS. True.
[Subsequent information was received and follows:]

To clarify my "true statement," I would like to explain how I meant that other-
wise, all of my points sound like they contradict each other. I was agreeing with
Senator Packwood about the problems that are occurring with International Trade.
Unfortunately, I left that statement too vague. I would appreciate it if you could
possibly make that clearer.

Thank you,
KAREN D. ROLLS:

,
Senator PACKWOOD. 1 is ertainly not true in Oregon. I mean,

this State is heavily de- e ent on tradeexports and imports. If
this country gets into a rotectionist war, I think it's bad for the
country. I know it's bad for Oregon.

Ms. ROLLS. And that's my concern, because without the vessels
calling Portland, our industry could die here. This concerns me, be-
cduse I would like to be a large corporation someday, and that's
what I'm striving for. Without the international trade and the
import, I can't have it.

Senator PACKWOOD. You don't want to have to move to San
Pedro to do it.

Ms. ROLLS. That's right, and I'd hate to have to change what I'm
doing right now.

I appreciate the time, and thank you for hearing what I have to
say today.

Senator PACKWOOD. You're both dynamite. So far, this has been
an extraordinary morning. I've conducted hundreds of hearings,.. but this is one of the most informative and exciting ones I've run
across. Thank you very much; I appreciate it.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Rolls follows:]
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STATEMENT OF KAREN ROLLS, PRESIDENT, RIVERSIDE EQUIPMENT SERVICES

I am Karen Rolls, founder, president, and a major stockholder of Riverside Equip-
ment Service, Inc. Riverside was formed after working for two other container com-
panies. I started in the container business :3 years ago as a salesperson and pro-
gressed to starting a yard from the ground up for another company. When I left the
last place of employment, I was very undecided as to what direction I wanted to go.
The responsibility and liability of container yard are great, along with satisfying
your customers. Service is actually all I am selling and it is very important to have
the right people involved to protect what we are. That is how my partner, Sam
Johnson, got involved Sara worked for me as yard manager prior to Riverside's ex-
istence. I had the ability to sell and do administrative work, although I can do any-
thing in my yard but weld. Sam had the ability to do our work up to the customers
satisfaction. This combination is very important for us to succeed and achieve our
goals-

The main reason Riverside came to be was because of the wonderful support of
the people who backed me from the steamship companies. Our doors opened with
Showa Maritime, U.S.A. and Pad Lines/General Steamship. We are three and a half
months old and have recently acquired the refrigeration work for Ilapag Lloyd. I

feel very confident about our future
Riverside is a container and chassis handling, storage and repair yard. We inter-

change equipment in and out, repair the equipment if it is damaged, and retain it in
the yard until the equipment is hooked for loading or unloading. Interchanges are a
form provided by the steamship companies, which notes all damages for our protec-
tion, the truckers protection, and the steamship companies protection. We deal with
customs in clearing loaded containers from our yard before they can leave for their
destination_ We take booking numbers from our customers for empty containers to
be loaded At that time, we issue a container, seal, load plan and destination stick-
ers if necessary. It is required to keep a current inventory available at all times. We
have been maintaining the inventory by a manual system but recently we pur-
chased a computer.

We currently added a new division which is refrigeration repair and maintenance.
This equipment is highly specialized and requires a certified refrigeration mechanic.
His duties are to make sure the units are in proper running order at all times,
loaded and unloaded' v

Our revenue is made by repairs done to equipment which is done on a bid basis.
Lifting the containers on and off a chassis or flatbed trailer, lining containers for'
loading, building sides of flat racks for cargo to go overseas and our gate charges for
equipment going in and out of the yard.

I hope that this gives you an idea of the kind of business Riverside Equipment
Service is and how we started.

The problems that have arisen probably are not altogether unique but they could
be devastating to a new, small business.

Money! That is always the prime problem. It was for me too. I went to the bank
and asked about a loan. By the time I left, I had a stack of applications a half-inch
thick. My thoughts were, if I were to get to the bottom, I might be lucky enough to
get a loan. The bank told me, because I was a new business, I might do better
taking a personal loan. Then I asked about a SBA involvement and my bark was
not very interested. I was not in a position to put everything- we own up for collater-
al to acquire this loan.

We ended up finding $9,000 and that is what Riverside started with as cash flow.
Along with that, I was able to acquire the yard we are in and a forklift. Again,
money came into the picture, could I afford to put the first months rent down early
in good faith.

Credit was my next problem. Fortunately, after 3 years, I had established enough
credibility with other businesses I had worked with prior-. They have been really
luippotive. It is the new companies I have a problem/ with. Riverside can get credit,
but most generally, I have to give a personal guarantee with it That does not
bother me but I do feel my husband should not have to be a part of that due to the
fact he is not the responsible party, I am.

Steamship companies iquire a special insurance policy. It is not out of reason,
but insurance companies are not familiar with the policy I require. It has taken me
a long time to get the majority of proper coverage. I still need refreigeration cover-
age and the cost of this is unbelievable.

When I st4i-ted looking into what licenses were needed, where to find a tax
number. and aMnployees insurance, I went into circles. It would really be helpful if-
there could be a service available to a new business to find all of these guidelines.
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These are problems I feel any new business will be affected by, man or woman. It
takes a greqt deal of time and effort to research all that is involved in a start up..

The persohal side :affecting me as a W0111/111. has been the lack of some men to
accept my. knowledge gracefully. I wanted to learn and be able to run a container
yard successfully. I spent many long hours and worked very hard to be where I am
today. It.becomes very hard when a business man walks into the office and wants to
speak to the manager or owner and I 'tell him I can help. Ile talks all the way
around me or through we before he acknowledges I am qualified to help him.

I have had this happen many times. One instant in particular sticks in my mind.
It was necessary to put power into our yard for our refrigeration units to plug into.
I had our mechanic and the electrician present. I explained what was needed to the
electrician iind then he ankned t.o the mechanic and told him he would get back to
him. I was surprised but didn't say anything at the time_ Then PGE got involved
and the electrician got everybody confused. Finally, the electrician called m and
asked me just who was making the final decision. When I told him I was, his com-
ment. was "I guess I had better deal with you then". It's amazing how a woman can
get attention when she's paying the bill.

It should not have to be that way. but until we as a society accept changes in
business, its a problem that has to be contented with. Ilopefully, in the future,
ideas will change so that it will be easier for a woman to start in business without
having to work so hard to prove her worth.

I have had to put a great deal of energy into proving my capability to the indus-
try. I don't have all the answers for the problems I face but I am willing to learn
and have already learned a great deal. There is plenty of business in our industry
for everybody and good competition hurts no.one.

I would like to he able to make a business appointment in the evening if neces-
sary without the ramifications of what would he said. When I have to face a situa-
tion lase this, again I take either my husband or my partner. I will not jeopardize
what has been gained by fun gossip.

The shipping industry covers a very broad scope. If I ask for support, it Auld be
in international trade -import/export. Portland does not have enough vessels call-
ing on our ports. I have Heard that one of the many problems is the length of time
it takes to bring a vessel down the mouth of the Colombia If that is so, what are
our alternatives? Possibly disembarking at Astoria, then trucking the commodities
to their destination. I am sure that many optimis have been discussed at one time or
another. Portland has gained in vessel traffic along with all the new changes we are
making to our ports. We can provide efficient and econmillral service for our cus-
tomers old and new. I would like very much to be a part of this growth.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now let's take Diane Davidson from the Big
Bear Shopper in White City, and Mary Seeman from Mary Seeman
Designs in Corvallis.

Good morning. Ms. Davidson, why don't you go first.

STATEMENT OF DIANE DAVIDSON, OWNER-OPERATOR, BIG BEAR
SHOPPER, INC.

Ms. DAVIDSON. I'm really pleased to be here this morning. I was
surprised when I began listening to the testimony, how muchI
thought mine was going to be different from everybody else's, but I
find out we all have the same things to say. Anyway, thank you for
this opportunity to be here today.

I am Diane Davidson, owner and operator.of the Big Bear Shop-
per, Inc., which is an automotive, hardware, and sporting goods
store in White City, OR. I've been a small business owner in excess
of 7 years, and I've been in the automotive, hardware, and sporting
goods business for 15 years. While I have not been active at a legis-
lative level regarding women in business, I have been working on
the same at a local level. I served as one of the original members of
the Jackson County Commission on the Status of Women. I pres-
ently serve as a member of the board of directors for the Greater

Medford Chamber of Commerce, vice president of our local Certi-
fied Development Co., serve on the Jackson County Sheriff's Advi-
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sory Council, was elected to the Medford 549C School Board of 14-
rectors, and on April 30 was appointed by Governor Atiyeh to the
State Advisory Council on Career and Vocational Education.

Women entrepreneurs, women in business, women executives,
and society's ability to accept them is the subject I wish to address
today.

There are many subjects relative to women in businessobr sto-
ries of struggle, disappointment, victory and defeat are numerous.
However, today, looking back, the progress made is certainly sub-
stantial. I have been a part of this progress for the past 20 years.
As a young mother of 16,,I dealt with many prejudicial situation
that make me thankful for those changes. While I will admit to
many confrontations throughout my career in a predominantly
male environment, I must stress' that the problems we used to talk
of, such as doors closing and financing for women not available, are
seldom heard.

The difficulties in acquiring eredit, investment capital, needing
cosigners, lack of funds available from financial institutions, and
lack of available expansion capital are not unique to women; I
assure you, they exist fbr men, too. I built and inventoried my busi-
ness with a bank-SBA loan. I followed the same set of rules to
obtain that loan as any person would have. I have always believed
I received that loan based on a strong track record, a good finani.
cial plan, and strong support from the industry.

In June 1977 we opened, and struggled as all new businesses do,
and reached annual sales in excess of $800,000 until 1979, which
marked the onset of the timber recession. Since that time we have
been forced to refinance the building and sell off assets to cover
losses. When the store opened we were overoptimistic, undercapita-
lized, and had ahead of us the worst economic times any of my gen-
eration has ever faced.

The stories are endless, but the battles always fell short of total
destruction. In August 1982 the Industrial Forestry Association
asked me to go to Washington, DC, to testify as a small business
doing business in a timber-dependent community. This trip to
Washington, DC, the people I met, and the knowledge I gained
gave me a new burst of energy to go back and fight again. In De-
cember of 1982 I received that long-term loan which had been de-
clined five times previously.

I have been asked many times by men and women, "How much
do you think being a woman had to do with getting your loan?" My
response is always, "None. I had to qualify in the same arena as
any man."

,My.concerns today are with the image or impreSsion that seems
to be prompting this type of question. There is a singling-out proc-
ess, as if to makeIt appear that the fact that you are a woman en-
titles you to special treatment, inf ing that women are receiving
funding or assista and opportunit s, not just because they have
qualified or are cable and have character references and credibil-
ity to support it/but simply because they are women.

We read that women-owned businesses have succeeded in becom-
ing a major force in the U.S. economy, and for the sake of time I
will eliminate all the statistics I brought on women.
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The doors have been opened, the opportunities are there, and
women have achieved a certain level of equality. But acceptance of
the female entrepreneur in business will be a task equally as diffi-
cult as acquiring the equality. As a woman in business and the
owner of a business, I found that acceptance of my ,abilities to the
public eye was very important to business survival these last few
years.

Senator PAcawoon. Say that again. Acceptance in the public
eye?

Ms. DAvmsoN. Right.
Senator I/Acxwoon. How do you mean that? You're not talking

about bankers there; you're talking about the consuming public?
Ms. DAvmsoN. Nowhat I mean is that the leadership roles of

the community. You'll see as I go on.
All the knowledge and know-how will go unrewarded without.

visibility. I urge you to work toward educating men or women in
business of their need to be a visible factor in the leadership roles
of their communities and Government. agencies, to be a part of the
network. This will give the success of women a true visibility, just
plain becoming a part of all the different positions that are avail-
able and taking part in similar things to what we are doing today.

Promoting women for their true worth, being cautious not to
create or add fuel to the special treatment or protection of women
is an tuTa that the Small Business Administration could be quite
instrumental in. There will always be a need to insure that the op-
portunities are available, but it is most important not to allow
policy that would insist on a quota of women-owned loans froth the
Small Business Administration.

To provide policy and direction that,would establish credibility,
cultivating it and giving support to the success of women in busi-
nessyes, the doors have been opened and the opportunities for
new roles are there. What we have to deal with in the ftiture is the
assurance to the young women of this country that tradition and
intimidation will not stand in the way of walking through those
doors. Believing in ourselves, our ability, and ow- place in a
healthy, happy home,-as well as a career is essential to the success
of women in business.

The pendulum seems to swing to an extreme before it comes
back to the other side. In my eyes, the pendulum is swinging and
women are in the middle, leaning in the direction of intimidating
men, forcing some unfortunate things. Men and women need to be
educated on acceptance rather than controlled, owned, or intimi-
dated by one another. Their ability to respect, compete, and accept
one another as equals is certainly idealistic but necessary.

Women's role as women will, always be important, but now we
have women in business. This addition needs to be addressed by
our educational system, the public and private sectors. The past is
gone, and we must deal with the future.

Thank you.
iThe prepared statement of Ms. Davidson follows:1

STATEMENT OF DIANE DAVIDSON, OWNER- OPERATOR, BIG BEAR SHOPPER, INC.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to be here today. I am Diane David
son,"-owner and operator of the Big Bear Shopper, Inc., which is an automotive,
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hardware and sporting goods store ,in White City, Oregon I have been a small, busi-
ness owner .in excess of seven years and I hare been iul the automotive, hardware
and sporting goods business for fifteen years. While I have riot been active at a legis-
lative level_ regarding women in business, I have been working on the same at a
local level. I served us one of the original members of the Jackson County Commis- de,'
sion on the Status of Women. I presently serve as a member of the Board of Direc-
tors for the Greator Medford Chamber of Commerce. Vice President of our local
Certified bevelopment Company, serve on the Jackson County Sheriff's Advisory.
Gouncil, was,elected to the Medford 5490 School Board of Directors, and on' April
30th. was appointed by Governor Atiyeh to the State Advisory Council on Career
and Vocational Education.

There are ninny subjects relative to women in business. Our stories Of struggle,
disappointment, victory and defeat are numerous. However, today, looking back, the
progress made is certainly silbstantial. I have been a part of this progress for the
past twenty years_ As a young mother of sixteen. t -dealt with many prejudicial situ-
ations tqat make me thankful for those changes.

Women entrepreneurs, women in business, women executives and society's ability
to accept it is the subject I wish to address today.

White I will admit to many confrontations throughout my career in a predomi-
nantly male environment, I must stress that the problems we used to talk of, such
as doors closing and financing for women not available --am seldom-heard. The diffi-
culties in acquiring credit. investment capital, needing co-signers, lack of hinds
available from financial institutions, and lack of available expansion capital are not
unique to women. I assure you they exist for'inen, as well as women.

I built and inventoried my business with a bank SBA loan. I followed the same set
of rules to obtain (liar loan as any person would have. I have always believed that I
received that loan basedon a strong track record, a good financial plan, and strong
support from the industry In Jane of 1977, we opened and struggled as all business-
es do. We reached annual sales in excess of $800,000 until 1979, which marked the
onset of the timber recession. Since that time. we have been forced to refinance the
building and sell off alisets to cover losses.

When the store opened, we were over optimistic. under capitalized and had ahead
q us the worst economic times any of my generation has ever faced. The stories are
endless, but the battle§ always fell short of total destruction. In August of 1982, the
Industrial Forestry Association asked Me to go to Washington, D.C. to testify as a
small business, doing business in a timber dependent community_ This trip to Wash-
ington. D.C., the people I met, and the knowledge I gained gave me a new burst of
energy to go hack and light again. In December of 1982, I received that long term
loan which had been declined five times previously. .

I have been asked many times by men and women, -flow much do you think
being a woman had to do with you getting your loan?" My response is always

... "none, I had to qualify in 11 s same arena as any man.-
My concerns today, are % h the image or impression that seems to be prompting

this type of question. The e is a singling out process as if to make it appear that the
fact you are a woman e titles you to special treat ment,, inferring that women are
receiving funding or assistance and opportunities, not because they have qualified,
are capable, have credibility and character reference to support it, but simply, be-
cause they are a woman.

I have read that women owned businesses have succeeded in becoming a major
force in the U.S. economy. Women are starting businesses 'at a phenomenal rate,
spreading into all sectors of the economy. Three million woman business owners and
sole proprietorships make up one quarter of all sn ill businesses in the country and
account for more than $40 billion in receipts, creating thousands of jobs across
America. Between 1972 and 1982 the number of self-employed women increased
60%, which is five times the rate of increase for plf-employed. men. The proportion
of women in

jumped
male-dominated executive, managerial and administrative

occupations from 18.5% to 30.5% between 1970 and 1580. The doors have
been opened, the opportunities-are there, and women have achieved a certain level
of equality. But. acceptance of the female entrepreneurs in business will be a task
equally as difficult as acquiring that equality.

As a woman in business and the owner of a business, I found that acceptance of
my abilities to the public eye was very important. to business survival these last few
years. AP of the knowledge and know-how will go unrewarded without visibility. I
urge you to work toward educating women in business of their need to be a visible
factor in the leadership roles of their communities and goveramental agencies. To
be a part of the network which will help to give the success of women a true visibili-
ty, is important to the future of womon in business.
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Promoting women for their trio worth, being cautious not to create or add fuel to
the special treatment or protection of women, as an area that the small business
administration cyuld be quite instrumental in. There will always be a need to-insure
that the opportunities are available, but it is most important not to allow policy
that would insist on a quota of women owned Idans from the small business admin-
istration To provide policy and direction that would establish credibility, cultivating
the positive and giving support to the success of women in business

Yes, the doors have been opened and the opportunity for new roles are there.
What we have to deal with in the future is the assurance to the young women of
this country that tradition and intimidation will not stand in the way of walking
through these doors. Believing in ourselves, our abilities and our place in a healthy
happy home, as well as a career. is essential to the success of women in business.

The pendulum seems to swing to an extreme before it conies back to the other
side In my eyes. the pendulum is swinging and women are midway and leaning in
t he direction of intimidating men, forcing some unfortunate things. Men and women
need to be educated on acceptance. rather than controlled, owned or intimidated by
one another. Their ability to respect, compete and accept one another ns equals is
certainly idealistic. but necessary

Women's role as women will always lie important, but now we have women in
business. This addition needs to be addressed by our educational system and the
public and private sectors_ The past is gone and we must deal with the future.

Senator PAckwoon. A couple questions to make sure I under-
stand the thrust of your testimony.

You're saying it's no harder for a woman than a man to get.
credit and start a new business'? Now it's tough for either one, but
not any harder fora woman?

Ms. DAvmsoN. In my experiencesand I assure you, I started
with no educationI feel that the prejudice that used to exist does
not exist any more.

Senator PAckwoon. And you would be opposed to the Small Busi-
ness Administration or others having almost a quota system where
a certain percentage of loans would go to women automatically?

Ms. DAvnisoN. Right. The policy that dictated that sort of
thingI think that there is an encouragement to recognize women;
and if that were giveniothe proper support with statistics and an
educating process, you know, to prevent things like the man
saying, "Oh, you are really qualified? You can do this sort of
thing ?"

Senator PAckwoon. But you said you don't run into that? I
mean, a man will run into that same situation?

Ms. DAvmsoN. As far as receiving loans, I really do feel there
has been a tremendous amount of progress made in that area, and
that that is not the situation anymore. However, oftentimes you
may run intoI don't think that's probably as obvious as it used to
be, where the acceptance of the individual that's coming in, be-
cause she is a female, in the initial introduction there may be some
doubt in the individual's mind because perhaps they are in the con-
struction business and they are coming in for a loan.

Senator PACKWOOD. Ms. Seeman.

STATEMENT OF MARY SEEMAN, MARY SEEMAN INTERIOR
DESIGNS, AND PRESIDENT, WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS OF
OREGON

Ms. SEEMAN. I'm Mary Seeman. I'd like to give you just a little
background of how I started. I am an interior designer; I design
primarily for residential clients in which I design the interiors and
do the draftsmanship. In addition, I act as a retailer, selling custom
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furniture, accessories, carpeting, draperies, but basically I do not
have a showroom for walk-in clients. 'I basically work advertising
and word-of-mouth.

I have been in business just a little over 4 years, and luckily or
unluckily, the profession that 1 chose is not one that I needed to
have a lot of capital outlay to get started. I purchased samples;
that was basically it. Some office supplies. I did not have to have a
large inventory because I did not have a storefront per se. I had
found that this was a certain advantage in some ways and a cer-
tain disadvantage in some ways. I have my office in my home. We
talk about bankers being exclusive et times .for women; I found
that the design field is that way forlwomen, also. The showrooms
that. I would go to in Portland did not want to have the housewife
coming off the street and just say she was a designer. They wanted
someone professional to come in and order, so you had to go
through a screening process through the workrooms. And this
would happenI think primarily, probably more for women than
for men because there aren't as many men in the design fieldby
being a member of ASH) [the American Society of Interior Design-
ers], it has helped me get into the showrooms so that I could pur-
chase samples and purchase things from them.

The disadvantage in having an office in my home has not been
that great.. However, I feel that many women that start their busi-
nesses there are a lot of small businesses started by women in
their homesit is:a sort of a stigma in a way, because you don't
look serious, you don't. look professional. People think they're not
goimk to stay in it. I did find for myself that I was very, very seri-
ous. When I started in businessti years ago I had graduated from
Oregon State. I found myself newly divorced. My last child was out
on her own; 1 had to support. myself. I worked for a year for a
design lirmor actually, it was a window covering place; they were
design consultantsand then I decided to move into more of the
field where I could do more design work, and I went to work for a
woman At started a business in Eugene, and she hired three inte-
rior designers. Within t; months, she had folded. She wasn't abte to
make it.

I had started my business with several strong ideas and thought
I could do a better job than that. I wanted to be a professional and
an honest businessperson. I could be an excellent designer working
anywhere, but I wanted to be in business for myself. It was an ex-
citing time; it was also scary to make that decision to go into busi-
ness for myself. But I found it to be very worthwhile, even though
it has been a struggle.

My first problem that I did run into, as far as starting my busi-
ness, I did go down to the bank where I had my personal account. I
did not speak to the loan manager; I spoke to one of the loan offi-
cers, and he didn't have the grace to call me back after I filled out
my papers. Then I went down to talk to the manager and said, "I
haven't heard anything." He apologized profusely but sTld that he
wasn't able to give me a loan because they didn't knowI didn't
have a background, I was just starting out. That was the advantage
of starting in the interior design field where I did not need a lot of
money. I. did htive a small cashflow coming in monthly. However, it
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was rather demoralizing, and I decided not to keep trying on that,
that. I would make it go on my own.

I have talked to a number of business owners in this situation,
and I have foundand this is strictly a personal opinionthat of-
tentimes when doctors, dentists, attorneys go into business, they go
down and get a loan.. Many women-

Senator PAcxwoon. If they're men?
Ms. SEEMAN. Well, I would say probably women, if they're-
Senator PACKWOOD. In those professions?
Ms. SEEMAN. In those professions, they go down and get a loan.

Many women, in starting their own business, are afraid to do that.
They are afraid to make that commitment, so they do start on a
shoestring, so to speak, and when they grow and want to expand a
little bit, oftentimes they go down to get a loan. Now that's a gen-
eralized statement, but I've found in talking to them-

Senator PAcxwoon. A woman is afraid to make the financial
commitment, to borrow $10,000, $20,000, $30,000 and be committed
to it'?

Ms. SEEMAN. Yes. That's just a general statement, but I have
foundI am president of the Women Entrepreneurs of Oregon, the
Corvallis chapter, and I've talked to a lot of women that are in the
group. A number of them have started this way, and then we had a
small group attend this last meeting that are interested in starting
their own businesses or have already started them, they're just
starting. And that would seem to be the general problem, was the
financial endof obtaining a lOon.

I do think it is easier to obtain a loan for a woman at this point,
but it's stillI don't think easy; it's /difficult when you go down
there and say, "This is what I want," and, as Pam said earlier, you
do have to have clear-cut goals. They have to know that you're
going to be able to pay them back.

Senator PACKWOOD. I can't tell if there's a cOnflict in testimony,
or whether what you're saying is-sort of the same thing that Pam
said, that too many women are reluctant to forcibly make their
case; and that if theywould forcibly make their case, they would
get treated like a man. Is that what you're saying?

Ms. SEEMAN. Yes, in a way. I do think that, as someone else men-
tioned, we are our own worst enemies at times. We have a certain
amount of fear as far as the commitment is concerned. So there is
a problem with going in, and we are a bit timid. The first time that
I knew exactly what I needed to go down and get a loanI have a
friend that's in business; he gave me a lot of tips. I also attended
WEO [Women Entrepreneurs of Oregon] conference in Salem in
the fall. They had a series of workshops and one of the workshops
was a banker from Salem. He went through a profit and loss state-
ment; he went through the financial statement; he went through
the whole thing and he gave us some excellent tips.

That was a year ago. I'd been in business 3 years by that time,
and considering going into an office downtown, as I was interested
in financing at that point. That was really the first time I tried to
read it. I'd talked to my accountant, but that was the first real.
clear-cut case that, you know, he'd given me all the information
that you needed to go in for that.
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But I do think women are timid. They don't know the questions
to ask, often. I tried to read. I went to Small Business Administra-
tion's workshop. It's hard to know where to get all the information.

Senator PACKWOOD. Were they helpful?
Ms. SEEMAN. Yes, they were. Probably, I feel that they could

have been advertised a little bit more. It drew a lot of people and
most people that were there were people that were interested in
starting their own businesses.

Senator PACKWOOD. Are the Women Entrepreneurs of Oregon in-
volved in the conference in October, in helping plan it?

Ms. SEF.MAN. Not that we've been approached on, no. The one in
Medford, you're speaking of?

Senator PACKWOOD. No, the one in Portland in October, spon-
sored by the Small Business Administration.

Ms. SEEMAN. Oh, no. Not that I'm aware of, unless the Portland
chapter is; and our State board has not brought that back to my
office for me to be aware of.

I found I would have covered the financial part of that and the
information part, too. I feel there needs to be a lot more informa-
tion and it needs almost to be produced and advertised, because
people are interested they get started in their businesses and I
think a lot of times they get busy and then they don't have time to
attend these seminars, and that's when thAey run into problems.

My thoughtand it goes back to the theory or the idea that
having an office in your home is not as professionalI have a de-
signer friend here in Eugene. She operated' out of her home until a
year ago. Sheirented an office, and she said all of a sudden she had
architects and builders contacting her. There was the difference.
Women find it an advantage to be in their home because there's a
small capital outlay; they don't havea lot of times they have chil-
dren at home; they don't have to worry about being out of the
home.

When my business started, it was starting slowly. I felt that that
was an advantage to have it in my home. But there are disadvan-
tages, too. I get a lot of interruptions. My thought is that if there
could be small or low interest loans for people to build office com-
plexesI would like to see an office complex for women where they
could rent offices for a low fee so they could get, out of the home
and establish a very professional attitude in their business, what-
ever business it might be.

And those are my three main ideas that I wanted to cover.
Senator PACKWOOD. Does your organization sponsor seminars of

its own for women?
Ms. SEEMAN. The Women Entrepreneurs?
Senator PAcxwoon. Yes.
Ms. SEEMAN. Yes. We have them once a year. It will be hosted in

Eugene, I believe, this next fall. We've always had it in Octobe
usually it's the last Saturday of October. I'm not sure if that's been
changed, but there has been some discussion of changing it to a No-
vember meeting.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now, that's more like an annual meeting?
It's a 1-day, statewide seminar?

Ms. SEEMAN. Yes.
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Senator PACKWOOD. And at this gathering, do you put on semi-
nars and explain to women how to apply-Tor loans and that type of
help?

Ms. SEEMAN. It was covered last year. Usually we have a series
of workshops or speakers. There was a banker there; there were
some people from the advertising worldthe media, actually, to let
you know as fir as getting published; I think I'm blank as far as
some of the other workshops, but they do try to have a variety of
speakers to help people in their businesses. Each local chapter has
a meeting once a month. They_ usually have a speaker emphasizing
some area of the business world.

Senator PACKWOOD. The reason I asked is that I was struck by
what Jean Tate said about the Government can maybe do some
things and not other things, but the one thing we cannot do is give
people confidence, that somehow there's a limit beyond what we
can do, and money will not buy it.

Ms. SEEMAN. That's true. We have to eke care of that. And I
think for a lot of womenI am speaking very personally, but also
I've talked to a lot of other women in business, especially women in
situations, perhaps, that are single for the first time. They are sud-
denly thrust into the working world, and either they're going to be
employed or they are going into business for themselves. It's sort of
an area we're not used to sometimes, coming out of a situation
where you don't have a lot of self-confidence, and I know I certain-
ly didn't, and it's grown; but at times I was my own worst enemy.

Senator PACKWOOD. I was struck by a comment I heard a speaker
make once about the limits of Government, and I thought he
phrased it very well. He said the Government has enough money
that it can print the most expensive volumes of literature ever
printed. All of the Government's money cannot order it written.
There is a limit beyond which we can't go, and somehow that's got
to come from the individual.

MS. SEEMAN. That's true.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have no other questions. Thank you very

much. I appreciate it.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Seeman follows:]

STATEMENT OF' MARY SEEMAN, MARY SEEMAN INTERIOR DESIGNS, AND PaEsimwr,
WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS OF OREGON

Good morning, my name is Mary Seeman. I am an interior designer. I work as a
design consultant for my clients, designing primarily for a residential clientele. In
addition to my professional services as a designer and draftsperson, I act as a retail
business, by the sales of custom furniture, accessories, carpet and draperies. I oper-
ate from my office and do not have a showroom for walk in customers. I have been
in business for four years.

I am president of the Corvallis Chapter of Women Entrepreneurs of Oregon
(WEO) and a member of Zonta and Woman's Networking Alliance. I am concerned
about women in the business world. When I first started my business I quickly real-
ized how little I knew about running a business. Had I realized that before starting
my business, Fwould have been less confident about starting one.

I started my business with several strong ideas. I finished my degree at OSU six
years ago, I was newly divorced and on my own for the first time. I worked as
design consultant for a year. for a custom drapery business. I wanted to expand into
more complete design field, so I went to work for a woman starting a business in
Eugene. She hired three interior designers and went out of business in less than six
months. I started my own business with these strong ideas, which became.spart of
my goals. L I could do a better job than the design firm that started and WO. I
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would be a designer that operated in a professional and honest manner.. I could be
an excellent designer working for anyone, but I wanted to be a part of a profession-
al operated business.

y other strong idea was that I needed and wanted to be self supporting. Did the
original ideas which became part of my goals work out? Parts of my goals were real-
ized, but the financial independent goal was not reached as I would hive liked. My
business has steadily grown, but not enough. I am tired of sti(uggling to make a
living with it. I need help.

The major problem areas that I see for a woman as an owner of a shall business.
1. Financial. Many woman are afraid to make a commitment to. borrow latge

sums of money. They don't know how to go about obtaining a loan. They don't know
what information to present to convince them they can repay the loan. WEO held a
conference in Salem in October. Workshops were beneficial, especially the one I at-
tended on loans. What happens to a woman when she doesn't have the capital to
start and she doesn't have a record of success.

2. Where do you find the information that is available? What. is avai,lable? Where
is it available? SBA puts on workshops. Do they stress the problems that Amen
encounter? CI

SenEtior PACKWOOD. We will conclude today with Virginia Wil-
lard, the vice-president of Corporate Banking foil- the Bank of Cali-
fornia, and Deborah Holmes, the coordinator of Rural -Small Busi-
ness Programs at Lane Commtmity College.

Ms. Willard, do you want to go first.

STATEMENT OF VIRGINIA J. WILLARD, VICE-PRESIDENT OF COR,
PORATE BANKING, BANK OF CALIFORNIA, TESTIFYING FOR
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BANK WOMEN
Ms. WILLARD. I am very pleased that my testimony is toward the

end of the program because it gives me an opportunity to respond
to a number of comments made about banking and the difficulty of
obtaining credit.

I am, as was mentioned, vice-president of Corporate Banking,
Bank of California. I am testifying here on behalf of the National
Association of Bank Women, but also from my own experience of
being in commercial banking for 17 years in three States, three dif-
ferent banks; and so my experience relates quite a bit to what
we've been talking about today.

The National Association of Bank Women [NABW], is a profes-
sional association of women in banking and has over *30,000 mem-
bers who are officers and managers of financial institutions around
the Nation. Its primary function and focus is the education of its
members, the bankers, and their career enhancement through edu-
cation. But we have, especially for the last 4 or 5 years, used the
experience and expertise of our members to assist various con-
sumer groups and, in particular, women business owners.

We have developed with the help of the SBA at the request of
the SBAand Farmers Home AdministrAtion, some workshops
called "Money and Your Business." These have been given in over
20 cities aYound the country, and there are 13 planned just this
year. The reason for this and the real focus of the workshop, is a
real belief in NABW that the principal problem and obstacle for
women business owners seeking credit is a lack of understanding
and preparation on their part on how to assess their firm's needs,
how to develop a business plan, and how to make a presentation to
a banker. Also to know-when, to seek credit, and when to employ
their own resources. A lot has been said here this morning about
the frustration of going to a bank when a woman wanted to start a
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business. Unfort` tater commercial banks are not the proper
source of financi for business start-ups. This is a frustration
that's felt not by, women alone but by men as well, and that goes
for the lot, new,,high-tech tcompanies i i Beaverton. Someone who
!eves H ewlett-Packard, or another ch firm, with a dream and
probably' a very good idea,wil o to n bank looking for a line of
credit; and they often wot e turned down, too.
.Start-up.financing is properly acquired, as someone else men-

tionettlroM your own savings rind your own resources; or, if neces-
sary, to bring in shareholders. I just had to mention. that because
that. Is so often a source of frustration by women who feel there is
discrimination against them when, in' fact, it's discrimination
against new business. And that holds true Whether it's male-owned
or female-owned,' whether it's very small or potentially .a very large
high-tech company.-

It is another matter for established businesses seeking financ-
ingthis is do area where NABW has been trying to assist because
we do feel that with training,. women can do'a much better job of
approaching banks. In fact, our workshop series "Money and
Your iluqiness 'provides this assistance. It was given in Portland
and in Coos. Bay in 1980, and plans are .underway to,do thiS again
in January 1985. In addition, NABW is giving several workshops at
the October National Initiatives Conference. We'll be doing
"Money and Your Business" and a seminar on "Start-up Financ-
ing." We will address .t.he fact that start-up financing is a problem.

The seminar series does try to assist the women business owners
in learning how to assess their needs, how to approach a bank.
"how to shop for the appropriate bankerbecause it May not neces-
sarily be the best strategy to go to the bank where you have had
your home roan or your car loan. Not all banks are the same. Not
all financial institutions have the same objective, so that it is
worthwhile to check around,. find out What kind of banks have
been receptive to certain kinds of businesses. And this is.one area
we think we can help in NABW.

In the interests of time, my prepared testimony has been submit-
ted in its entirety. So I'll summarize some things that we have
done research on and problems that we think exist. For example,
NABW did research and focus group interviews to determine
whether or not minority women face mare problems than their
white counterparts. In .Thort, we did find that. they fate consider-
able jpi'oblems, but they're the same problems as faced by all
women, perhap.s'just in greater extent. Again, whether it's minori-
ty women. whether it's white women, or whether it's men, the
problen49generally are preparation and understanding of what i
needed in order-to approach a bank or a financial institution, p .p-
erly present ydur need, and get it approred.

NAM does have 'several suggestions on how we think the situa-
, tion could be improved and where help might be provided rom the

public sector. It has been mentioned seVeal times thatcwe do need
more available information about women business o nership. In.
order to approach women business owners, we have o know who
they are and where they are and what they need. d there really
does need to be more .information. Just for thi's conference to be
held in Octoberand I am involved in the planning of itwe can't.
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get enough mailing lists. We want to send out 100,000 invitations,
because apparently SBA has a budget for that, and we said,
"Where do we get the lists of women business owners in Oregon,
Idaho, and southeastern Washington?" That's the information we
just don't have.

Senator PAcKwoon. Are they available?
Ms. WILLARD. Scattered. The SBA has written to the chambers of

commerce; there are, community colleges that are involved in it,
too. We are going to every source that we can think of.

Senator PACKWOOD. You're apparently going to have to pull it to-
gether one list at a time.

Ms. WILLARD. We have to pull it together;and it's like pulling
teeth. We've got time, but we don't want to overlook the women
who really need these seminars and access to this tremendous pro-
gram. So any assistance, compilation of data that could be done
would be very, very helpful.

Another area is just to encourage private sector initiatives in
support of women-owned businesses. NABW. is an example of a pri-
vate organization that has been doing its part. There are certainly
a lot of good things being done by SBA, by 'Farmers Home Adminis-
tration, by the colleges; but in whatever manner we can, we need
to get more and more private institutions to recognize that their
interest is served by becoming more involyed. Banks find tlkat it's
in their interest to help support these seminars. It's business aotel-
opment. There are contacts made with potential customers; it helps
the bank's image. It exposes the bank's lending officers to the prob-
lems of womef-r-Ew5hless owners, which is part of what NABW has
been trying do. There's no doubt about it; there are bankers out
there who ve prejudices and preconceived notions, so part of our
training 0 cess is to try to break through that.

Also, to promote the realization that successful finanding really
needs knowledge and understanding on the part of owners and
lenders. It's a two way street, that bankers need to, be more sensi-
tive to the needs of small business owners, women in particular.
Women need to have more of a sensitivity to what it is that makes
a bank make a decision, a financing decision, and then be better
prepared to present her elf to the bank and present her business in
a manner that would find a receptive ear on the part of the
banker. ,

I have very briefly, th n, summarized what I have in my testimo-
ny. t ,

[The prepared statement of Ms. Willard follows:]
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STATEMENT BY

VIRGINIA J. WILLARD, VICE PRESIDENT, THE BANK OF CALIfORNIA (PORTLAND)
FOR THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BANK WOMEN,
BEFORE THE OVERSIGHT HEARING ON WOMEN IN BUSINESS,
U. S. SENATE SMALL BUSINESS COMMITTEE
MAY 30, 1984, EUGENE, OREGON

A
'S Work With Women Business Owners

The at'onal Association of Bank,Women (NABW) is a professional association comprised

Itof 30, 0 officers and managers of financial services institutions. NABW's primary

mission is the enhrincement of careers of its members via education. In addition to

self-development, NABW members have shared their expertise with a variety of consumer

groups. for four years, NABW has been providing educational opportunities to women

business owners. NABW's work began as a result of requests from the U.S. Small

Business Administration and farmers Home Administration to assist established women

linsiness,owners in assessing their firms' prospects for expansion and how to enhance

the potential for success In seeking financing_ With grants from these two federal

agencies and the Dormer Foundation.of New York, a five-part workshop series, "Money-4

A Your Business," was develoeed (program description attached) to address these

issues. NAIIW members, as well as other bankers and CPAs, have volunteered their

time and expertise to serve as .workshop leaders. The program has been offcred in

20 sites to date and 13 offering% are planned for 1984 alone. It was offered in

Portlandond Coos Ray in 1980. Plans are underway to offer the updated sertes in

Portlan3 in January 1985.

Women BWness Owners and RosineOinancfnci

Through PU3W's work these past. four years, we have been able to uq,derst.and very

clearly.the,concern's find_ characteristics of women business owners - particularly

those in ehe f:4,ely years of owner.s8fp (approximately 2-7 years). Those with whom

we have worked own firms dith sales/billings from 550,000 - $1 million annually.'

7o
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The following provides a profile of many of the wonien who have attended our programs:

- Most have a minimal level of knowledge about the financial workings of their firms.

Most have relied heavily on others to handle this aspect of their businesses while

they focused on delivering their products/services. They tend to know they don't

know' and are most willing to seek help. Difficulties often arise because they

often aren't sure about. what questions they need to he asking of their accountants,

bankers, financial advisors, etc. They do not know how to present their case tore'

financial or other assistance. As a result, many have had unpleasant experiences

which have often been costly.

- Must have indicatede limited and/or erroneous understanding of financing options,

how to tap these, and how financial institutions operate and make financing

decisions_ these difficulties have increased in recent years as the financial

services world has become more complex One of the major benefits of NABW's

prngram has been to help provide much needed knowledge on these subjktsK

- Many of the women seem to exhibit an unusual amount of hesitancy about expanding

their firms. Some of the reluctance stems frum a desire to retain control while

for others it's an apparent fear of committing to the financing required.

In addittun to the -program offerings, NABW [(inducted secondary research and two

focus groups to begin to assess the extent. 'to which minority (Black and Hispanic)

women business owners had needs or faced ,issues significantly different from those

of their whsle counterparts. This work resulted in the following findings.

4



1. We could not find any resources that have addressed the issues surrounding

access to capital for minority women entrepreneurs. There are a few instances

of research on demographic characteristics of minority women, but even those

are limited. Of the research conducted to date, none seems to reveal anything

of particular note.

2. We conducted focus group discussions in San Antonio and Chicago to explore

personal experiences and determine if sr could elicit something of substance.

This feedback, plus the feedback from minority owners who attended "Money

Your Business," generated the following crments:

The Black wcimen entrepreneurs indicated they had experienced what was

perceived to be discrimination, or at least a significant lack of recep-

tiveness, in their attempts to. seek financing. Several noted that the

combination of being female and black meant they had to push significantly

longer and harder to achieve their goals. One woman, owner of a pharma-

ceut it al manufacturing firm, experienced twelve (12) "nos" before suc-

cessfully negotiating a sizeable expansion loan. SIre felt that other

factors compounded her situation -- her youth and the fact that the bankers

often did not understand her business.

Anti:17,1er issue that was mentioned was that the women felt they had to make

a stronger case for their firms' plans if they included marketing to a

non minority cowmunity.

- The perceptions of the Hispanic women were guite4ifferent. There was

sonic indication of experiencing discrimination, but it was not raised
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very often, and when it was it was In the context of being female rather

than Hispanic. One fact that may impact this group's experiences is

that San Antonio is heavily Hispanic and there is probably a greater

acceptance and comfort level on the part of both Anglos and Hispanics in

working together. It would be valuable to explore this further with other

groups of Hispanic women entrepreneurs who may be in a more isolatip, but

growing, community (e.g. Denver). -

Based on what we read andleard from minority women business owners, we have con-

cluded that:

- Minority women entrepreneurs may, and often do, face a series of challenges

in seeking financing that are beyond those that their non-minority counter-

parts face.

- More than adequate preparation of a business plan, etc. will be required

when minority women seek financing.

Minority women entrepreneurs' potential for success in seeking financing

will be enhanced if they are more sensitive to the issues they might face

and build strategies and skills to deal with them. Let's return to the

situation of the pharmaceutical firm owner mentioned earlier. She attended

a "Money & YoUr Business" workshop and, through that experience, realized

that she knew what she was facing but wouldn't address it realistically and

find ways to overcome the obstacles_ She knew the combination of being

fenfale, black, young and in a non-traditional field was working against her,

yet she had refused to either take anyone else with her (like her CPA or

7,3
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attorney, etc., who might counter-balance her presence) or to flex her own

style to build a stronger rapport. After the workshop she realized that

these tactics might have reduced the need for so many attempts to seek

financing.

Minority women business owners ha*OklOited knowledge about financial insti-

tutions, how they work, what they expect, and as a result have had negative
4

experiences in working with bankers. This reality does not seem to be any

more extreme than their non-minority counterparts.
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ISSUES THAT NEED TO BE ADDRESSED TO ENHANCE THE VIABILITY OF

WOMEN'S BUSINESS OWNERSHIP

1. Improved Data on Women-Owned Businesses lit

Significant interest in and discussions on women's business ownership have

occurred for the past 5-7 years. Despite the growing interest and the fact

that women business owners represent the fastest growing segment of small

businesses, solid information about the nature and scope of these firms is

nonexistent. One of the problems is exemplified by the fact that national

data only reflects information on sole proprietorships. As a result,

women-owned firms are viewed as being inconsequential in size and impact.

It is critical that women-owned partnerships and corporations be included

in data collection and research efforts. Another data base problem was

noted earlier in the discussion of research on minority women business

owners virtually none of substance exists.

Until a reasonable approach to data collection is developed, anecdotal

(AA

information will have to be relied upon to make policy and other r .ommen-

dations for three million women business owners nationwide.

2. Encourage Private-Sector Initiatives and Involvement in Support of Women-

Owned Firms.

Our work with women business owners has been a tremendous ,service to the

owners. However, bankers and their institutions have benefited as well

in the form of new/expanded business, better informed customers, and in
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goodwill for the banking industry. Exploration of other such partnerships

can provide the same kinds of returns to all who participate.

An important consideration to be made in future management /technical assis-

tance efforts 4s the support of high impact resources. Usually, to achieve

high impact implies reaching small numbers of people at a time. Unfortu-

nately, rewards seem to accrue to those who reach many thousands of people

without regard for results. Its very clear that what's needed to move

women business owners beyond survival only is intensive, focused, hands-on

kinds of resources.

3. Improve Access to Information, Counseling Regarding Business Start-Up

In the process of NABW's recruiting participants for our "Money d Your

Business" series, we receive many inquiries from women who are considering

or are in the early stages/of business ownership. Our discussions with

these women reflect a lack of understanding of the "realities" of ownership,

no knowledge of community-based resources (information, financing, etc.)

that may be available to assist her in planning or assessing the potential

of a new venture. Because such resources are either unavailable, orilf

available not widely publicized, women are pursuing business ownership with

very little chance of even marginal success.

It's very disheartening to talk with owners with some financial resources

who have, because of lack of adequate preparation/planning, misdirected

those resources which may have been able to be used as leverage for

financing.

6
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It would seem to be a relatively simple task to identify on community and/

or state level, an already-existing organization which could serve as a

clearinghouse for resources available to new firms.

4. Promote the Realization that Successful financing Requires Knowledge and

Understanding on the Part of Entrepreneurs and Lenders

The ultimate concern of any business owner is access to capital. Women

business owners in particular comment on difficulties they have experienced

in seeking financing. As we try to understand this, it's important to look

at all the factors involved.

NABW's offering of "Money S Yo.ur Business" has demonstrated that access is

enhanced when owners are better prepared, more knowledgeable about their

firms' financial needs and how best to satisfy them, and how a loan package

is analyzed from a financial institution's point of view. It's essential

that owners realize that not every financial institution deals with all types

and sizes of businesses, that shopping for a bank/bankdr is required, just

as the owner would shop for an accountant, suppliers, etc.

There is more to be done in the financial institution side. We need to do

more in educating customers about how we function. Many lenders need to

increase their sensitivities to the needs of small firms generally and to

the unique concerns of women business owners. Many lenders need to adjust

their thinking since we've been trained to deal with large, non, - service firms,

whereas the great proportion of women-owned companies are service firms,

that don't fit the traditional financing guidelines.

Business financing is a two-way street. Once both parties are operating

from that assumption, everybody wins.
V.%

NABW appreciates the opportunity to appear at these hearings. We are interested

in participating in any efforts in Oregon to enhance the potential for women

business owners to play an even larger role in the economy of our state.
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Senator PACKWOOD. I've got a couple questions. You heard JeanTate indicate earlier about them wanting her husband's signature,when she's on the bankboard; and she calls the other bank officersand they say no, they don't ask for a wife's signature. Is that aremnant from the past that no longer happens?
Ms. WII.LARD. I should hope so. I image it can still happen insome places and some instances, mid of course, sometimes it's ap-propriate. The woman business owner needs to know the rules, beassertive and not be bullied. Some old-time bankers have not beenwilling to change with the times.
Senator PACKWOOD. Pam talked about-3 years ago-, 4 yearsagothey wanted her husband's signature pn the loan, eventhough she'd been in business.
Ms. WII.I.ARD. Pam's response was the correct one. I was noddingmy head, and I was delighted to hear that. Pam had no experienceand, apparently, no assets. So what we would say in our seminarsis that whether it's your husband or anyone else, if you don't havethe assets, earnings, and track record to get credit in your ownname on your first attempt, get someone else to cosign your loan,whether it's your husband or anyone else. That is not a shame anddisgrace.
Senator PAcxwoon. I know that old prejudices die hard. I was inCongress when we passed the antidiscrimination law, although itwas personal credit, not business. I remember the argument that

we faced over and over about the bank credit cards, the VISA's andthe Master Charges, and divorced women versus divorced men.And the banks would not give the cards as readily to divorcedwomen on the theory that, as a class, they were a worse credit riskthan divorced men as a class. That may or may not have been true;but trying to get them to weigh people on an individual basis wasdifficult. They were just prepared to accept a lot of bad credit risksthat were men and exclude a lot of good credit risks that werewomen.
Ms. WILLARD. I'm sure that was a problem, and in fact I faced itmyself personally aboUt 8 years ago. I don't think it's a problemanymore unless you get way off the beaten track in some remote

bank where they haven't quite caught up. It has changed, and Ithink that the Government regulations have helped because it hasbrought the discrimination to everyone's attention.
If a situation similar to Jean Tate's were to happen today, mybank, my fellow bankers and I, would not have asked for her hus-band's cosignature. As I say, Pam's response was correct and shedid the right thing. First of all, she established credit with the co-signature of someone else, who happened to be her husband. Itcould have been her father. It could have been just a friend whowas willing to lend his or her creditworthiness to her project. Andthe net time, after she had established her credibility and hertrack record with the bank, she was on her own, and a cosignerwas not required.

-NAtSenator PACKWOOD. Ms. Holmes.
11
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STATEMENT OF DEBORAH HOLMES, COORDINATOR, RIJRAL
SMALL BUSINESS PROGRAMS, LANE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Ms. HOI.MES. Good morning, Senator. I am Deborah Holmes; I am
coordinator of the Rural Small Business Program. My education
and experience are in adult education and business management. I
owned and operated a textile manufacturing business in Maine for
5 years, and I moved here 4 years ago. Since then, I have worked in
business and education in Lane County.

The Rural Small Business Program offers a variety of education-
al, technical, and resource services to assist Lane County small
business operators in the management of their companies. These
services are -provided to all small business operators whose busi-
nesses are located outside the Eugene-Springfield area, and who
employ no more than 15 people. The Rural Program was developed
in 1981 under funding provided by the Oregon CETA Governor's
Grant from the U.S. Department of Labor to Lane County Depart-
ment of Employment and Training. The Rural Program is now part
of Lane Community College's Business Assistance Center, which
was formed in 1982 to serve Eugene-Springfield metropolitan area.

Senator PACKWOOD. Congratulations, by the way, on the recent
grant from the Small Business Administration. That's a real plum
for the college and a real plum for Oregon.

Ms. I loi.mEs. Yes. Lane Community College has a long history of
providing excellent, practical small business management assist-
ance in Lane County. We started with a small- business manage-
ment program in 1976, and this year LCC became a nationat"model
for the statewide small business development centers. We're very
proud of that.

The Rural Program is an integral part of that. There are over
6,000 business owners in Lane empty, and as coordinator of the
Rural Program, I work with over 2,000 of those business owners.

Last year, 64 percent of the program participants in the Rural
Program were women. This year, it s going to be over 80 percent of
the participants who are women in the prograib. And I counsel
business owners on a one-to-one basis, and I have brought along
some of the common concerns of women business owners in the
rural community. I think that they are also concerns of women in
metropolitan areas. I will only read a few of them to you, due to
time constraints.

Some of the concerns are, hoW can I run my business without
sacrificing my family? What options exist for delegating home lend
child care responsibilities? How can I become familiar with busi-
ness environment and language? How can I get experience in skills
such as negotiating, operating as a team, conflict resolution and as-
sertiveness? What networks exist for women business owners?
When and how do I use consultants? How can I control the growth
of my business? How can my business compete against others in
the business environment?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of operating my
business from my home? What are the different avenues for enter-
ing foreign markets? How and where can I obtain 'information on
Government contracts? How do I obtain external financing?

I have more questions, and I will submit them to you.
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There are certain disadvantages of women business owners, and I
also look at women whe are isolated in rural communities. I work -

primarily in communities such as Florence, Junction City, Cottage
Grove, Oakridge, Cres'well, and we provide workshops for women
business owners, as well as all business owners. We just finished a
series called Women in Business and this series was presented in,
five communities.

It was interesting also to hear Ms. Willard's testimony, because
we also fini,shed a series of small business financing workshops in
all of these rural communities. What we did was, we brought in
someone from an eemomic development committee and a banker, a
local banker, to talk to small business owners about how to apply
for financing. The majority of the business owners at all of these
workshops were women.

Some of the disadvantages of women business owners include the
inability to establish credit and secure loans. Small businesses are
more dependent on loans than large corporations which can issue
stock or long-term bonds below prime, fixed interest rates.

There is also some discrimination from lenders and from suppli-
ers that can be a problem. Lack of business exposure and lack of
adequate managerial training is probably the greatest, reason for
business failures. '

Senator PAcxwoon. Lack of business exposure? Experience?
Ms. HoLmEs. Yes, yes. Not working in a business environment.
Senator PACKWOOD. OK.
Ms. HOLMES. Also, there are cultural barriers that affect women,

especially in rural communities. Women who have lack of commu-
nity and family support find it very difficult to start and operate a,
small business.

Another concern that I have in terms of women in business deals
with equity in entrepreneurialliterature. The role of career educa-
tion and the expansion of opportunities for women to explore self-
employment in business formation just cannot be ignored at this
point in time. Counsellors in educational settings need to work to
overcome shortcomings in the available entrepreneurship litera-
ture. A recent sex equity-based review of career education tools
showed that while several sophisticated instructional packages are

, being developed by major corporations, few, if any, have made seri-
ous attempts to include structured group learning activities in indi-
vidualized units that realistically portray the woman entrepreneur.
An example of that was, I was sent a series of 12 videotapes to pre-
view for possibly using them in our program. Again, we're working
with almost 80 percent of our program being women. I reviewed all
12 of the tapes, and only 1 of the tapes portrayed a woman as a
business owner. In all of the other tapes women were secretaries or
they were clerical support or clerks, but only 1 tape out of 12 por-
trayed a woman as a business owner. As a result, we did not get
the tapes.

All too frequently, the female is portrayed as the helper to a
retail merchant, or as the secretary to a risk-taking service provid-
er. A similar situation prevails in basic curriculum texts. Given the
expansion of registrations by women in business-related courses,
materials in business law, accounting, and business math need re-
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vision to reflect adequately the progress in role expansion that fe-
males have made in the past decade.

Improved access to believable role models is another key to im-
proved participation rates in nontraditional vocational training;
male entrepreneurs have had many role models. Think of Henry
Ford. For women and minorities, though, examples are less
common and have been particularly slow to emerge, especially in
the mass media. So these are two areas that I think we need to
focus on.

Recently I spoke to young women who were graduating from
Junction City High School. Before I began speaking to them I
asked them what kinds of things they were getting ready to do.
Some of them were going on to college; many of them were going
into very traditional female roles; they were going to receive train-
ing as beauticians, training in day care centers, things like that. As
I was listening I was wondering if any counsellors talked to these
people about going into businhss, about that as an option. I suspect
that that didn't happen.

Our program is providing a series of workshops for women, as
well as other business owners. We also provide one-to-one business
counseling. Women come to us and want to know bow they can put
together a loan package, how they can develop a business plan,
things'likethat. We really are trying to provide those services.

Senator PACKWOOD. You're involved heavily in this conference in
October, the SBA copference?

Ms. HOLMES. Yes, we'will be involved in that.
Senator PACKWOOD. Good. I didn't realize that there was no list

of women business owners or no one place to get it. Now that I
think about it, I can understand why. If the conference does noth-
ing but get a list of the business owners in this State together, that
will be a worthwhile task.

I don't have any questions to ask you, but I can't resist closing
with a story about one woman that worked, in my office who was
one of the most extraordinary people I've run across. She since has
left. She was from Kentucky, got married at a very early age, had
a baby, got divorced at about 19 or 20, and had day care problems
and worked from the time she was 20 until she was 26, working
two jobs. And when her child started school she went to college
and, at age 30, packed up her two suitcases and het 10-year-old kid
and came to Washington looking for a job. She knew nothing about
politics, and was a very, very good secretary; we hired her as a sec-
retary at $11,000 or $12,000 a year.

I won't drag out a short story into a long story, but in 2 years
she was my administrative assistant and she had gone from $12,000
to $45,000 and after doing that for 1 year she announced that she
was quitting and going back to Louisville because Washington was
an unfit place to raise her daughter. She has gone back to Louis-
ville and has held several very successful jobs there and says that,
at age 38, she is coming back to Washington. Her daughter will be
18 and gone and she will still be young. She just went through our
office like nothing I've ever seen, and then left, probably a wise de-
cision in terms of a teenaged daughter and where you re going to
raise the daughter.

at.
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That's all. I cannot tell you what a sensational morning it has
been. It has been an exciting morning. Karen, if you'll wait around
just a minute until we're done, I'll tell you the name of the person
I referred to and introduce you to Elaine in terms of insurance.._

I cannot thank you all enough. It's been a most illuminating
morning. Thank you. I'm going to leave the hearing record open
for a month so that anyone who wants to submit other written tes-
timony can do so, and it will be in the record.

rWhereupon, at 11 a.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
the call of the Chair.]

[The prepail,statement of Ms. Holmes follows:]

8 4
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WOMEN IN BUSINESS - STATISTICS

4

J. The entrepreneurial spirit_ is alive and well in Oregon
especially among women.

2. Today women own nearjy a quarter of the 13 million small businesses
in the country and 4fe adding more, at a_groiwth,rate at least
three times as fast as men.

3. 45% of the businesses owned by women are in services.

-4. Entrepreneurship :is a career option for women has come into its
own in the 1980s. Women who entered the. work force in unprecedented
numbers in the last decade are now becoming entrepreneurs.. Times
are changing. Women-who own a business are still pioneers, but'
the idea that they can own and manage n business is gaining
acceptance.

Women have he economic stimulus to own their business. Qnly 4%4
of Ameri.7an women earn more than $25,000 a yenr. Their downside
risk in starting a business is still much less than it is for a
man. They figure they might as well tryib,

83
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'TRENDS AMONG AMERICAN WOMEN

A new report by thV Census Bureau compiles trends among American
women in a single pdblicatibn. Some facts from the profile include:

*About one-half of adult women worked outside the home in 1980
compared with one-third in 1950.

*Fertility has decreased sharply. Women averaged two children in
1980 compared with about three in 1950.

'*Women have been marrying later and divorcinemore often. The
proportion of adult divorced women has almost tripled, from 2.4
percent in 1950 to nearly seven percent in 1980.

*Just over one-quarter of adult women now head a household, up, from
15 percent in 1950.

*Women still earn only about two-thirds as much as men, ankthey
remain concentrated in traditionally female j bs such as nu ng,

:teaching, retail sales, and in secretarial an clerical jobs.

7
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DISADVANTAGES OF WOMEN BUSINESS OWNERS:

1) Inability to establish credit amil secure loans. (Small businesses
arc more dependent on loans than are large cjirporations which can
issue stock or long-term bonds at below-prime fixed interest rates.)

2) Discrimination from lenders and suppliers.

3) Llick of business exposure and inadequate managerial training.
Success in business is not. acC-Menlal. Most business TETI-Turns

are due to poor business management.)

4) Cultural barriers. Lack of community and family support. As
women business owners becorlIp.more successful, being cut out of
traditional men's groups (rap be detrimental to increased business
'success.

-EQUIT ENTREPRENEURIAL LITERATURE:

The role of career education in the expansion of opportunities for
women to explore self-employment and business formation cannot be
ignored. Counselors in educational settings must work to overcome
shortComings in the available entrepreneurship literature. A recent
sex equity-based review of career education tools showed that, while
several sophisticated modular instructional packages are being developed
by major corporations, few, if any, have made serious attempts to
include structured group learning activities and individualized units
that realistically portray the woman entrepreneur.

All too frequently, the female Is portrayed as a "helper" to the retail
merchant, or as the secretary to the risk-taking service proeider.
A similar situation prevails in the basic curriculumtexts. Given the
expansion of registrations by women in business-related courses,
materials in business law, accounting, and business math require
revision to reflect adequately the progress in role expansion females
have made in the past decade.

Improved access to believable ro19,models is,another key to improved
parii,Ipation rates in nontraditignal vocational training. Male
entrepreneurs have had many role models. For women` and minorities,
such examples are less common, and have been particularly slow to
emerge in the mass media.

41.
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* Lane Community College has a long history of providing excellent
practical small business management assistance in Lane County. The
College's Small Business Management Program began in 1976.

* ThiS year, Lane Commugity College became a national model for the
state-wide Small Bpsiness Development Centers.

* There are over 6,000 business owners in Lane County. As coordinator,
of LCC's Rural Small Business Program,. I work with over 2,000
business owners outside of the metropolitan Eugene-Springfield area.

* Last year 64% of the Rural Small Business Progrm participants
were women. This year over 80% of the program participants have
been women.
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The following questions are frequently asked by women business
owners in Lane County:

*How can I run my business without sacrificing my family?

*What_ options exist for delegating home and child-care responsibilities?

*How can I become familiar with business environment and language?

*How can I get experience in skills such as negotiating, operating as
a team, conflict resolution and assertiveness?

*What networks exist for women business owners?

*When and how do I use consultants?

*How can I control the growth of my business?

*How can my business compete against others in the business environment?

*How can I prevent someone from stealing my ideas of copying my product?

*What are the advantages and disadvantages of operating my business
from the home? -

*What are the different avenues for enteringfo eign markets?

*How can 1 analyze foreign`investment prospects?

*How do I enter the export market?

*How do I arrange to ship merchandise?

*What are foreign trade zones?

*What kinds of trade controls affect exports?

*Where can I find financing for export sales?

*How will 1 be paid for what I export?

*How do 1 deal with foreign currency?

*How do I locate reliable supplies?

*What is subcontracting?

*How do I ensure the quality pf work that is subcontracted?

*What rights and liabilities does my spouse have concerning the business?

*Where can I find out what local, state and federal licenses I will
need to operate my business?

*How aqd where can I obtain information on government contracts?

*How do I bid on a government contract?

*What types of governMent programs are there to assist small businesses?

*How can someone with little previoultmanagement experience run a
/ business?

*How can I resolve conflicts in my business?

*How do I prepare a budget for a new business?

*How do I determine the amount of financing my business needs?

*What source of financing is best for my business?

*How do I obtain external financing?

*How do I cover a negative cash flow? How can excess cash be used?

8 hr
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*How do I analyze my business from a financial standpoint?

*Where can I find financial Information on other firms in my field
or business?

*What are my tax obligations?

Who type offederal regulations affect small businesses?

*What lobbying organizations exist to promote small business?

*What equipment do I need for my office?

*When do I need a computer?

*How do I choose a computer?

*Should I buy or lease a computer?

*What is inventory control? Why is it necessary }'

*How can a lawyer help my business?

*How can I promote my service or product at a cos. I cart afford?

*What. rights and obligations do 1 have as an employer?

*How can I understand the "cash cycle" 01 my business?

*How do 1 manage cash?

*How does credit. affect cash flow?

*How does growth affect the cash cycle?

*How can a banker help my business?

*What does a banker need to know about my business?

*How do I choose a good bank?

*Sould I use more than one bank?

"Dw I need to hire a full-time bookkeeper?

"Which bookkeeping system is best for my business? '

*How do I use accounting information to run my business?

*What is break-even analysis?

*What are financial statements? now are they prepared?

k/ *How can a CPA help my business?

*What kind of insurance do I need for my business?

*Where can I obtain the insurance I need?
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THE RURAL SMALL BUSINESS PROGRAM

LANE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Clown lows Center
1069 W11 lemittle St
Eugene. OR 97401
(503) 484-2126, ext 595

WOMEN IN BUSINESS

This workshop will focus on some of the shared concerns of WCMEN hlp (34.7N

THEIR OWN BUSINESSES and/or WHEN WM WORK IN A BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT.

tel opportunity to network and discuss individual concerns will be provided.

Registration is 55.00 per person, and the workshop will be from 1:00 p.m. to

4:00 p.m. .

The hbrkshopWip De Held At the Following Locations:

FLORENVE February 9,

Thursday
1984 Florence Public Library

250 Highway 101

JUNCTION CITY. February 14,
Ttesday

1984 Junction City Public f.ihrary.
726 greenwood Street

VENErA February 16,
Thursday

1904 Fire Recreation Hall
24951 McCutcheosi Street

CUITIa:GRCRIE February 21,
TuesdaY

1904 LOC Central Area Education Center
105 South 5th Street

OAKRIDGF February 20,

. Tuesday

1904 Southern Pacific Credit Union
Corner of 1st and Oak

To Pre-register for t4e workshop, please return this form to the LCC Downtown

Centsr. 1059 ifillaMtte Street, Eugene, 91401. Cost is $5.00 per person; make

checks payable to Lane Community College. For further information, contact the
Rural Small Business Program at 484 -2126. ext. 595.

P

Name__ Phone

Address

RURAL sktral I3USINESS PROGRAM isfiRKS1431,

)c. An affirmative action us] opportunity Institution.

ti
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TAKING ORE OF MINUS

Mu: THIS SERIES Of AFTERNOONWIIMICPS IS FOR BUSINESS CURERS AND INDIVIDUALS

INTERESTED IN BUSINESS.

WERE: THE WORKSHOPS WILL BE AT THE LANE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CENTRAL AREA EtUCATION CENTER

(103 SOUTH 5TH STREET) IN COTTAGE GROVE

Wei: ALL OF THE WORKSHOPS ARE FROM 1 TO 4 P.M, ON TUESDAY,

TOPICS SUCCESSFUL RETAIL SELLING APRIL 10

SMALL BUSINESS FINANCING MAY 1
DATES:

A

DEALING WITH BUSINESS Emma MAY 22

COMPUTER DEMONSTRATION FOR BUSINESS PEOPLE JUNE 12

CosT: AMA& BUSINESS (3 mAximil)

$5 PER womice $8 PER WORKSHOP

$15 PER SERIES OF 4 $24 PER SERIES OF 4

COWAN( Piok

ADDRESS

NAMES OF THOSE ATTENDING: 1.

2.

3,

To PRE-REGISTER, PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO THE RURAL SMALL BUSINESS PROGRAM, LANE

CDMIJNITY COLLEGE DC4INIVAN CENTER, 1059 WIUMETTE STREET, EUGENE, OR 97401, PLEASE

INDICATE WHICH hORK.9401P(S) YOU WILL BE ATTENDING AND ENCLOSE A CHECK PAYABLE TO LCC.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT THE RURAL SMALCBUSINESS PROGRAM AT 484-2126, EXT. %05.

AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/ECUAL OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION.

so
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The Rural Small Business
Program at LCC

By DEBORAH HOLMES
RSB Program Coordinator

Each year. millions of Americans respond to the
opportunity to pursue independent business careers.
These enterprising persons who choose to own and man-
age their own businesses are called entrepreneursthe
people who provide the spark and the dynamic leadership
for our economic system by taking risks and being 'In-
novative.

As peirt of the business community. small firms con-
tribute to our nation's economic welfare. They produce
a substantial portion of our total goods and services
Thus, their general economic contribution is as important
as that of big business. Smell businesses and the entrep-
reneurs who manage them provide new fobs, Introduce
innovations. stimulate competition, aid big business. and
produce goods and services efficiently.

A major structural change that favors small business
Is the shift from a manufacturing to a service economy.
The manufacturing segment, in which big business pre-
dominates, Is currently declining In relative importance.
Services, retailing and wholesaling, are growing In relative
Importance. These areas are fields In which small busi-
ness has traditionally been strong.

Many owner/managers of small firms have either a
specific technical knowledge or some practical manage-
rial experience. But, urgilve their big corporate counter-
parts, most small business operators (500s) have dif-
ficult time obtaining or learning new techniques for im-
proving the viability of their specific business. Each year,
More than 400,000 small businesses fait This failure rate
annually costs the U.S. taxpayer billions of dollars in /la-
bility and lost revenue.

Most people starting a new business are sincere and
dedicated. They usually bring to their endeavor special
skills and a willingness to work long hours. Yet, in two
years. half of the new businesses started will no longer
exist.

Most objective-eneHenowledgeable observers of the
small business arena believe that the prime cause of
small business failure is the lack of managerial knowl-
edge. Lack of capital is cited as a frequent symptom
rather than the bask cause of failure. Reports Issued by
Dunn E. Braditreet over the last decade attribute the
major cause of business failures to managerial defklen-

J
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GOVCITIMellt 711101CeS familiar with the national pic
lure suouesi that about half ol the failures could be saved
by appropriate management education and resource as
sistance Mole the allusion became too crthcal to sal-
vage

Other struggling entrepreneurs whose businesses
now represent little more than minimal level job subsis-
tence could be strengthened and stabilized by manage-
ment education and grow substantially With a maim
effort to provide needed education and resuulce assist
ante. many small businesses would not continue to

thiough the darkness of ignorance ' in an attempt
to survive and compete In today s demanding trial
ketplace If SBOs are aware 01 the common causes of
business failure and how to avoid them. the Massive
psychulogic al. social and financial waste eon he avoided
In the aggregate. our nation can gain robs. taxes. prixhic
tivity. and ec.onoric growth with the AS5151,111( e of Sr hall
business training and education

1980 White House Conference on Small Business'
National attention was for used on the role and in

poitance of small business by Vie 19110 White House
Confeleme on Sinai! HOSIlleSS 1 lie conference was
called by President Jimmy Caner The meeting in
Washington was pies ceded by local and state mettintrs
involving the participation of mote illact 25.01 iii small
trusinesspeople I he Plsulent s statement in calling the
conletence ontained the billowing I ernaiks

heltcov surly ceutiviefcCe iii?
;,. ',Ulm; 'q.t., 1,7011.112, l.it

111(0, in a t 0,1,11(1.1We 11.114
t p.iu 10101, the /4 rndlion htt,ulrs

st'Srepte,t'flt ..11,111t emit nit, t', ts
r1.117111 than I) tttt,11111,,illy fee Otpliteti

the deliberatIons of the White House Conference
were of general interest to those in public: life who furnm
late public policy affecting small businesses. The 60 con
feience recommendations were well publicized. and
some oft m have already been enacted to law

Alter tit Conference achourned, an admit tal network
of small buss ss activists emerged ' 1 hey gained a more
formal status i e fall of 1981 and they convened lot
the first meeting o the Neteseil Advisory Council for the
Senate's Committee on Smait busatess The net effect,
therefore. was to heighten the awareness of small busi
nest and to give it a higher in misty on the national agenda

Colleges and universities across the -nation have
_greatly expanded their educational emphasis on small
business The teaching of small-business management
courses has grown in popularity during the past few years
The academic heft of entrepreneurship and new venture
management has also emerged in recent years Many of
the nations's leading schools now rifler entrepreneurship
courses and programs

LCC's Rural Small Business Program
Recognizing the importance of natal businesses tc

OW economy. the Rural Small Business Resoun e Center
was established in September. 1981. under a (elm at
with lane C01111tV's Department of Employment and
T(111111[10 It was funded. in large pan. by an Oregon CI. i A
Govemcx s Grant from the (limed States Department of
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I Mica. through September )0. 108.1
I he express assumption lot the RSBP 's founding

was that the problems of rural small businesses differ
Il0111 those in more urban areas, particulady in the avail-
ability of services to (13.517t SliO3 11111,10Ve thek manage-
ment skills

Based partially upon LCC's successful rural small,
business program (RSBP) model. I CC fnrmed the
mess Assistance Center (BAC) in 1982 to serve the
1-11911C -Springloeld metropolitan area

fu increase productivity. the RSI1P was merged into
the BAC administiativily &wig 1983 along with previ
ously established to ee7year Small Business Management
and I aim Business Management plow ants

Purpose of RSBP
I he limitary outpost. of the RSBP has been to assist

rural small business motets in. improving their manage-
ment skills. in finding necessary prufes.sional assistance
and in gaining access to information relevant to their
business prublents. Thr RSFIP's servo es have been made
available to all small business operators and potential
entrepreneurs whose businesses are located outside the
Lucien,- -Spongfield area and who employ not more than
15 people -

The secondary purpose 01 the RSBP is to aid in the
economic development. diversification, lob generation
processes tit litne County by pioviding learners in the
rural o orni inanity with practical management workshops
(1st act let it'll, al assistant e and lesnuice services de
signed to improve manageinent skills which ate cinical
to the success late of small businesses

As pail of LCC, the RSBP has worked to build the
inner resources of rural SBOs to obviate problems. luster
effective management and create growth in their corn
munales THE RSIIP has coordinated quality training rn
basic knowledge, skills, and tools of management
through informaPfeaming activities (direct technical as-
sistance and available resource materials) and formal
teaming activities (workshops in the rural communities).

Without such training it is safe to say that many
SHOs would continue to feel the adverse financial and
emotional effects of poor management

RSBPs work Is not done In a campus setting, and
!camels in the program aren't involved with grades. Cre-
dits or semesters. Learning activities such as business
inan9dement reference centers and workshops are made
available in rural libraries, community centers, city halls.
and I. CC centers By overcoming the lack of accessibility
and availability problems, these services assist persona
in obtaining and improving management skills which In.
crease their chances of success in small business.

Services Provided by RSBP
Since September 1981, the RSBP has conducted

80 management workshops In Florence, Oakridge, Ven
eta. Junction City, Collage Grove, and Creswell These
workshops have been attended by over 1.000 SBOs and
potential entrepreneurs. Workshop topics have Included
business and financial planning, taxes and r eccadkeepIng.
marketing and advertising. managing a home business.
and how to be your own busgtess consultant

More than 500 hours of direct ler bnical assistance
have been provided to hundreds Of [oral SBOs, and their
have been over 100.000 resource serace contacts since

9 9A.,
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The piny) am pegs,' The most often requested manage
merit issues concern maiketing. Imam int). general start
up informatiosi. taxes and regulatory inhumation. along
with legal and accounting concerts

A newsletter wraten by small business owners IS
edited and published quarterly by RSBP The newsletter
advertises workshops and activities for, small husOness
owners. and It is (113111111AM to 1.500 business owners in
1 aye (-trinity

In cooperation with local agencies. the RSBP has
established small business reference centers in its live
primary areas outside the Eugene -Springfield area These
reference centers t ontain SBA pamphlets and books a
small business resource manual_ managment video
tapes, as well as lderal and state tax information

The RSLIP provides speakers Or information to
groups tit organizations in the r wall; eas that are in-
terested in small business

Basic principles and skills of small hustness menage
merit arc pllwlited to managers 'of small businesses as
well as to prospective business owners Those who pat
lit !pate in the program are people seeking infomiation
bet hose they sense the need or an opportunity Because
they look ahead and seek infonnatron, they are less likely
to become the tuotileros and t. asually statistics of ton4or
row s business record

Many of the small business owners who have been
If IVVI veil in the program maintain a Inog tenet working
ielationhip with the RSBP as their businesses change
and pow

Communityiity Resources are Developed and (Mired
As a part ill and its Business Assistance Centel

Ihe Rural Small Business Plow WO Is mord at encoulag
tog cnizenty to become IIIVOiVed in leamTng activities that
result irt a belief community And the program's primary
Junction is to aid those in the rural communities who .

want to learn how to better manage their businesses
There is a wealth of tor lllll unity resources available

for SBOs. and the RSBP utilizes such means as fully as -

possible to increase program, productivity. The RSBP
comdinates with the Small Business Administration, the
Senior Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE), city ad-
ministrators and local chambers of cogvnerce. agencies
such as CETA. and coordinators In LCC's other programs
to define clientele. shape the program and provide access
Individuals from rural communities serve on the grog
rani s advisory board. and program participants ate con-
stantly providing construCtive feedback about the prog-
ram and its direction

There is no better way to develop viable communities
than to involve r linens. as many as possible, in learning
experiences where they can interact SOOs pis RSBP work-
shops wink together to identify and address problems
arid make dm ',trills that affect their communities Rnual
wolkshops provide arT opportunity for SHOs to network
and provide support for each other. i he program's inten
lion is to assist ul developing the capacities of citizens to
he sell reliant, sell supporting. and able to contribute to
the economic- development of their communities

I 1-11141dSIS III the Rural Small Business Pi011an, is
on working relationships. community development. the
establishment of linkages and the promotion of collabora
live relations between l CC and other Oloanuntionc dint

.1

have shared concerns for business and community de
velorm lent

the Rural Snill Business Program is another oppor-
tunity for I CC to go outside of itself and increase its
productivity by being pail of an intgrated system of coil
triunity services

lidestot cs
1 St>/o.o. litgie I 41.111.. r l,, 011.1k) p.rol r

! 1,ft...title 4 ...r.11.1.1,,,"ers. 19:9 IN.Lred.ts of rlir Smell
11.tte I 1.. tn.% A.,. sob.. Mitt II 1970
eta n.- ',.d,../ ......ii 141.stlY I

Awekta io rM ie.., (WnsIluvatan (I `, Clovf.gi,ro 1.70).u3 (Stir
I 950

3 Sen.** Ads'1,1,11. ,./.111 a l,.. vJ 1 II,. 0011
I, JO

Thal small business operators ale say
Mg about the Rural Small Business Program:

Alpine

Information about Ixsokkeping was helpful
' in setting up a dale' ent system

Cheshire

Used business tiled (Cr organize my trust
IleSS.

Cottage Glove

RSBRC s inhumation helped me to move
Iron a crafts and hobby attitude to a bus.
Iles, management altitude I feel like I In in
tin...lots% now her ause I know what to do

the marketing information and birsineSs
plan have been very helpful We are more
organized and feel t oink:table with proles
sionals and wholesalers now

My sales will triple this year 05.000 to
I voot

Creswell

s Keeps my spirits up- The classes are great.
with the real life examples and being able to
ask specific ques uons I never could 115yr
afforded to hire the consultants to give me
the assistance and infoonation that you
have provided

Deadwood

I contacted some of the shops that you
suggested and they are carrying my pro-
duct Thanks for the leads It has given
me confidence in any viaducts

Sales are picking up and Toi getting some
nut dl -mate business

Dexter

information helped rne to get my business
started

Dorem1

Got some ideas from the marketrifig work
shop to lielpri some new promotions- I'm
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going to work with some of the other bust
ness owners in the community.

Ekri Ira

The class I attended was straight-lorwaol
and clown-to earth very helpful

Florence

Got a commercial bank loan. have added a
new line to the business Salep have in
creased. 4
nave been in business for 10 years so some
of the information from the worksikrps
bask. The direct assistance has been ex-
tremely helpful.

Got 530.000 loan lot new equipment

Junction City

Your Information has been extremely help-
ful In setting up my business-- especially
the list of resources where I can get more
informatkn.

Have started generating an Income from
the business. Dave gone Isom Iwo part time
customers to six lull tuner ustomets

Oakridge

RSIIRC helped te? 10 prepare a 10411 pack.
age It has re, r irony c 0111;411TlentS
/Ion. (1110,1g 1,1i eXpeliS I hank yind to, thr
tic-Il,

I 11.)Vt. I WI/ ,01111. (.1 Ti e Intr1,4 10.1 fir Ir

C
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nrques that you suggested. I appreciate the
support

Good marketing ideas. I've gone beyond
the hobby stage. lye set up my books and
I'm learnihg about business.

Reedspod

I lelped me to set up my books and now tin
more comfortable with bookkeeping

Veneta

Due to RSBRC we are better educated and
our product and direction have improved.
Much of RSBRC's assistance will pay off In
the future, although some of our latest sales
are direct requests from RSBRC references.

I have done hundreds of dollars of business
by going to workshops and making busi-
ness contacts with other business owners
in the Veneta area.

RSBRC lielkd us to get our business
started--now it will support the family when
Steve is laid off again

Walton

Added two new employees, thanks to
I-2931K 's referral Just Out a 513.000 order
NMI the Finn Marche

',call inlOnnalinn for (./r vitro crnpinyert
+. Anti rele,raf Igt .Jolut (Ape Ras Yely 1111111"i

We ate also using the tot and t a1,11410,-
.nlotrn.Thon MI

9 4

I.
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OWNING AND MANAGING
A RETAIL OUTLET

81 Forme niebarstion

Arc you a t raftsperson in home business owner who
wants to enter the retail field with sour poodutt, Do you
0 am to oint nine m treaty vuur prttillICI, but are tired of
giving tt away?

Perhaps You have tried die shows and Luis. tray/hug
up and down the state to set up mirth its or in large
binklings for one to three days It's hard wink and thew
isn't always a satisfactory return fin the time and money
that vim have invested

rslaybc the next step is a permanent plate of your
own--a Retail Outlet'

At lint a craftsperson or home business owner might
be woe to rem spate to a public market budding or share

N3111111114 with "the! hUNIIIC$S o M Ile Ts -this would keep
the overhead LOW Plan to give you and Vimr prtxhxt
a year's exposure to the public at the same location Any
time less than 2 year it not a true test

It is unpin-tam to keep your displays and fixtures a%
simple as you can Invest your money in your inventory!
(After all, only you know that the %helves, tables, and
milts arc setondhand )

Try to have as large a selection of your product as
pxissdsk avallabk at A1.1. limes to thc consumer. Rc
incuraher that somewhere there is the person who will
chance to we just the item she or he has hall 10(1k1IIF,
(III on your %Yell-stocked shelves'

You thought you worked haul at the fairs and
shows nosy your work really begun. liscre arc lung
hours at the shop meeting people -Meow t 0 one relation
ship with your customers cannot he replaced by anyone
or anything To sec that the CUSIOIller gets exactly what
he or -she wantsyour smiling face and a heartfelt thank
youIll bring them back again and again

After the shop closes fin the day it is time to rush
to the workroom to create more of your product Perhaps"
411.11 Create 2 new design or simply replace the nem% you
sold that day Don't forget to do your bookkeeping and
order supplies Dien there is the pricing and FiCkaglI1F,
of new inventory to go to the shop the next day.

A word almut pricing might lit in order here because
many craftspeople at well as other small butanes% owners
seem to lie afraid to place a high enough %-alue on their
prodtht in an eagerness to sell what they have created_

Ian prices do not add to die beauty .utd the value
of the product in the eyes of the customer Be sure the
puce of null product includes matenal expenses, shop
expenses, and PROH 1 If an item is beautifully crafted,
pleasing to the eve in tants of solo' and design, and looks
expensive, the customer caret ts it to be expensive. If it
is not piked high cm nigh, the customer will look for and
find flaws 01 the materials in workmanship as an excuse
not to buy

With all these things in mind plus a burning desire
to create and sal1 a beautiful product, you are sure to
Moine .1 suct csshil retail ownei

---------
/114,1,1 R nharkon kiwis; and crrcuri Inutrru I ler 'hop

u rn its scrota war of operation in the Crallivoni at the
Filth .Strrtt Publu Abu krt in I- xgrnr

HOW TO BE YOUR OWN
BUSINESS CONSULTANT

A workshop entitled "Flow to be Your Owl] Business
Consultant" sill be presented in the f011owing Lane
County coniniumoes

Community
Fhireisce
Itilmion City
Cottage Grove
Veneta

Oakrulge

Date Place
September 29 Florence Public Laval),
October 6 IM1C0011 City Library
(ktober 19 Cottage Grove Cary 1 tall
(ktobei 27 Mullane Multi-Smite

Ceuta
November 2 tVillainet re Activity

( enter

Jule workshop will address ways to solve !nutrias
pnsblerns, and It will assist busuless owners in identifying
situation% when they should seek outside help and where
to get it

All oldie workshops will be from 7:00 p.m. to 9:30
p ni. If you arc interested in regutenng, or if you would
like more information about the workshop, please contact
I./elicit-all I lolnics at 484-2 1 26, cxt. 595
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INGREDIENTS.
FOR BUSINESS SURVIVAL

iir 10.1.4 Gins

Starting a business on a shoestring is .1 risky and
often difficult C1111C211.11 There is an opnniu i chance for
tonna lion. isart lettlarls tot those folks who arc beginners

Five necessary ingredients to business silt to al ate
1 Education
2. Planning
3 Tuning
4 Marketability
5. Perseverance

These factors arc interrelated, and a business owner
should consider them before assuming a business name
and throughout the later (and hopefully smoother) years
of business opera

Education. It would be 'vise for the ambitious en-
trepreneur to collect as much basic business k 'ledge
as possible bciorr launching his/her business the ham,
mg suggestions larditate your success and reduce
your frustrations: take 1..: business management s lasses,
contactlhe Rural Small Business Resource :enter, read
Federal Govertuilent Int( irmat ion Bulletins and other bus
mess management 14;1416m-ins, and talk to people with
business experiens c

Planning. Your business plan will reflect your re-
search into the existing market, the viability ol your prod-
uct within this market, sour y to accrue investment
capital, and projections on maintaining (ash flow

Tinting. If yon arc mantila% tu ring, allow ample 11111C
for poxlitet and technique development Our own mis-
take was to make unfounded projections s relation to
our manufacturing capacity. Technological and mechani-
zation breakthroughs sometimes surprise you with their
simplicity and enablr you to significantly u10-Case your
production %ohmic without increasing your overhead

Marketing. Another of out mistakes had to do with
marketing and tuning_ Out of an earnest (an cl over aux
roars) desire to make an income to cover overhead, we
attended two back-to-back gift shows in Seattle and Pon -
land. We were too hurried and, as a result, out presenta
tion was less than professional. Worst of all,
realized that gift stores were not our primary market.
Giveth the educational qualities of our products, we have
since found that educators and educational suppliers arc
our target market_

Persevere. Recently, I have talked with sonic friends
who have ken managing their own small business for a
number of years. These discussions have caused me to
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confront even greater realities! f. now sec that not only
LS starting a Isistness a risky and stifien difficult .en
CICAVOI . 1,11150 is main ta g one Persevere- --and best
of link to all ol you who are fatidg thus challenge.

r
A.

liteharti.Gms a ow o f fin- mown of 6itnou Colleghons.
partnership r.; bradrreeirt. OR The Montos bat been.

manalaamortit hand trIktorened. bond :mita 41/11
pumkt fin I'72 wart

BUSINESS LIFE INSURANCE-
1 A TOOL TO PRESERVE

THE FAMILY BUSINESS
Br Sou Mir.,

Our of the most widely employed sus 'Inc instil
ante is to provide money for mots and 1C1tIc nt expenses
for the runners of Lundy businesses.

It takes good management and and work to build
a business today that will provide a unfortable living
fin both 1.unibes and employees. What spore to a bits-
II1CM d suddenly and unexpectedly the owner dies? What
happens to the faintly? -10 the employees> Obviously
money becomes a cow. al problem Creditors may demand
immediate. payment. Rankers may call in their loans
lIchtors may delay paying their assoutits And the family,
deprived of income, needs money and turns to the
exec-mot for help

When a business owner dies, the hitsuiess must Ix
liminlated finless all the heirs are adults and agree to take
over the husiness. If the business is a partnership. the
partnership is immediately dissolved at the death of one
of the partners. A forced sale of the business will mean
a loss of dollars to the family and loss of work to employ-
ees. Prudent liminess owners plan ahead to conserve their
business interests for their families by assuring the avail-
ability of funds Life insurance is the ideal method for
poividing those funds. The type of policy to best meet
these needs depends upon v4isus factors, including the
eitunber of owners, their fMily eirctunstances, and the
-iffilefuri7 a the business corporation, partnership, or
sole proprietorship. Your life insurance agent can render
a valuahle service to your business today.

Sur IL'ilson II w mautrmol lift mmrann. mprruntaart.
She work; fir 1-..atorable Life Imarana Company in
Ettftne



MANAGING A F4MILY RESTAUKANT
IN A RURAL COMMUNITY

/), Mary rnelland

aaa Amigo cricant I isenZI't !louse" Ionia RoInr4
um, owner of the too last ti.id rettawant, sand as the
poultrti to het sign

1ii'e had put spent an hour mound her fanula table
at the restaurant. and 1 was anuird at the number of
tricrult ulni had 4Infird III rip her to cal 411' 144 hate tialec
and ',tut all 01 use tarn- at dine at potsibly to her
table and mating kind!,

l'irsra num, plaerd in the hat kgniund 1 awaiting
smells 01 the Meth an losul floated III kit hen utter,-
Nan. v, het pats nine (01)1. prepared hymn's and tato,
l ding to roma% wet lal ke,t tpcs Then, utth hunk
we!, etervone began to ht- c,- the,,,(kink in home

It had all lookcd hike such Inn husked a the t muds
CI bOthe led lire

"It's unpoitant to Inc to have ma blends wine in to
situ me. lust as It this teen- ma hobo Allri all, I Ant Itric-
nom eighl in the morning until mew weak ai !tight
etas Jas (wept Sunda% and that day is lin 111V knit I

uottlilakcce ins liseitak it they didn't train

Apparent!, this "Mu" butincst was a lot ill tvoik. 11 I
I asked hei iii ti ll nie hat she !wind to lit- moo dillittilt
in managing het wan butunets

"Rix ikkeeptng and ',panda, "llei girt eves tanned
senoras "Olgautizing nis [Inn- so that 1 have a scheduled
notenotelinlittkkeepmgndillittilt And ',amnia, Air tough

ante that is ow slaw dm., and tonictillIct II takes a 101
it 41144.101w 10 kee1P Iiwm dining C.tik and taking
the kids sun-inning wr on a pit mt

tour kltl, gnu vint ens trouble unit [heir stork
IIClklICO It 4ert1s like it mutt take a lot of wit thst whin-

on then part, too

Cunha tnnled -No, %tort and Sur have been great
lirecr 11.111 any trouble with them have a

win-dui,- nits like et erSolic ell,-, anti flit, trick ft. II the
with 1104414ml rt.c had with them it 111.11 flit'V 01114-111114,
thuikthat[Itanhome,andil k', sm,k,wntodohiinlets k
J g then stinking hour

"lint tee, the( nantrd (4,611.14.l. a 13111114 htnmrts as
:11114.11 as I dill Ilk, time fit rtl 01 Motil .du -acs betng at
work and lever home for them NVe wanted to be 14 q.14.111Cf

Mort- lin AnIctl n. ix- tinter atallablc to 1114-111, And 1110
4.4. toltill;)n

"It iliac 511,111)1y,, tondo here At tile( au that makes
von ddrrrcm Iron) 0111rn last tootl I 4.4. at

tin lout it to wilt (Int Illn place (rented 40 pi/1,01M

fir

O
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Tonia's eyes brightened and she repitethnite Fiestas
We have a kIrtia on cvcry oi<3.510.11 that 141,1" can We

decorate and have her nutsie when possible We lace
real party with all ow 1 'lends tinning and goutp les a
lot of stink but woith it

"111 steer to open a small restaurant nu a town like
( Atagr ( What would 11Cyoui .14.1,14 40"

as tl y0111 CilSiontrrt weir sitar lanuly Do
not put anething on then table rim wouldn't wive your
kids It has to be lilt- 1/CSI nut as our mono ht-rt-

Pin talke-d for a while longer alitalxntt the dalitultres
of the high tom 01 stipphes and utilities, etc tun, as
sec talked, I (wild we [11c rode Toga telt as she spoke
a het Intones( I Could 4ET 1)1.4,1 shit- winked VCry 111111 at

kr(4111K linagr 0111f1)11, the "Amiga" in ('asa Amigo

( Amigo 11., !Axed in tukt v 5th soya us I 'onage
1hr frOilfilrailf irnU111211) vu Afven fikvil.mthad

tin rpenal dishes of 10 013,1 111.7frarr I 1 00 a MC
8 Inrp it. .donna, Vm,wal, N0140114,,-
Mars Mrlekland tt alto u wroll ',WOW' mow.- /.tart

(:rote Slur Amor. orrsnal firrehrto iamb, staflower
fil/tt and ramp/dm

SM.61.I. BUSINESS
RESOURCE CENTER
PROVIDES SPEAKERS

11 von air a member of a pimp inganization in
I am- (;mutts- that it nneirtted rat busmess. tontatt the
'Una Small Itustnst Item intte (Cnn-t, anti wt- willJ,to
ide 111101111.1t14411 alitt01 speakeis on it pit s n elated to but

mess ontatt Deborah Iltilines, -184 2126. co S95 )

MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR TIME
It stall stork load is ost-rmitrinting, take a that- off

to son and Icalrangc tasks ...iirptiontlet. and new rc
sources n1.1., tonic 10 1011

I Irrr al 4. stIggrtlions 101 planning voile time

1 ( litxmc wilt- or mt. rohltnit thai arc Important
to 111C 1111titiCsr thew Iin1,. t114-11 r,-or
ganttc 1114. nest of the flay

2 A lob mat b7c bnt.' handled on one dav for time)
than on another,
Ai range urekle 111.11ilitlig .11141 ft, Icn vsa011s [04
44-01k on pietelit busincts problernt

1n-quench, ilmussion unit other Innillett ()Mien
ilx-nt up IRcss aprroat het to Allti 1111,111A imthlrint

3
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SEMINARS OFFERED BY
LCC's BUSINESS ASSISTANCE CENTER

The 5C5.:01KI Ooor of LCC's fkiwritovai Center 11013.5C%

A WKIC range of programer of II liefeit 115 hiI5111CSSe5. The

1.)055.11I0Vel1 Center is located at 1059 V111.1111Ctle Street
and the tekplione nullities is 484 2126, est 530

The Business Assistance (goer offers business own
crs and managers individual assistance, short tourses,
senunars, business reference materials, and access to
microcomputers Tall trim iillenngs %sill trislude

The lupus- is Nov.
Septenther 20. 1983
8 00 a m 8 00 p m
Eugene t look-mike ( ono
510110 swr person

for nuoness and Industry

IM7Qtlualtort fit Ile ri M.1.411Volcr%

Septontscr 17, 1983
7011 p m 1(300 p
1 (1 111( 301
S251)0 per person

I catkollia and 1)c. stoll 51.0dytt
(odder 11 1983
9 00.1m 4 (8) p ni
1 alsens- ( onlornst ( one;
SSO 00 per ilesson ()winch

Intiodllt n, 41 to ( fltpoIcts ftr MArogeo
(cre.ho 20. 1983

01) pmt III 4) p m
( 111( 301

Scllulg lusfungnes Strad
(Molex 2h. 1983

00 p gn 10 00 p.m
Red Imo. Spongirchl
525 00 per bioic-m(11nm 3 pc( ItuslitCfs1

If If ttllial it t fft islI, II kompitim
Novembei 29. 1983
'.00 p ni 10 00 p tit

.1 1)F( 301
525 00 pet perm')

A Dimness and I- sea e ,,,,,, 1 of-t.acf tot 1984
De. cnthet 1983
7 00 p m 10 00 p
Larne Ink! en, v 1.enta
525 On per biome, theta S per Inatinc,1

If IrtItttlittn lo !th, 10, lootrmic
1 Fescolher 8, 1983
700 pm 10 00 p m
I 3.( 1-)T3 210
52S Ott per ISCINI,11

ito
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PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENTS
IN SMALL BUSINESS

lir Ann liunntnbrrs

IhSagiccmcnts :11.111 niistuiderstanalitip between
partners or 511afrIlOkkrit in a SI11311 business arc one of
the most frequent 10tIft_C) of kgal problems for small
business people Sometimes the th83g1t3 I5CCOIlle
so senora that the business is forded tuck or a lawsuit
rcsults-

0

The best way to prevent disagreements and misun
derstandings from (kenning is-to clearly spell out with
your prospective partner 01 1C11000 Shafellttltlil what dial'
precise teems of your agreement arc Iefilrc going into
business

At a minimum the following points should be
covered in your agreement

1 What is the purpose of the business?
2 Who makes what initial contribution of

and labor?
3 Who nukes what percentage oontribution if the

busuiess needs more money?
4 flow arc tleC131015S to be made,

5 What authonty does each 'owner' have to make
mulatC1:11 5105-1.510115)

IS floss are profits/hoses to be divided,
I entitled to get a %alai), or draw?

8 R'har IAappens of aft' party wants to get out of
the busmcm, becomes disabled ni dies?
What happens if the 'owners' don't agree on
KIM( ItUSII1Cia del:13101W

10 VV110 det.ItICS if and for how .11nm:owners'
ACC 13kCII 111111 111C 11115111eS3?

I I I low much time does each *OWIler. devote
the binmess?

II you and your prospective business partners do not
4sealically answer these questions it' yout agreement,
Oregon sive law will in effect "write your agreement for
you," but the answers this law provides may not be what
you want 00 eNpetrI For this reason it is extremely impor-
tant that the pm:slick-Inc partners or shareholders of a

I reW of expanding business reach a dear understandmg
abut what they want the tennis of their agreement to be
and then arc an attorney wtth experience in the small
liminess ares:t to put the agreement lino appropriate writ-
ten form

9

r,Lin liummtbecsi 1.1 an illfOrPICI III tlIfir/11"

98
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HONEY OF A BUSINESS
MAY INVOLVE GlITING STUNG-

OCCASIONALLY!
lit pat., .1f aim I llornms

lfemg in col. lel 55 11 11 beekeeping 1i-eludes mails da
perm it kinds of aunt dies 1 R 11 the Fanny, u a le-es .uiUiii

111C torntnnnnn of Imes 311,1 01111-1 ei.111111111C111,

palmation. ha:AT-ming. in51 kr-mg hones. through viable
etlutanon. A1151 PR for the pees It's not a boting hob by
ills Means'

l'n betels less cf Man 19% or Ii egon's RAH) (qv,
tered hri kelTee% Air %t one. MA, Iv 01 theme wsuuen arc
110111,5 11eCkCelle1,1 011 355.151 is .1 male owned or lanais.

115(1 itn) Ms hones csitas ling beading tar ans state
unrested. 39 ()rep frs filch alto 11tta stare In red
1.1c

Nialkt1 trig a podus 1 I think, is also maikcinig
is cc A stozekeeper of hones prN xhu cr or whomever

must read. wads 111V 111.1,1kt-3 ask questlonA fa ethers In
the same field. and know tin .11 her 1011 ..111S1de anal out
A business ....per "111.1 be afraid ni sal -1 do not know
but 111 (is to hind out" and glum Olson die findings 11

lakes a 101 ul giculg ill ournelsrs listening III allt1 f ming
.1110111 our slistomcrs, somenmes even when we need to
be doing something Ilse 11111 1 he cola et F011 1 he hale
.'Lira 15415 11 01 a 1114,011 011 a 111. liras make the dab-reuse

in the long (1111 hc1.5% Cell the IS and the 11.1S heell's. in the
01 110 Wu.

I see a 'Mg(' part 01 Ills 55 ork as king a [fulfils tcla
lions person 10 the bees IA In do tsc need bees, loss
do they %sods> I loss to use hones. tin C cry
)1 gam/alums fa 111f11. 55 one-n..110 hook lass

es. mei others califs tails., on bees and hones. Io formatisc.
cdfli....)0.1,11 displays Iii banks. lanai ICS .11151 0111C1 11111 /Ili

Oat C5 are useful A nes...pipet .Hearin 1111.1. 1'111
RI 1-s is mine in a his al lapel elitiCiliS ale nu
lice At (trifles and Inuit, uses. otlici Inisnif-sses tall 111k1
List A 51t mat interesting 1lrings it let folks know ale nu hi
these ...1st too SiLsIt edits animal Pit isnviics take time
and 111.1% Mlle 11111 help 111:0111C le.1111 pxisriice

things As( en bees and beekeeping These as tunics also
keep fill 11.11IW 11.C1i ne the 1111611t 111 .1 11011 Ail% el-11,111g 55 AS

It tan wink t /1 5,111 ttt15lnes, 11,11

A I 111( du uum busnea n the 5ei 11011g 01
511111111C, at IC, (hall 1 ntail Lou Many 55hotesalcrs have
Ihelf T1.111111% put. lases set al 11-5 el, that I th 1 1101 need,
fan not ails ad. and do 1101 base storage lo,r A freight ex
01 5C1111 10.1,1 of gill, jars Is inle 1-511111111- SO Ile 11Ct (111e

s1101111e11. 10/ /15111g 1sir lal gcr fel alle 0 sshn Caber hare
lowel pees in gni- dot owns lea 1./111111 1111 5111eNs It 5501141

11C11/1111 II I talk! 1111t I lithe. 5111.111 1/115111essi, 5.s hi I has e

If

5i/111C 01 MS same nerds so that see stead-dolt/MC ill1211tIty
pinkh.11111g- -,1 C tuuld agree on %%hat we necalcal'

AllhOlIgh le Si 411C r) nears less bluer. work, 11-C

.1151, learned to do %%Munn of 10 11111405 1Se ILIA he
helpful III the long mu when I need lo and t aft allord
nu expand, 111 hopetulls lust- lentil plush/sing
mcmt

aalSe I lultIts 110W II Is 10 Weil 10 1111V lets than
retail (Intl 111 5111111 q113111111e5) III fades be somewhat
o mire-rinse 011 ins selling Ink CS, I aalct u, 0111C1 small
business people I %%III deliver on nry aft-7) 1W0 01 three
of this and hall a ticaell 01 that If It IS the S101 ckccpces
need I kin cruig to and keeping bras k fa so many different
small accounts as time eonsunimg However, my puff!
oct's nani -JOANN'', 1 IONI kAthcfr tin mole places
toil mote folks to sec' Itepetirion is one fa the keys to
goTkl Iscrming. .aid 1115 InLsIlleSS -

Joann Mine, Is 'oft prpwior of /11.-INNS lit INI.I
on .ifraplr I owl 111 Rrnirporl.t 'ar hi-pi bre, and ha,
.1d bone, arrd brrktrrs.1 rymopmpor tin awn scats

SMALL. BUSINESS
REFERENCE CENTERS

ARE IN YOUR COMMUNITY
1 11e rem 1111 t clue, tin soopelation ssull heal agcn

ie% has established small business lefereme u ewe( m us
fits 111 51-1,15 e Areas 0111s:51C the I ugcncSpunglidd

AKA

Ilicse Felt-reuse eciitcr, are healed at 1 (3 's SILIS1.155
'enter ui I keens e. the I CV (.entt al Area 1,1111

0-1111-1 111 .011.age thc Ism Ridge CI /1111111.1111ty

1 ibrars an Veneta, the (11C,,C11 l'1111115 I.rbtats, .easel the
11111i 1 111; P1111115 11111.11t rheme 15 also a relerense
:enter on "The Ibis,- the 1.( ( mobile t lassrooni which
Asits Oakndgc And otle'r atcas

I hew et-lett-rue taucrs sf mum SRA pamphlets and
11.ticks, a 5111.111 1 /11,1fICS5 el-Si 1111 e 111.11111AI. Illallagetcle111

151C0tapes (Ill I linellee. ( arrage Grose. and the plus
,Hik.), a, %sell as I (del al and mate neonic las inhumation
VIlictIler you ale in business eat lust f,orksidallig m, the
Ieterense f...crucrs ss have inhumation to help so nn 311SS% el

111.111V 1111 5111e, tilles110115

111C It 111 Et stall is also .1..1111111c to assist you wifl;
(alio small business nutters Ilie releplione number is
18-1 2 I 2.(f , en S95

J
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THINKING OF
GOING INTO BUSINESS?

Ely 1.4surot and folm

SVc started Apia legate IMatworks in June of I97t5.
John had been layed oft of his nth tan Lugenc own weeks
before the butte of our frist duld John sct out that sum.
met to !mild a cod& of Ins drcani loafs while he took
time to cnp)y Ins new son and look lot mom stable ...oil.
Twelve boats later he still hadn't landed that outside lob,
but the boats weir slowly sellnig, add we giadually as
sinned the lifestyle of the sell cmplt 'yeti

To look at you Might say, "Boy, have the,:
got it made!" But it scat never easy So with the "St hoof
of I -lard itutiks'' behind us, I oiler sonic questions and
.some advice to those of you who arc thinking IA punt;
into your own business 11 you can't answer the follow trig
quests ins, then you need truce time to do some addatnmal
planning I.( ( IS a gintil plat c to turn Los help in planning
sour business Wc did and I don't lschesc that we would
have made it without them

()Ill-511(41S that need to he .111V.Veled IX-ft 1-C going
into business

I VS1_sat .11C sou going it, sell) Selling vour sent Cs
is a gotit1 bet fin a small business Pettish- will
pas Its have things repaired

2 Arc VS111 good at ss hat v1111 tIOI no mu haw the
net essalV skills.

A %Stint will be vom intorno., I low will the.>
leans .lout 111111 sets moil

4 Arc von a self %tat tei Can you get going with.
out st 'incline telling von what to do>

S Who arc von+ tonspctstoit> It there arc none,
win What 31C ibis. thaigtsig Inn their product
of 51"1 It C) l igIW du', they fuse?

IS Ale V011 111 the nght Ito.mon to market coin
posh', t>
What kind of support cflo von have liurn V1111'
IA111110 RIPulcnlxn 11f 50511 1.111111y willing to
sat lathe along with son for months or CS C11
%ems>

8 Your business Nil lime outside capital to
begin and in grow N'ill Sill rin all your assets
Intl/ the business> Will vowrrclames give %%AI
a loan Or pedlaps w sign tine Innis the bank>

u %%liar will sou list on when the business is in
its 1111.mas or when the ctonomv takes a 110,C
di, it ( 5111I1 spouse suppnlit the la11111V .mid

the business?

0 1:01111 the liminess lse part nine while you ton
tin% lea wotk outside of the honnes0

100
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%Vitli those questions answered, here's some genii al
atIVII C

Rcgastc: vow assigned business narnewith the
Corpmation Conumssioner so von t an get a
lies king account under that name All IA1511103

should he at Inc by check thrtingh\that ateount
log at tinatc record keeping

Yellow Pages atls come out at the begynn of
the year, but the-deadline f Sz gemng one early
fall

03,0161 hUIT10111, take one 1.11r a Week assay
1.1,1111 the booties Rest upon get mvolvcd 111
Odle( interests

Lamm and fill,,. Ma :odium are rho stir poraTorov, of
Applofiarr lloartrot*, 1 boy IVY 1,144,1 murk of Vonato,
abour y, of in milt- from rho old Aprkfiato UnIal lhtt
build octal? boats and oval. all rypri mourn how' under
2? fell

RECORD KEEPING IN BUSINESS
Keeping 1C(OIVIS is the hest s, as V011 call ,',1n11,4 your

business Inventttrs records, ion example, should Judi, ate
at a glance what's selling and w hat isn't -lins nn 111111
rt,Ints to proper 1,1,41m-inn) planning

Records of ads crtising results can help pinpoint
ss heir youl romottonal atonal-% are being spent w ISCIV
and here they are being wasted

1-inamial records midst be maintained ion tax pm
poses and are also necessary if volt need a 1-16.111t 1.1I AMC
neat Ill order 111 .11111dv liar a bank !tun

lux law requires that some reoinls he maintaulcd
for a SIX-1. itacd penal 01 tune mtation for 1111.11111C

tax limns, for example, must be retained Ion al least three
seats beyond the filing date to case of tax examination

It is good business praentc to maintain files of tlir
respondence, diet ks, accounts let eicable, lulls payable,
orders, contracts, and must other recorals of 1/11.5111Cw at
tisanes and transattions so they 1. all he CaSIIV heated
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WHEN TO BUY A COMPUTER
FOR YOUR BUSINESS

B. It .3.r.

Kno...r, 114 As to bin a r,ruputer is Mil% one %idi-
ot 111c soul kiitus mg %%hen to Ito% is the /dill stile 31111
all sase Lustnrss ins Mrs Dille and Monts' um the long tun

liminess% s gcncrall% pit 'dm( a 14x id isaperssOrk slut
mg Mc %muse id dads .1.1011s Its the end 01 stare defined

xl. all 01 their 5.1,1145 .4 data arc gathers-VI and ar
ranged in some sort ol inlet iti pnxlute lei the business
a fin antral pit nate of Mc last nu Inds. nr illiartel. or Wear
I lir isrOblent ssirh tuts traditional apploaill. solliCtinieS
re-ft-tied to .1s "alter the 1.1.1 ai ioutiling.- is 0131 rite aillor
illation IX'. notes as allablc tuuclt li.40 late 10 ast upon

1 ortinplels. the °Minitel age" 11.1.5 pros tiled its will.
%Italians of "hclitie the Luc as smutting- that tan

ti Malls inipai I the to hint Ime ot the tureen! INctiod
With sttrnnJtton about %IR li Multi., as the u,51 of a il
F4. date, in% ritior% I, els 4.1 naial items, .Ind 'talcs status,
des 1%14 /Is tan he nude .1Ist 1111- darts 1 pclAtion. Mal sail

liangc the tat ttttt 01 a pole-111011s dianlal 1.17411 Margin

the ateneet appeals to ix- sample bits a compute,
Mit the dilemma Mt-tented hi this sttlimon is Lumbar to
mans small hinnies, smiler, The nerd lot additional to
ionliatnxi arises long lx-1.tc- the tame, energy, and dollars
ale as ailable 1..1 tint-slim-ill I be ',like, 01 In ing h. fiphi
3 ssslcm tutu %% dl pis nut. c the tIcsited t emits, in the lormal
needed. for the of the Mimic, is Mien .1 seemingly
In ens lielnlasig ask for 311 Meads Os el Wl liked 4 m lier

1-or Ilic gross Mg ',Mines% diet.' is an alternative A

197

progtesth e. torninatcrited\a,otanting lint ran plovide
the needed ink Milan4,11 mail the organization can support

, milliliter that cull handle resent and limtre volumes
Iles plan %sill eliminate the 11.1ssle and ekisCilse ass, it laird
%%MI the repeated tirgrailIng to larger SeSICITS %%1111 CAI
binilicSs CW.11111011 It %sill also alloss ..risitildollats to Ix.
944,11 ekes% herr

I be senrti lino should oiler tustoillized I trotting
Mat will deal s ftth the unique aspects of eat II binilleS,s
and ssdl tarn retinue the hinnies.% to i14.111gc 1tr,xedures
F4, Ai 01114 kilt(' the r 1,1111suler %% stern And as II I.er.tints
more son din. use 10 do 11111011SC pt. it e.sing 111C Sen.% e

lima shnuhl be saisaitle of ANS llllll g in at illittIng a it 4111
inner seneill that Ss ill altos% the transition Trim then
%mut, to lsr made %%i'thout iliten14,11on 111 the %sink
lit tss I raining sho.dd be !tumuli-it to .twine that the .0111
path's stall Lan operate elks mei% on then it prernin,

Bin .1 ion,iUlei on an ai Min basis Lather than as a
(Cat lion titan undeniable sit rout at Ibis %%lien
tilatii.l. AIX nit Sinn l la-Ss lit illias .111.11sIs ir"m an% 011111

Si Ines( l// ss hen 11 IS 11101e LOST it 1101ISe

BUS SS Unit won't,- trails to mak. the st %minium-1u and
ss hen von'tc slue vstem %s all tire: l roar Csises lath Xis

A tanich Is rig %hi osion salt !Ise the
menet lo sonscillrare 011 %%11.11 Silt tit he Juts
1111111111g llIC bosutess

11"and.1 I loidrkko n .1,, tuderrmirns ,ompktr. "usoultnni
0/ I for'

Lane Community College %you'd like to thank All of' the small Nisi-
ness smilers in I Jane County no contributed to 11111 edition of the
Rural Small Business 11.Nource Center's Newsletter.
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Lane CoMmunity College's

Rural Small Business Program

offers a Variety of educational, technical and resource ser-
vice' to assist rural Lane County smat business operators
in the management of their companies These services
we available to all smart busineee operators whose
businesses are located outsider the EugeneSpringfloki
area and who employ no more than 15 people

The Rural Program was developed In 1981 under
funding provided by an Oregon CETA Governor's Giant
from the U.S. Department of Labor to Lane County Depart-
ment ocarnployrnent and Training The Rural Program is
now part or LCC's Business Assistance Center which was
formed in 1982 to serve the Eugene- Springflekt metropolif
tan area

Why A Rural Small Business Program?

Rural email buslneseee are critical to the health of
Lane County's economy However. many small burettes-
sea particularty during times of economic difficulty, fall
due to management inexperience, even though they otter
a good product or service.

Recognizing the importance of rural businesses to
our economy, the Rural Smell Business Program has
been developed to assist rrtte al small business operators
In improving their ma napernlant skies, finding necessary
professional assistince and gaining access to Information
relevant to their business problems.

information about going Into business, cash flow man-
agement, financing. Inventory control. marketing *MCI ad-
vertising. computers. insurance, taxes and legal issues.
planning and goal setting can be obtained through the
Rural Program.

Rural Small Business Program Services Include:
rr A network of Warners owners
r Business management workshops and classes

CT Business counseling on a one-to-one basis
Cr A quarterly newsletter
rr Resource centers containing business manage-

ment publications
gr. A consultant referral directory
IT Business planning sessions
Er 'A business reference manual ^

Compukw demonstrations
Er Speakers tor groups end organizations Interested

in business

These merlon; are provided In the Cottage Grove-
Creswell, Junction City, Florence, OsIcrldge, and'Ven-
We areas at a MI* artd plane convenient for the smaN
Wetness operator or &anew. Details are publicized in
advance so the smell business operator can plan on at-
tending.
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